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PREFACE

COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

In March of 1982, theHarvard Institute for International
Development began a project funded by the Office of Multisectoral
Development at AID to:

(1) help identify a future-oriented agenda for

social science .research on rural development; (2) review the research
output produced'iby nine cooperative agreements with universities and
Consulting firms in terms of their contributions to social science
knowledge about rural development; and (3) make recommendations about
the cooperative agreement as a mechanism for uniting basic and applied

research with technical amsstance to AID field missions. This report
responds to the second and third of these-tasks 1
The predecessor to the Office'of MltseOctoral Development,
the Office of Rural Development, was created in 1974. 2
beginning, its

From the

principal activities were to assist missions to obtain

consulting services and to promote research efforts aimed at gener
ating new knowledge.

In 1976, the office asked AID missions to :give

them advice on the kinds of rural development-oriented consulting and

The findings of the first activity is presented in Cohen,
Grindle, Thomas, and Walker (1983).
2or a review of the Office of Rural Development and
its
activities, including the cooperative agreements described here, see,
Montgomery, Carroll, and Robinson (1981).

1I.

research, programs they. would like to have provided.

he Office, of

Rural Development, with the concurrence of the interagency Working
Group on the Rural Poor, concluded that research and advice should
focus attention on off-farm employment, farm-strategies, credit,
management information systems, and participation.

The rural

development office then began to identify universities and consulting
firms with strong competence in agricultural economics and rural
development.

Discussions were held with them to explore ways in which

they might cooperate to provide research and consulting services on
these and other broadly defined topics.

Finally, project papers were

drafted for particular projects and contractors were selected to carry
then out.
The cooperative agreement mechanism was adopted by the Office
of Rural Development as an appropriate model for these projects.
Pioneered by the Agricultural Office in its work on sectoral planning
topics, the cooperative agreement was thought to be more flexible than
a contract and allowed the contractor a voice in determining what
research was needed.
grants.3

It was also more field-oriented than 211d

The basic cooperative agreement model that the Office of

3 The

cooperative agreement mechanism was not without its
critics. Montgomery, Carroll, and Robinson (1981:13-14) state the
following:
•...the General Counsel objected that too general a scope
of work could not be enforced by law...Some of the
bureaus objected to the size of the agreements,
especially the second generation ones, which were

Rural Development formulated's6ught to:

(1) develop state-of-the-art

papers synthesizing existingknowledge, practice, andmethodology in
the assigned area and to develop hypotheses that might be tested in
the field; (2) conduct long-term applied research based on sustained
field work; (3) perform short-term consulting services for field
missions as a kind of "reality testing" as well as a contribution to
AID's operations; (4) develop networks of professionals in each
subject matter area, in the U.S. and abroad, so that there would be
communication among specialists as a by-product of the cooperative

-expected, with mission add-ons for field services, to

reach as much as seven million dollars.

RAD's response

was that the critical mass attained by these cooperating
institutions would add to their versatility because more

specialists would be involved than in a snaller contract.
Furthermore, the cooperative agreements would encourage
new, interdisciplinary ventures because of their sheer
size: single departments would not be able to perform
all of the specified functions. The expectation was that
these agreements would eventually produce highly visible
centers of excellence in fields that were important to
RAD's operations.
Others objected that the cooperative agreements were
a costly way of producing technical assistance, that the
Indefinite Quantity Contract (IQC) would achieve the same
result faster and more cheaply, and that an excessive
amount was going to research and university overhead.
RAD's counter-argument was that there was insufficient
capacity in the areas where cooperative agreements were
involved to rely on existing organizations through an
IQC, that research was necessary to develop this capac
ity, and that university overhead was less than that of
other potential contractors. Finally, another group of
critics objected that the agreements were more beneficial

to the universities than to the Agency. The universit
ies, with rare unanimity, dissented from that judgment,
arguing that pressures on them to provide services to the
missions created a powerful corrective to their facul

ties' proclivity toward theory and library research."

iv

agreement; and (5). .diss

nate project-generatd infomation, directly

to academics and field practitioners.
Five cooperative agreements were instituted in the first

years:

one each with Cornell University, Chio State University, and

Practical Concepts, Inc., and two with Michigan State University.

As

progress was made with the initial cooperative agreements, more were
entered into.

Later cooperative agreements were subject to compet

itive bidding, which increased the need to design the project papert
carefully and be more specific about what the objectives of the

activity were to be.

Currently, the Office of Multisectoral Develop

ment oversees a large portfolio of
tactivities based on the cooperative
agreement model.
This paper reviews nine of these cooerative agreements.
These are:
1.

Rural Development Participation
Cornell University

2.

Organization and Administration of Integrated Rural
Development
Development Alternatives, Inc. and Research Triangle

Institute
3.

Alternative Rural Development Strategies
Michigan State University

4.

Rural Non-arm Employment
Michigan State University

5.

Performance Manageent
National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and
Administration and Developmennt Project Management Center,

USDA
6.

Rural Financial Markets
Ohio State University

7.

Managing Decentralization
University of California, Berkeley

8.

Land Tenure

9.

Regional Planning and Area Development
University of Wisconsin, Madison

University of Wisconsin, Madison

General findings about these cooperative agreements and
recommendations for improving the knbwledge-building *otential of
future ones are .et forth in Section 1.

7he recotmmendations are

presented on pages 36 through 55 of Section I.

Reviews of the

research output of individual cooperative agreements are presented
separately in Section II.

Finally, Section III contains comparative

analyses of important issues that have implications for all the
agreements reviewed.

vi
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SECTION I
SUMMARY REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Overview,
The central questions addressed in this report7are:

(1) ,has

the cooperative agreement mechanism contributed to the buildi

,ngof

knowledge about rural development? and, if so, (2) how can future
cooperative agreements be designed to maximize knowledge-building

contributions while providing applied consulting service for AID
regional bureaus and missions?
Answers to these questions are based on an extensive review of

the major publications of nine cooperative agreements.

These publica

tions therefore serve as our data base, rather than information
collected through systematic interviews with project directors,
authors, or AID project officers and similar systematic analysis of

project files.

We also do not consider specific mission-related

services provided through the cooperative agreements.

This approach

is justified on the ground that, in the end, a review of research
findings must be intersubjective and hence confined to the published
record.

Although we have held numerous discussions with cooperators

and AID personnel, it should be noted that the findings and recommen
dations of the report do not necessarily adddress the fact that the
research intentions of project participants were at times frustrated
by administrative and logistical constraints.

2.

We assess the cooperative agriemenht research output in terms
of how well it meets canons of- sociali science research, how much it
has influenced the wider academic community,. and how well it addresses
the needs of field practitioners.

Our major conclusions are that the,

cooperative agreements reviewed have made significant, contributions to
professional knowledge about rural development and that they can'be
implemented in ways that allow researchers to generate findings that
are both academically respectable and useful to field professionals.
We alsb conclude, however, that their potential for knowledge-building
has not been fully achieved.

Finally, we offer specific recommenda

tions and guidelines for increasing the knowledge-building potential
of future cooperative agreements.
The contributions of the cooperative agreements to knowledge
building are evident when they are viewed historically.

Professional

knowledge about how to reach the poor rural majority was limited when
the congressional mandate on rural poverty and development was issued

in 1972.

To be sure, substantial work had been done on agricultural

and rural development prior to that time, but it

was still

insuffi

cient to provide the kind of focused guidelines needed by governments
and donors to formulate strategies and operationalize them in
policies, programs, and projects.

A major objective of the cooper

ative agreement progrm of the Office of Mult1isectoral Development was

to fill that :sap.
Thus, the cooperative agreement was quite different from the
indefinite quantity contract (IQC) or the special purpose contract

(SPC).

Specifically, the XQC focused on troubleshooting, task forces,

and rapid problem-solving while the SPC focused on fiield-testing,
problem definition, problem-solving, and task forces.

In contrast,

the cooperative agreement centered on concept development and
knowledge-building while performing all the functions normally carried
out through SPCs.

4

The investment by USAID In the nine cooperative agreements
reviewed has resulted in:

(1) the expansion of general knowledge

about rural development policies, programs, and projects; (2).-the
generation of focused and analytically useful case stuies on rural
development interventions; (3) the consolidation of existing
literature on particular rural development topics; (4)

the sharpening

of analytic concepts and middle range conceptual frameworks used in
analysis of rural development processes and interventions; (5) the
elaboration of sets of working hypotheses that can be used to guide
further research; and (6) the establishment of a small but important

setgof empirical generalizations that can be drawn upon to formulate
rural development policies or to guide the design and Implementation
of rural development projects.
In addition, investment in these cooperative agreements has
contributed to:

(1) the involvement of well-established academic

experts in regional bureau and mission activities; (2) the building of

4 Based

on a typology in Montgomery, Carroll, and Robinson

(1981:56-59).

'4..

increased professional capacity in iuiversities and consulting firms;

(3) the training of graduate students with special skills in the
substantive areas of the cooperative agreements; (4). the formation of
protessional networks-imong academics and, field professionals for the
exchange of ideas and information; and (5)

the publishing of a large

number of wall-regarded books, monographs, and journal articles.

On the other hand., the review also suggests that knowledge
building efforts closely coupled with applied consulting activities:
(1) are not likely to generite major new theoretical models or

challenge-existing ones; (2)tend not to be guided by explicit
conceptual frameworks well-grounded on established macro-theories; (3)
require more time than cooperative agreements typically allow to make
major breakthroughs in knowledge; (4) tend to follow less rigorous
methodological canons than standard academic research exercises; (5)
are not wall linked to each other or conscious of each other's
findings; (6)require the integration of their research products with
those of other rural development-oriented cooperative agreements; and
(7) face difficult format problems in publishing findings for
different audiences.
Substantial gaps still exist in the knowledge base about rural
development. Moreover, rapid rural change is creating new conditions
that have yet to be addressed.

5A

5

Further, more detailed knowledge is

related task of this project is to assist AID in identifying
such gaps and areas. In this regard see: Cohen, Qrindle, Thomas, and
Walker (1983); and Grindle and Cohen (1983).

needed in a nunber' of areas' where the cooperative agreements have
operated.

Most important, there i

need tar promoting linkages

between the work products of the cooperative agreements and the'rapid
expansion of knowledge about rural development being generated by
those academics and professionals around theorld who have not been
involved in the AID-funded research..
Drawing on the, individual research reviews in Section, II of
this report, the reminder of Section I will elaborate our findings in
detail and conclude with speOcific- recomendations for:

(1) making

Cooperative agreements more rigorous; (2) making:cooperative agree
ments contribute to building expertise; (3)

making cooperative

agreements more progrm relevant; and ()-making
merits more cooperative.

cooperative agree

Thissection will'also briefly summarize the

recommendations of Section III on how to:

(1) improve research

methodology;: (2) increase. research utility; and (3) promote research
contributions to knowledge about households and wom n.

B.. Knoledge-Building and Cooperative Agreements
1. Cumul-tive vs. Dialectical Knowledge-Building
Important contributions to the social sciences are generally,
made through a process of cumulative knowledge-building. 6

6 Knowledge-building

Insuch a

is defined as contributions to the
understanding of empirical reality, particularly as they explore .
relationships aong observed phenomena.

-

6.

process, scholarship adds'incrementally to a body of knowledge by
clarifying theories and concepts, further specifying hypotheses and
the conditions under which they apply, field testing these hypotheses,
and generating empirical generalizations about widely observed
phenomena.

As with all incremental processes, cumulative knowledge

building can lead to important alterations in accepted explanations of
empirical reality, but the process by which this occurs is gradual and
usually the result of a large number of scholars engaged in research
on similar topics.
Less frequently, important contributions to the social
sciences are made through a.dialectical process in which widely held
explanations are challenged by new interpretations. 7 This dialectical
process generally requires researchers to be particularly concerned
with issues of theory and to be very explicit about the identity and
nature of major cause and effect relationships.

As a result, broad

and theoretically self-conscious alternatives to prevailing explana
tions of observed phenomena are put forth, rather than additions to or

7 These

processes of knowledge-building correspond to the well
known perspectives presented by Kuhn (1962). In practice, the
distinction between cumulative and dialectical processes is often
difficult to establish, especially given the tendency of many scholars
to set up straw men (often caricatures of dominant explanations or
out-of-date characterizations of the state-of-the-art) in order to
increase the visibility and appearance of originality of their own
work. They may appear to be engaged in a dialectical process while in
fact adding only incrementally, if at all, to a currently prevailing
explanation. Moreover, there are generally a variety of widely
accepted and overlapping prevailing explanations in circulation at any
given time.

elaboration of then.

8

In general, individual sciholars are closely

identified with the generation and "popularizing" of these alternative
explanations.

With time, of course, many of these alternative

explanations become widely accepted and may even become dominant
within a given field of scholarship.
2.

Cooperative Agreements as Cumulative Knowledge-Building
The nine cooperative agreements reviewed in this document have

contributed to social science research on rural development almost
exclusively through a cumulative ,process of knowledge-building.

In

general, then, the research undertaken through the cooperative
agreement mechanism has not established major new understandings of
the process of rural development in terms of its
tions.

causes and implica

Because their contributions have been cumulative,

it

is

difficult to specify what "new" knowledge has been generated through
the.nine projects; the source of incremental knowledge is

by defini

tion rooted in prior research and established modes of analysis.
That their contributions are not conclusively original does
not imply that the contributions of the cooperative agreements have
been insubstantial.

On the contrary, our broad review of the research

output indicates that they have generated important insights about
rural development.

In particular, the nine cooperative agreements

SA good example of this is the wa-; in which dependency theory
challenged a dominant set of assumptions and theories about
development in the 1960s and 1970s; by the 1980s, it had become a
major school of thought in the development field.

8.

reviewed here have been very succesful, in:

(1) assembling and

assessing broad literatures on particular topics in state-of-the-art
papers; (2) compiling a number of case studies and applied consulting
reports that contribute to existing data bases; (3)formulating or
expanding middle range conceptual frameworks for analyzing particular
aspets of rural development; (4) developing clear and definitive
conrceptualizations of ideas that have great potential to Improve the
performanoce of rural development projects; (5)generating a rich set
of testable hypotheses about rural development projects and programs;
(6)establishing a series of working hypotheses that are sufficiently
reliable to serve as the basis of action by practitioners; (7)drawing
together multidisciplinary groups of skilled professionals to under
take research on common themes; (8) training of promising graduate
students in the substantive areas of cooperative agreements; (9)
building a large network of scholars and practitioners with a broad
appreciation of the third world; and (10) publishing a wide range of
books, monographs, and articles that are widely used by academics,
applied professionals, and students in both donor and developing
countries.

3. Assessing the Knowledge-Building Contributions of Cooperative
Agreements
To explore these and other contributions, we assess the
knowledge-building impact of the nine cooperative agreements on social
science.knowledge from three perspectives:

(1) canons of research

inquiry; (2)criteria for academic contributions; and (3)tests of
research relevance.

The first perspective judges the research product

9.

against the standards generally accepted in the social sciences as
central ingredients of high quality research-theory, conceptualiza
tion, hypothesis formatiod, hypothesis testing, methodology, and
empirical generalization. 9

The second perspective considers the

contributions to knowledge-building through influence on the academic
community through publications, training, and networking.

Finally,

the third perspective assesses the relevance of the knowledge offered
to the programmatic needs of those involved in applied policy making
or problem solving.

The evaluation from all three perspectives is

purposely kept brief and general.

Inevitably, therefore, it does not

fully reflect the richness of perspectives, analysis, and detail found
within each project.

Much more detailed reviews of each of the

cooperative agreements are presented in Section II of this report.

In

these individual reports are to be found significant exceptions to
some of the broad generalizations that follow.

C.

How Well Does the Research Meet Canons of Social Science Inquiry?
1. Building Theory
Theory: A systematic and interrelated set of principals
and relationships proposed to explain observed phenomena
at a high level of generality or abstraction.

9 1n

the pages to follow, each of these "ingredients" is expliotly
defined. The definitions used are not the only usages of the tert,
but represent their rigorous use in social science research. Our
reference at the general level is Kaplan (1964).

10.

The nine cooperative agreements have not contributed
substantially to the formation of general theories of rural
development, although the work they have accomplished is clearly of
relevance to those more broadly concerned with theory building.

At

the broadest level, a theory of rural development. :would explitly
specify a broad set of processes and relationships to explain the
dynamis and nature of change in rural areas.

Such undertakings are

noticeably absent in the research documents reviewed.
Instead, the cooperative agreement.v have pursued research on
the basis of a number of basic assumptions that largely preclude
significant contributions to general theory building about the process
of rural change.

In large part, this is.a result of the pragmatic and

applied emphasis in the field of rural development itself.

Rural

development specialists tend to begin with a specific problem that
needs solution rather than with a more abstract interest in under
standing change.

Mbreover, rural development specialists tend to

share a common and Implicit set of assumption.s about rural development
that is reflected in the cooperative agreement research output.

While

detailed lists of assumptions for each cooperative agreement are set
forth in Section II,

theii overall thrust can be described as follows:

a.

Rural development .',sans increasing production and
productivity anong rural inhabitants to increase
their welfare and income while reducing levels of
inequity among them. It is a broad process involving
economic, technological, and social transformation.

b.

Rural development can be achieved through a gradual
process of change within a given politico-economic
structure; radical changes in society are not an
essential precondition to rural development.

a.

TIral development csn occur in a reasonably short
period of time if the right mixture of technology and
cap. bal can be applied by governments committed to
development and willing to make necessary
institutional changes needed to achieve it.

d.

At the heart of rural development is the promotion of
small farm strategies that emphasize output per land
unit through the use of labor-intensive husbandry
practices backed by research, extension, and
marketing improvements.

e.

lbral development is best pursued at the program or
project level; if the program or project is well
designed and implemented ascording to the tenets of
good managemezt, rural devlopent will be
accomplished.

f. Public and private organizations engaged in rural
development activities (and the individuals who work
within these organizations) can be made to operate
more effectively through training, education,
reorganization, or reorientation.
g.

Beneficial technological change can be identified and
introduced into rural communities.

h.

Participation by beneficiaries in rural development
interventions increases the probability that they

will be successful.
i.
J.

The rural household is the basic unit of production
and consumption in rural areas.
Ibral inhabitants are interested in rural development
and the programs and projects that purport to promote
it.

10OAn exception to this is the research on rural financial
markets
at Ohlo State University that has taken a broader pOlicy focus. So,
too, is Michigan State's off-farm employment study.

12.

Taken together, these assumptions militate against asking the
basic questions:

(1) what causes rural areas to change? and (2) what

are the implications of these changes for rural inhabitants? 1 1

The

attention of researchers is instead focused on immediate policy issues
or on shorter-term progrms or projects and not on broader historical
and dynamic processes of change that affect rural inhabitants.

From

the perspective of field practitioners, this may be advantageous,

for

the focus on the concrete interventions encourages situation-specific
rezearch on issues of interest to practitioners.

Moreover, the

.assumptions underlying the research efforts are clearly related to the
cumulative nature of knowledge-building apparent in the cooperative
agreements.

Nevertheless, to the extent that the underlying assump

tions are mistaken or overly generalized, the validity of resulting
policy, program, and project relevant research is questionable.
The cooperative agreements reflect a more general "theoretical
crisis" in rural developnent that is

evident in:

(1)

the lack- of

overarching, broadly shared theories of rural change; and (2)the
inconsistency mong a wide range of ideological views, disciplinary
perspectives, and middle range conceptual frameworks.

Greater concern

for theory would be a fundamental contribution to the general field of
rural development for it would help:

1 1In

(1) establish a set of over

contrast, major contributions to theory about the cause
and nature of rural change can be identified in the literature cn
dependency, world systems, peasant "rationality," revolution and

peasant movements, and communications.

13.

archin'g causal relationships from which.a,variety of subordinate
hypotheses could be derived; (2)focus attention on important concepts
that need to be defined and refined; (3).establish relationships among
a wide variety of components of successful rural development projects;
and (4)encourage both researchers and practitioners to be more self
conscious about the benefits of the interventions they propose.

12

2. Elaborating Concepts
Conceptualization: The definition and operationalization
of ideas and relationships implied in theories and
hypotheses.
The nine cooperative agreements under review here have made
important contributions to the conceptual clarity and operationaliza
tion of ideas and relationships that are frequently held to contribute
positively to rural development projects and programs.

Conceptuali

zations of this nature have made it possible to identify and measure
these factors in practice.

The'most impressive example of conceptual

work that has resulted from these cooperative agreements isthat of
participation in rural development projects developed by Cornell
researchers. The project on managing decentralization at Berkeley
also produced a clear and researchable concept of decentralization.
So, too, did Ohio 3tate through its efforts to clarify notions of

12 0ur

understanding of the cooperative agreement philosophy
suggests that this approach may not be appropriate for addressing such
theoretical needs. Nevertheless, given AIDts progress in expanding
the knowledge base about-rural development, it seems imperative that
sustained attention be giveal to the "theoretical crisis" in rural

development.

:1

,

borrowing, and. lending; costs, and the Land Tenur'e Center through its

e laboration of the concepts of c mmunity and

,caimon property rights.

In these Gases, the research output presents concepts that have

multiple but clearly defined dimensions from which it is possible to
derive testable hypotheses.
Work at Michigan State University on farming systems research,
while less definitive than that on participation at Cornell and
decentralization at Berkeley, has made an initial attempt at
specifying this concept more concretely.

In other cases, as with the

concepts of "learning process ,' and "bureaucratic reorientation"
introduced by the NASPAA project, much conceptual work needs to be
done before it can be argued that a real contribution to social
science knowledge-building has occurred.

In general, focused and

self-conscious attention to conceptual definition and clarity is basic
to cmulative knowledge-building processes.

As such, those coopera

tive agreements that have paid significant attention to it

have been

the most successful in contributing to social science knowledge about
rural development.

3.

Formulating Hypotheses
Hypothesis: The statement of testable cause and effect
relationships, often (but not necessarily) derived from
more abstract theory.
The nine cooperative agreements have not been notably self

conscious about generating hypotheses to gu;de research undertakings.
In p2rticular, there is a tendency to fail to distinguish between

hypotheses and normative Judgments or advoacy statements.

In

addition, many statements thatcan: be identified as hypotheses for
social science and rural, development are: actually the conclusions
derived from research rather than statements of cause and effect
relationships posited to guide research.

Nevertheless, a series of important hypotheses can be
extracted from the research output that, as hypotheses, are of major
importance to the study of rural development in the social sciences.
These are presented in some detail in each of the nine individual
reviews in Section I.

Among the most important for social science

knowledge-building are those that specify conditions under which
particular outcomes are likely to be accomplished.

To the extent that.

individual projects have focused on issues of this nature and
developed specific hypotheses about cause and effect relationships,
they can be credited with important contributions to cumulative

knowledge-building about rural devilopent,.
7h- output# of
0

he research effort is also rich in suggesting

working hypotheses for additional research.

In many cases, such as

the w.#rk done by Cornell, Development Alternatives,

Michigan State

(off-farm employment), Ohio State, and Berkeley, the working hypoth
eses are sufficiently established to form the basis of guidelines that
can be adopted by field practitioners with a reasonable amount of
confidence.

7he establishment and bringing together in coherent form

of these working hypotheses constitutes a valuable contribution of the
research; rigorous testing and the development of second-order
hypotheses should now be the focus of concerted research.

#4

Testing Hypotheses,
Hypothesis Testing: The formalized scrutiny of the
Iralidity of testable cause and effect relationships
through the co7lection, ordering, and analysis of data.
The nine cooperative agreements reviewed here have tested a

large number of hypotheses through the collection and analysis of

various forms of data.

In general, as with hypothesis formulation,

testing of hypotheses has not been sufficiently self-conscious to lend
a high degree of vlidity to the research findings.

More specifi

cally, there is a frequently observed failure to. establish a dis
tinction between a hypothesis to be tested through a concrete strategy
of data collection (a methodology) and an empirical generalization
resulting from the analysis of data.

The general pattern in reports

is to state a proposition and to assemble data in support of that
proposition.

This has increased the tendency in the research output

to cloud the distinction between hypothesis and empirical
generalization.
There, are, however, a number of good examples of self
conscious hypothesis testing to be found in the research output of
these cooperative agreements.

The work at Ohio State University on

differences in transactions costs across various groups of borrowers
and lenders in rural areas is a notable example.

Similarly, a number

of studies produced by the project on rural development participation
at,

rnell have paid close attention to the Importance of data

collection and analysis to explore explicit cause and effect relation
ships.

Hence, it

is

ossible, for AID to insist on the more self
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conscious statement and testing of hypotheses on future cooperative
agreements.
5. Developing Methodologies
Methodology:

An explicii

strategy for the collection,

ordering, and analysis of data.

Research undertakings of the nine cooperative agreements have
been variable in their attention to methodological issues, including
concern for the appropriateness of specific methodological. tools to

particular kinds of data.

There are some excellent examples of fine

social science research to be found within the research output.

A

number of reports are methodologically self-conscious and 3ophisti
cated in the collection, analysis, and interpretation of data.

These

are discussed in the individual reports and in an analysis of how. to

improve the methodological rigor of cooperative agreements found in
Section rIl-A.
There are also a series of methodological problems that
characterize a signtficant number of research reports.

These problems

also characterize much research in the social sciences more generally
and similarly result in conclusions whose validity often cannot be
sustained-

Among the more significant problems are the following

four:
a..

esearchers frequently fail to distinguish between

empirical analysis and normative judgments.

This is

particularly true in research that takes a strong
advocacy position.
b.

Researchers often adopt particular methodologies (a
case study, for example), with insufficient

discussion of why it is appropriate to the research
questions or hypotheses. Thus, they fail to Justify

their choice of mothodology.

6.

0.

Rsearchers fail to justify adequately the specific
selection of carses to be examined. It is important
to the validity of the findings to establish if the
cases are considered to be representative of a
broader population of cases (and if so why), if they
are the only cases available, or if they are "test
cases" of important relationships.

d.

Standards of evidence and inference for particular
data sets are typically left undiscussed in the
research output. In particular, if the data are poor
or incomplete (as is frequently the case with
research in the third world), the knowledge-building
enterprise would be well-served by a discussion of
their limitations and the extent to which inferences
can be drawn from them.

Establishing Empirical Generalizations
Empirical Generalization: An empirically tested
hypothesis that is found to hold true under specified,:
conditions in a non-trivial number of cases.
There are a wide variety of important potential empirical

generalizations in the research output of the various cooperative
agreements.

However, because of the very broad range of factors that

impinge on the process of rural development and because of the high
degree of variability of social, economic, political, and historic
conditions in the third world, it is difficult to use any hypothesis
testing exercise to establish an important empirical statement of wide
generality.

Moreover, because of the frequent lack of attention to

explicit hypothesis formation and to methodological issues, the
results of the research are difficult to characterize as clear
empirical generalizations.

Thus, working hypotheses are more likely

to be the outcome of any specific study rather than important
empirical generalizations.

'
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The nine.reviews in Section II

tins

and the review. of policy implica

in Seation IIl-B outline someof the Ibetterestablished "wIrking

hypotheses" to emerge fromthe cooperative agreement exercise.

At.a

minimum, these suggest that the research model underlying the cooper

ative agreement approach'has the potential to move toward more broadly
useful and reliable.empirical generalizations.

D. How Has the;Research Influenced the Academic Community?
1. Attracting-Recognized Experts
The cooperative agreements reviewed here have been carriedout
at some of the most respected universities in the country.

The only

exception is the one on Organization and Administration of Integrated
Rural Development executed by one of the more academically-oriented

consulting firms working- in. the area. of rural development.. Perhaps
more important, the cooperative agreements have involved some of the
most well-established academic experts in the field, of rural
development.

They have also attracted promising graduate students,

individuals who will one day have reputations of their own.
A review of the bibliographies for ,each of the nine coopera

tive agreements confirms,:*that many of the most innovative and
thoughtful experts. .n rural development were attracted to workunder
the.quid- ro quo conditions of the cooperative agreement mechanimu.
Cearly-, doing applied field work on the types of projects reviewed
was not seen as. i barrier to academic advancement.

In addition, the

bib iographies suggest that the cooperative agreement mechanism has
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served to promote the- involvement of a. wider range of social
scientists than is

usually the case.,

In an area generally dominated

by agricultural or development economists

the cooperative agreement

mechanism has promoted the involvement of geographers, anthropol
ogis3t

3

, rural sociologists, political scientists, and specialists in

organization and administration.

It should be noted here that the

cooperative agreements also contributed to broadening the notion of
rural development,

particularly through the choice of cooperative

agreement topics, but also through the selection of cooperators and
social scientists to work on them.
2.

Establishing Research-Consulting Credibility
Cooperative. agreements have involved experts in

long-term research work.

short- and

Academics generally assume that short-term

consulting on data gathering, project design,
problem solving, and evaluation is

training, diagnostic

unlikely to contrirbute to the

knowledge-building output of each project.

Indeed,

the principle

publications of the more productive. ooperative agreements appear to
rely heavily on the output of the long-term mission work products.
For example, Development Alternative's own long-term projects in North
3haba and Arusha play a bigger role in sustaining points than many of
their short-term assignments under the cooperative agreement.
Cornell's sustained wrk effort in Botswana,

Sri Lanka, and Jamaica

had considerable impact on its knowledge-building activities, while
its short-term work in such places as Dominica did not.
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:'While shortterm work is an essential component of the

cooperative agreement model, ways need to be found to ensure that it,
relates Wo the Itiowledge-building efforts of the project.

valuable "academic opportunity costs'" will be incurred.

Otherwise

Ideally,

activities should be systematically chosen to provide valuable cases
for generating the kind of data that contribute to the cooperative
agreement's central knowladge-building concerns. An important issue
to consider, therefore, is how AID can generate applied consulting
requests by missions in countries with development patterns closely
related to particular cooperative agreement topics.

This problem

needs to be addressed if the knowledge-building output of cooperative
agreements is to be enhanced and summary reports are to have greater
academic acceptance.
A similar "academic opportunity cost' is incurred because many
cooperative agreement contracts do not allow enough time for the final,
consolidation of knowledge learned.

The typical cooperative agree

ment: (1) begins with a state-of-the-art paper while mission
activities are being developed; (2) surges forward in the middle and
final years with the publication of field-generated studies; and (3)
ends without completing careful synthesis work leading to a revised
state-of-the.jrt paper or guidelines for field practitioners.

This

suggests that the broader a cooperative agreement's mandate and/or the
more productive its applied field work, the more the need to ensure an
extra year of f'unding for the core staff to do synthesis work,
unburdened by mission consulting obligations.
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3. Publishing Research Findings
Publication and dissemination is central to knowledge
building.

It is also Important to university and expert incentives, a

fact critical to AID's ability to attract highly qualified
specialists.

In this regard, while some cooperative agreement

projects have been more prolific than others, nearly all have
disseminated their work products widely.

This has largely been done

through in-hous, publication series with distinctive covers and
formats.

In our opinion these have been made widely available to

outside experts, both in the United States and abroad.

As evidence of

this, we note that these publications are increasingly being cited in
the general literature.
Some of these products have been submitted to professionally
refereed journals and subsequently published.

Ohio State's work on

rural credit and MSU's on off-farm auployment in particular have been
notably successful in this regard.

Two books were generated through

the Berkeley project on decentralization and Important results of the
Cornell project will also be published in book form soon.

These

publications are a testimony to the academic credibility of some
cooperative agreement products and a recognition of their contribution
to knowledge-building.

It can be anticipated that over the next few

years, the number of professionally refereed publications flowing from
AID's investment in cooperative agreements Will substantially
increase.

fllustrat-ive of this are Milton Esman and Norman Uphoff's

forthcoming book on local organizations, David Korten and Rudi Klaus'
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soon to-be. published :collection of papers on,local, empowerment and
self-help, and George Honadle and Jerry VanSnt's nearly completed
study on integrated rural development.

Also illustrative is the

publication of Development Alternative's "Beyond the Rhetoric of Rural
Development Participation" in the respected journal, World Develop..
Ment, just as this review was being completed.
The bibliographies at the end of each of the nine reviews in
Section 1I in no way illustrate the extent of publication the coopera
tive agreements have generated.
can be given.

Two examples demonstrating this point

First, Cornell's team that worked for the Yemen mission

on local development associations published three major reports, 15
focused studies, and several academic papers and journal articles that
substantially consolidated and advanced existent knowledge about rural
development in that little-studied country.

Similarly, Berkeley's

field work in Kenya allowed David Leonard not only to prepare papers
for the AID ission but also enabled him to work on problems o: budget
and finance that led to the publication of the first professionally
refereed articles on the use of microcomputers in development minis
tries.

Other exaples could be given.

Indeed, If the full spin-off

of the nine cooperative agreements could be documented five years from
now, the fuller lmplications of AID's investment in knowledge-building
would be evident.
4. Legitimizing New Topics of Research
Several research products of the cooperati;e agreements have
contributed effectively to the acceptance or legitimacy accorded to
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important topics.

For instance, participation has become an accepted

component of a wide variety of rural development projects promoted
through AID, an outcome that can in large part be credited to the work
at Cornell.

Farming systems research has become more credible and

acceptable among agricultural researchers in part because of the work
done by Michigan State University.

Ohio State's work on rural

financial markets has helped legitimize market-oriented credit
policies, and Michigan State's research on off-farm employment has
stimulated increased attention to the importance of small-scale
enterprise in rural areas.

In other cases, even when ideas are still

vague or poorly tested, they have captured the attention and
imagination of practitioners and researchers.

The work by David

Korten and others on "learning, process" and "bureaucratic
reorientation" through the NASPAA-DRIC agreement is a good example of
this.

It has generated much lively discussion and considerable

interest in further research.
5. Promoting Involved Social Science
Development practitioners often charge that academics are not
constructive and that they specialize in using the "bright light of
hindsight" to point out what went wrong and why.

In our opinion, the

tone and content of many of the publications reviewed in Section 11 is
different from that found in many ex post studies,. This suggests that
the cooperative agreement mechanim has allowed academics to shift
from a perspective of "negative social science" to one of "existential
sooiaL science."

This is particularly the case with younger research

ers who have- not worked with donor agencies before or who have not

been responsible for implementing ativites. Involving the major
producers of development literature in designn
n Ilmnigr
donor interventions, has major Implications. for issues of progrm
relevance.

Specifically, it

increases the sensitivity of academics to

the constraints of reality, teaches specialists about the problems
faced by those trying to make rural development interventions work,
and promotes an experience of praxis which can increase the utility
and value of their future writing to development professionals.
not all academics are likely to be so affected, it

Whi

5

is clear that a

number of the author:%of' the research reviewed Atre conscious of the
need to relate their research and writing: to applied field problems.
6. Training New Specialists
A difficult-to-measure contribution to knowl edge-building

involves the training of a cadre of broadly educated specialists in
rural development.

Zich of the cooperative agreements has brought,

torether scholars sharing a common set of interests to explore a
common set of problems.

They have, as part of their work, taught

students, employed doctoral and masters' degree candidates as research
assistants, and served as advisors for a significant number of theses.
Many students have undertaken field research in pursuit of their
assistantships or dissertations and these field experiences have
doubtlesix had an Important imprict on the intellectual and philosoph i

cal formation of those involv-d.

A number of individuals from third

world countries have also been intimately involved in the work or
teaching resulting from the cooperative agreements.
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For example, Cornell's project identified and helped develop
the applied skills of Harvey Dlustain, Arthur Goldsmith, Kathryn March
and Arthur Williams; Michigan State's projects advanced the work of
Dunston Spencer, MKchael Weber, and John Strauss; 13 Berkeley's brief
activities introduced Stephen Peterson to AID officers; and the Land
Tenure Center's research brought Steven Lawry and James Riddell to the
attention of the development community.

Others could be named, for

many of the country studies involved young people who will one day be
part of an established pool of experts on rural development.

The

importance of this is emphasized by noting that some directors of
cooperative agreements (such as Carl Eicher, Dale Adams, and Norman
Uphoff) and even the institutions themselves (such as the Land Tenure
Center, Rural Development Committee, or Development Alternatives)
gained substantial experience from work on prior AID activities.
Clearly, one aspect of the cooperative agreement mechanism's success
in knowledge-building has been its potential for training new gener
ations of specialists and building or enriching existing*centers of
expertise.
7. Strengthening Multidisciplinary Work and Knowledge
Mbst of the cooperative agreement enterprises reviewed here
are in agreement that a broad set of factors impinges on the process
of' rural development and that a specialist in rural development must

131ndeed,

MSU points out they have produced a dozen Ph.D.s, some
of whom are now regular AID staff and all of whom will continue to
work on off-farm employment topics.
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be broadly familiar with knowledge from a range of discipline's.

The

oooperative agreements have significantly promoted the education and
development of this kind of broadly educated specialist.

Presuably,

this expands the network of ikilled professionals available to assist
AID in the future.

The interdisciplinary studies reported in the

publications reviewed demonstrate the utility of such approaches.
These range from the overview studies by Development Alternatives that
combined economists, political scientists, and anthropologists, to the
country- and problem-specific studies by Cornell which forged
effective teams of country specialists and generalists in the various
social sciences.

However, while expanding the notion of multidisciplinary
research and building models for carrying it out, the overall coop
erative agreement exercise has failed to promote linkages between
individual cooperative agreements.
the work products of otirs:

Indeed, some projects have ignored

for example, Development Alternatives'

thinking on participation in integrated rural development projects has
eschewed consideration of Cornell's sustained progress on that topic.
Hence, in our opinion there is a substantial need to:

(1) forge

linkages between the work products of the projects reviewed here; and
(2) undertake activities in the field which focus on two or more of
the kinds of issues which were the centerpiece of earlier'cooperative
agreements.
plinary.

Of necessity, such work would have to be interdisci
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8.

Forging Networks of Specialists
Interactive networks are important to academic evaluation of

knowledge-generating activities.

Publications reviewed in.Section 11

are not sufficient to establish that the cooperative agreaments

succeeded in their network functions. However, those newsletters
reviewed indicate how important they can be to the expansion of new
knowledge.

Of these, the Cornell Rural Development Participation

Review provides a model for mixing short articles, reviews, and news

in a format likely to be suoCessful in holding networks together and
spreading knowledge generated by the project.

To sustain networks, it

is essential to share research products; the distribution of news
letters is not enough.

Clearly, tho wide distribution of publications

from Cornell and Development Alternative, for example, testifies to
the knowledge-sharing potential of networks.

On the other hand, the

limited capacity of the Land Tenure Center to distribute its findings
appears to have prevented interested specialists from drawing upon its
work product, the LTC newsletter notwithstanding.

In general, most

cooperative agreement contracts have provided ample funds for in-house
pub-lication and distribution of findings, a, funding practice that
should be continued.
Again, it

must be noted that interaction between the

cooperative agreement projects appears to have been inadequate.

Early,

on, core members of the projects met to discuss their substantive
activities.

Unfortunately, this practice did ,not continue.

In our

opinion, more direct networking between core staff of projects would
address problems discussed in other sections of this review.
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E. How Relevant is the Research to Practitioners?
1. Providing Useful Research Products
A review of the research output of the nine cooperative
agreements does much to dispell the shibboleth that studies by
academics are unlikely to be useful to field professionals.

here is

much in these publications that can lead to fuller analysis of task

environments, better calibration of policy advice, improved program
and project design, timely diagnosis of implementation problems and
management opportumities, useful criteria for formal evaluation, and
enhancenent of general planning capacities.
We have not collected data that would enable us to address

whether missions have found the studies reviewed in Section II to be
useful.

It

should be noted, however, that an earlier AID evaluation

concluded that they were. 14 ?'reover, we have not reviewed the more .,
fugitive reports and memoranda that are often important to the direct
action needs of field missions.

Still, in our opinion, the research

output of the nine cooperative agreements contains much that is of,
potential value at the operational level of policies, programs, and
projects.

As indicated, researchers have in general taken donor

interventions as the central focus of the concern and have asked the
important question, how can the performance of rural development
efforts be improved?

Some of the research efforts have taken care to

generate explicit and operational guidelines to assist program and

liiontgomery, Carroll, and Robinson (1981:21-29).
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project officers in their activities.

hishas been a particularly

strong characteristic of the work on integrated rural development
undertaken by Development Alternatives, Inc.
addressed in this part of the re

7he central issue

rt, however, is whether the

cooperative agreements have generated programmatic insights that are
operationally accessible..

DI short, how well have the nine

cooperative agreements communicated progrummatically relevant
knowledge to practitioners?
2.

Reaching Field Practitioners with New Ideas and Approaches
The means of communicating programmatically relevant knowledge

are varied:

(1) state-of-the-art papers; (2) reports on long-term

applied research; (3) handbooks; (4) newsletters; (5) country and
project specific evaluations and reports; (6) seminars and workshops
in Washington and abroad; (7) technical assistance missions; (8)
personal communication; (9) videotapes; and (10) simulation exercises.
We have only reviewed systematically the written documentation of
research in the first four categories, and therefore are unable to
Judge other forms in which knowledge might have been disseminated..
However, i.t is clear that the commutication of programmatically
relevant knowledge in the research output we reviewed is highly
variable, ranging from quite high to minimal.
An important difference

mong the research reports 1the
is

extent to which they are consciously addressed to rural development
practitioners..

It is apparent, for example, that the reports",

generated by.DA ale clearly intended for practitioners, no academio

olleages . The langae, length, and format are all designed to
ommunicate effectively with busy'officials who' have little time for
reading or reflection.

Similarly, some ofthe reports generated by

the Michigan State project on alternative rural development strategies
directly address individuals who are responsible for the design and
implementation of agricultural research and extension programs.
It

is

equally apparent that researchers at Berkeley and the

regional planning and area development project at the University of
Wisconsin were attempting to comunicate primarily with academic
colleagues.

Their reports are lengthy and often abstract.

Documnts

produced by Cornell, Ohio State University, and the Land Tenure Center
tend to fall between the two extremes.

There is

no one-to-one

correlation between good research and good knowledge dissemination.
The audience addressed'by the research output is

more important in

determining whether programmatically relevant knowledge is
disseminated effectively to practitioners,
An important implication of these observations is that a
critical component of knowledge-building research through the
cooperative agreement is

an explicit strategy for disseminating this

knowledge to practitioners in Washington and abroad.
strategy would include (1)

A dissemination

a concise statement of intended audiences

and means to reach each of them; and (2) a plan for gathering,
synthesizing, testing, codifying, and presenting information in
response to the needs and interests of the intended audiences.

To our

knowledge, only Development Alternatives has given much attention to
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an 'explicit dissemination strategy

*

"Nowever, even 'if all the projects

had focused explioitly on developing a concrete dissemination strategy
for their research materials, their efforts might not have produced
much of positive utilitybecause it is not presently known within AID
or the cooperating institutions what the most effective means are for
reaching, field practitioners."%
The cooperators wuld be ell-served by an in-house survey,
evaluation, and set of recommendations produced by AID to give
guidance on appropriate methods to disseminate knowledge to
practitioners.

This would be a cost-effective means to provide

guidance to all cooperating institutions and to Senerate criteria by
which to evaluate their progranmatic utility.

If such guidance were

made available by AID, then the failure to communicate effectively
could be laid more squarely at the door of the cooperating institu
tions.

Currently, a o1siderable mount of this failure must attach

to AID itself.

With more guidance, the cooperators could be assessed

on the basis of their efforts to develop and implement a dissemination
strategy by asking the following questions:
semination strategy?

(2) Was it

followed?

(1) Was there a dis
(3) Were there any

doouments specifically prepared as operational or policy guidelines?
(4) What media were utilized for reaching various audiences?
widely disseminated were these outputs?

(5) How

(6) Were. any. documents

translated into other languages?
"3. Producing Guidelines for Action
It is our judgment that a large number of rural development
policies, programs, and projects could be measurablyr improved if what
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we have described as working hypotheses generated by the nine projects
were seriously operationalized at the field level.
judgment is

incomplete, Uless it

is

However, this,

also noted that the nine projSects

mUst make. the results of their research not simply field relevant;
(what much of it

is)

but-also field accessible (what is

o6f -only a few projets),, That is,

characteristic

programmatic guidelines that are

buried within weighty doc-Ments or that. are stated in abstract or
academic prose.,can, be .highly relevant to practitioners but quite
inaccess3ible to them.
-on their' tim

Practitioners have severe 1lmitations imposed

and they need to resolve specific problems within

focused interventions in

the most timely fashion.

Preparation of state-of-the-art papers is
on in a cooperative agreement.

generally done early

A few projects end with the publica..

iion of a book that sumarizes accumulated experience and findings.
Neither is .adequate for. the-field practitioner.

f AID is to capture

the output as guidelines, then publication must be made a specific
ontracl,ual requirement for the final period of the project.

Other

wise, the. rush to complete Mission work or the need to publish an
academically acceptable manuscript will take precedence over this.
essential concluding exercise.
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Building AID's Institutional Memory
AID's Washington and mission offices witness the passage of an

extensive number of studies and the gradual turnover of staff
specialists.

Clearly, a major problem for the agency is the

maintenance of an institutional memory of what has been learned that
is

applicable to current and future problems.
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The scope of the cooperative agreements reviewed allows a

substantial opprtunity for consolidating and updating this steady
flow of information.. State-of-the-art papers and guidelines can do
this, particularly if they are informed of AID's internal reports and

can meld them well with academic literature and case studies.

In

addition, special reports in cooperative agreement publication series
can make the innovations of one mission known to other rlissions.

he key to this appears to be the designation of AID project
officers who know the specialty area of the cooperative agreement and
have the drive to contribute actively to the intellectual activities
of the project.

It is relatively easy to pinpoint which of the nine

cooperative agreements had such officers.

Still, there are no

examples of such officers participating in the drafting of project
studies.

Tis is unfortunate, for many of the AID officers have both

the academic training and experience to contribute to this kind of
undertaking.
Whether officers are actually involved they should play a
conscious role in ensuring that the agency's steady flow of reports
and case studies are selectively channeled to the contractor they
manage.

And they should have the experience to review publication

output and promote its linkages to AID's institutional history and
accumulated knowledge.
In addition, the research output of the cooperative agreements
funded by AID should be fully catalogued and indexed in a format that
is both useful and accessible to practitioners in Washington and in
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the field.

Currently, there is no such listing and the potential to

retrieve information is clearly limited.

The cruation and maintenance

of a rural development index of pu.lications should be a priority area
for extending the impact of the cooperative agreements in a way that

enhances AID's institutional memory.
5. Benefiting Host Governments
The publications reviewed, in Section II do not include trip
reports or workshop materials.
possible to decide if

Even if they did, it

would not be

the cooperative agreements benefited host

governments. .Onhe measure of benefit is whether such research
V
increased the probability of program intervention success.

cannot be determined here.

This

However, several observations can be made

that are related to recommendations for future cooperative agreements.
Our experience working in LDC development ministries makes us
question how useful the studies and papers we did review, might be to
host governments.

Of particular concern is length.

If many of the

publications are too long for busy donor officials, they are entirely
too long for civil servants and specialists from the third world.
There is also the language problem.
translated into other languages.

Few of these materials have been

Examples of what might be done vary

from Development Alternative's translations of full report to
Cornell's Yemen studies which contained Arabic summaries.

Finally,

there are few examples of specialists from the third world actively

participating in major reports.

A good example of the value of such

involvement is the work of, E. Chuta on non-farm employment at

ichigan
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State.

That cooperative agreement also stads out in its use or

Ioreign graduate students.
Clearly, achieving the objectives of knowledge-building and
progr-

atic utility would be enhanced through increased collaboration

with host governments and national research centers and their staff.
Such collaboration,

F.

however,

must be firmly supported by the mi.ssions.

Recommendations for Increasing Knowledge-Suilding
1. Making Research More Rigorous
In our judgment, the cooperative agreement mechanisa

has

resulted'in substantial contributions to Social science knowledge,
.about rural development.

At the same time, our review of the research

output of the nine projects indicates that the contributions of the
cooperative agreements would be enhanced with self-conscious attention
to more rigorous standards of social science research.

Specifically,

we recommend the following actions:
a.

Initial work plans for cooperative agreements should
contain explicit consideration of broad research
strategies, needs, and appropriate methodologies.
They should contain:
1) A clearly identified topic with well-defined
boundaries that distinguish it

from related

research enterprises.
2) A concrete discussion of the most important

questions or hypotheses that need to be addressed.
3) A loag-term flexible work plan for exploring these
questions and hypotheses, including concern for
how they will be studied and where research will
be carried out. This should include a plan for
long-term applied research projects and a plan for
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capitalizing on short-term technical assistance
missions to generate comparable data sets.
4) An explicit discussion of the methodologies most
appropriate to research on the topic in question
and the kind of data most appropriate for its

analysis.
5) A strategy for methodological modifications should
time constraints or lack of data impede the
research plan.
6) Points 1-5 notwithstanding, flexibility should
exist to alter the identified topic and related

questions and hypothesez if research suggests that
the initial problem was incorrectly or inadequate
ly defined.
b.

Initial work plans for cooperative agreements should
be broadly self-conscious about the conceptual or
theoretical framework underlying the identification
of research problems, generation of assumptions and
hypotheses, and the analysis of data produced.
1) Where possible, researchers should be encouraged

to point out how their approach or analysis might
have been different had they followed alternative
conceptual or theoretical frameworks.
2) Researchers should be encouraged to link their
analytic work to larger efforts by others to
increase the theoretical sophistication of the
field of rural development.
a.

The initial task of a cooperative agreement team
should be to produce, within a three-month period of
start-up, a coherent and analytic state-of-the-art
paper.
This document should contain:
1) An explicit consideration of alternative theories
of rural development as they are relevant to
the topic of research.
2) An identification and operational definition of
concepts central to the topic of research,

3) An explicit discussion of frameworks for onalyis

of the topic.
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4) An initial statement of impirtant hypotheses that
need to be tested through anaLysis of existing
data or field research.
5) Where appropriate, a consideration of the con
ditions under which important hypotheses are
expected to hold true.
6) A discussion of appropriate methodologies for
expanding knowledge about the topic of research.

T) A proposed strategy that provides direction for
long- and short-term research under the coopera
tive agreement.
d.

Long-term research projects for particular missions

should be carefully selected to ensure that they
become cases that contribute to building knowledge
relevant to the cooperative agreement's research
topic. Providing service to missions should not take
precedence over topic relevance in the selection of
long-term research relationships.
e. Individual research monographs produced under the
cooperative agreement mechanism should be encouraged
to set forth explicit discussions of theory, con
cepts, hypotheses, data sources, methodological

choices, and data quality. Project management should
be responsible for certifying the quality and read
ability of individual research monographs prior to
their publication under the cooperative agreement.
f.

Literature reviews on the topic of research should be
undertaken only after explicit reasons for doing so
have been established and a set of important
questions the review is

expected to address is

established.
L

Individual research monographs and literature reviews
ohould tk' explicitly linked to the concepts, frame
..jrs,
and directions for research established in the
initial state-of-the-art paper.

h.

Individual research monographs should be explicit in
differentiating among hypotheses, empirical general
izations, normative judgments, and advocacy
statements.

L.

Project management should oversee in self-conscious

fashion the quality and tone of individual research

outputs as well as ensure that individual reports
coincide with the long-term research objectives of
the cooperative agreement.
J.

Among the final products of a cooperative agreement
should be a revised state-of-the-art paper that
reflects knowledge gained after the initial paper was
written at the start of the project. This should be
done as part of a Final Report.
1) The Final Report of each cooperative agreement
should include a concise statement of "what has
been learned." In this statement, consideration
should be given to how technical assistance

missions and long-term applied research efforts
have contributed to the research output.
2) The Final Report should be particularly conscious
of the multiplier effect of the research to enable
AID to assess the secondary effects of its
research program.
3) The Final Report should be explicit in pointing
out how ongoing processes of change are likely to
alter the cooperative agreement's research find
ings and in identifying important new research
gaps revealed through the research process.
k.

Cooperative agreements should be extended for
additional periods when it appears that more time is
likely to lead to a useful consolidating report.
Extension should also be considered where it is clear
that further research on the topic is essential
because of expanded understandinng of the issues or
because research findings are being altered by
processes of rapid change.

2. Making Cooperative Agreements Contribute to

Building Expertise
The process of knowledge-building has Important side effects
that AID should recognize and encourage.

Foremost of these are the

training of future American experts, the building of expertise in
developing countries,

and the dissemination of research findings to

research and training centers.

Based on our judgment that the work

product of graduate students is of generall.y high quality and our

awareness that there was little AID or third world contribution to the
research publications reviewed, the following recommendations are
made:
a.

AID should encourage the use of graduate students in
cooperative agreement research activities, provided
they work in conjunction with and under the super
vision of recognized experts.

b.

Where possible, cooperators should be ennouraged to
work with development research institutes in
countries where they are undertaking long-term
research for missions.

c.

Cooperators should be encouraged to involve foreign
graduate students on their cooperative research
assignments.

d.

The publication of Ph.D. dissertations based on
cooperative agreement research should be encouraged
by AID and given financial support through the
project funds.

e.

AID project managers and mission personnel should be
encouraged to play substantive toles in the genera
tion of cooperative agreement research.

f.

AID should recognize Ithe importance of wide
distribution of the Ilaowledge generated through
publications that meet: acadCMic standards.
Toward
this end, cooperative agreements should provide ample
funding to encourage I:he widest possible distribution
of research findings to experts in other institutions
who we involv.d in research and training activities.

g.

Research reports should be produced in a well
designed format that has an identifiable logo.
Papers should be numbered and efforts made to ensure
preservation of reports in a few selected research
libraries and donor
'archives.

h.

At a minimum, each country-3pecific publication
should contain a brief translated summary in the
country's language.
Important synthesis papers
should be translated into French and Spanish.
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i.

letworking is Important and should be continued. In
this regard, AID should encourage the publication of
project newsletters as the foundation for networ ing
activities.

J. Aside from promoting networks, AID should make
specific efforts to bring principal researchers
working under all cooperative agreenents together for
annual discussions about their findings and possible

linkages between them.
3. Making Research More Relevant to Practitioners
In our judgment, the research output of the nine cooperative
agreements holds considerable potential for improving the performance
of rural development programs and projects.

The major problem

encountered in the research output is not necessarily whether it is
relevant but how its relevance can be communicated effectively to the
rural development practitioner.

The contributions of the cooperative

agreements to programmatic improvements can be measurably enhanced
through a number of easily implemented actions.

Specifically, we

recommend the following actions:
a. AID should undertake a modest but critical in-house
survey and analysis of the methods that prove most
effective in communicating programmatic knowledge to
regional bureaus, field missions, host country

officials, and 0her ru .al development specialists
involved in AID-funded projects and programs. The
results of this study should be made widely known to
present and future cooperators.
b.

Proposals for undertaking cooperative agreements
should contain an explicit and well-defined dissem
ination strategy for reaching rural development
practitioners with programmatic knowledge. This
strategy should include a statement of:
1)
2)
3)
4)

intended audiences;
what their needs and interests are;
the range of channels and formats available; and
how the strategy is appropriate for reaching them.
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a.

Budgets for cooperative agreements should include
ample funding for the pursuit of a well-defined and
appropriate dissemination strategy. In particular,
they should include appropriate funds for publishing
prograemic guidelines and advice or making such
available through appropriate media (videotapes,
etc.)

d. Annually, cooperative agreement project management at
the cooperating institution should produce a report
on the programmatic relevance of the research effort,
indicating specific findings and providing data on
the project's efforts in disseminating knowledge.
e. Each research report published under the cooperative
agreement should contain a section or chapter on the
programatic implications of the research. Where
appropriate, researchers should prepare a program
matic abstract of the individual reports.
f. Ation-oriented guidelines should be a final product
of a cooperative agreement project. Sufficient time
needs to be provided in the project's final year to

ensure that this task is completed.
g. Project officers within AID should make vigorous
efforts to evaluate and assist the implementation of
the dissemination strategy within the regional
bureaus and field missions.

h. The research output of the cooperative agreements
should be thoroughly catalogued and indexed. The
index should be made widely available to
practitioners.
4.. Making Cooperative Agreements More Cooperative
It is tempting to go beyond our terms of reference and reflect
on-the procedural and administrative aspects of cooperative agree"J

menta, for these affect the quality of research.

w are cautioned,

however, by the fact that this review is drafted on the basis

f'the

written record and not on a review of the administrative processes
that underlie it. Nevertheless, it may be useful to make several
recommendations which can be deduced from that record.

On the basis of unsystematio discussions with cooperators and
AID officials, it

organization.

is apparent that AID is a highlyZpluralistic

Different views of the purpose of a given cooperative

agreement often are hold by different units within AID, and different
research objectives often are sought by such units.

Developing work.

plans and terms of ref,-ence require much administrative time.

Often

they are so substantive in nature that only researchers can negotiate
them with central units, regional bureaus, and Missions.

Something,

needs to ,be done about this administrative time, for there are
substantial "intellectual opportunity costs" to researchers charged
with carrying out the contract and building knowledge.
Moreover, it

is

clear that AID and cooperating institutions

have different interests and needs that they expect to fulfill through
the cooperative agreement mechanism.

Especially where the cooperative

agreement is based in a university, the research team is primarily
interested in long-term research opportunities and the opportunity to
build a research team around a multiyear project.

AID is primarily

interested In having ready access to groups of skilled professionals
who can offer specific technical assistance to field rmissions as we l
as provide policy, program, and project advice to field
the regional bureaus.

issions and

In fact, an Implicit bargain is struck betwqn

the agency and the cooperating institution:

the opportunity to carry

out research efforts is to be matched by cooperator' s commitment to
provide valuable and timely technical assistance to field missions and
bureaus.

While there are many AID officials committed to the Impor

tance ofrbasic research and general knowledge-building, moat of those
with operational responsibilities are primarily interested in obtain
ing site-apeaific technical assistance in support of particular
policies, programs, and projects.

If the cooperating institution is

not able to supply this, then officials do not consider the coopera
tive agreement to be useful.

An important measure of the success of a

cooperative agreement from the perspecitive of AID is the extent to
which bureaus and Missions are willing to commit project and program
funds to obtain the services of cooperative agreement professionals.
Inevitably, there is tension in this relationship between
AID's interest in how to maka a policy, project, or program work
better and a scholar's concern for critical analysis of broader
issues.

Nevertheless, we believe that a number of actions can be

taken to ameliurste these tensions and to improve the performance of
the cooperative agreement mechanism so that the interests of both the
cooperators and AID are better served.

Specifically, we recommend

that the following actions be taken:
a.

During the first three months of a cooperative
agreement, the Agency's project paper should be
merged with the contractor's proposal to produce a
specific statement of purpose and objectives that is
agreed to by AID central bureaus.

b.

Annual work plans should emphasize substantive
requirements as well as administrative and product
requirements.
1) To obtain quality research AID needs to make its
expectations absolutely clear.
2) Care should be taken to ensure that it is feasible
to achieve such expectations within the research
environment provided through AID.
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3) While AID should set expectations and standards,
it should allow the research institution to
determine how to meet them.
4) Recommendations and guidelines set forth in this
report should provide the basis for identifying,
such expectations and standards.
Project officers within AID are a critical component
in the success of the "bargain" struck between the
agency and the cooperating institution. Among
positive qualities for selection are:

a.

1) Thorough familiarity with agency operations and
prior experience in missions or the regional
bureaus of AID.
2) Knowledge of the project topic and familiarity
with the operations of academic institutions.
3) A proven ability to interact positively with
regional bureaus and field missions to promote the
utilization of the personnel and knowledge of the
cooperating institution. The ability to establish
and maintain collegial relationships over an
extended period within the agency and with the
cooperating institution is essential.
d. If at all possible, such AID officers should serve in
that capacity for the duration of the cooperative
agreement, unless they prove ineffective in prom)ting
the mutual and productive objectives of the project,
e.
;.

Project officers should be encouraged to participate
* in.'substantive research work, particularly the
preparation of, the state-of-the-art papers and

ideliies. .

'.Ai:

~f*. -D- pro2e

ofticers should begin early on to work
"...with "cont'actors, bureaus, and missions to identify
: .. resiearch.relevant *hort- and long-term consulting
-Jass.ginents'.t.hat..contribute to th. knowledge-building
.

oJeciVe's
b
of:the' cooperative agreement.
•

..

.

,t

.

.'

.

*

,,g...:-P ojdct.teams at- the cooperating institutions should
'..I'.." dr' - sentir. -mdmberi' who have had experience at the
.
for or consulting with AID.
,' Thse.£OdiviLdals, should :be known as flexible and
'+acc,'ocan professtonal' who. have demonstrated

sensitivity to regional bureau and mission needs and

opportunities.
h.

Specific members of the research team, some of whom
are at the senior level, should be explicitly
committed to residing abroad for an extended period
to oversee and/or conduct long-term technical
assistance and applied research missions.

i. Senior teen members should not become so involved in
technical assistance that they are unable to use
their experience and intellect to contribute signif
icantly to the knowledge-building process.
J. AID and the cooperating institutions should become
more explicit about and comfortable with the bargains
that can be struck to achieve the goals of both
parties. The cooperators must appreciate AID's
concern for specific advice about specific problems
in specific locations; AID must provide some

flexibility to the cooperators to identify broader
issues of concern and to set reasonable time frames

for high quality research.
k.

AID and cooperating institutions should, through a
process of consultation, establish a concrete and
appropriate time frame for meeting the multiple
This process
objectives of a cooperative agreement.
should establish what tangible results can be
expected within one year of start-up, two years of
start-up, etc. Annual discussions should review
progress and involve an evaluation of the methodo
logical and programmatic qualit,, of work undertaken.

1. We have noted no obvious relationship between the
topic of the cooperative agreement and the contri
butions made to knowledge-building or programmatic
influence. Some have suggested, however, that it is
important to the success of a cooperative agreement
from the perspective of AID for the topic to be
fairly narrow and well-focused. The issue of appro
priate topics and their scope should be more fully
discussed.
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5.

Improving the Utility of Cooperative Agreements:
Recommendations from Three Specialized Reports
a.

Improving Research Methodology

After a review of the research methodologies employed in the
publications of cooperative agreements, Donald P. Warwick recommends
that future. cooperative agreements give more explicit- attention to
methodological standards.

Towards thisend, .he stkests the followinit

guidelines:
1. Normative Judgments and Conceptual Clarity:
a) Researchers should draw a clear distinction
between the normative and empirical components
of their studies. When a study introduces
normative judgments or engages in advocacy,
moral biases should be explicitly stated and
not be merged into or identified with empirical
findings.
b) The concepts used in social scientific research
should not rely on persuasive definition or
otherwise prejudge matters that are properly
the subject of empirical investigation. When a
value-laden concept is used, explicit attention
should be given to the moral judgments behind
it.
c) Studies should avoid highly aggregated or
diffuse concepts whose operational meaning is
subject to widely varying definition and inter
pretation. Concepts should be as precise as
possible and should be explicitly defined.
d) When a key concept contains a number of sepa
rate elements or dimensions, they should be
spelled out and defined.
In studies involving
quantitative measurement, conceptual defini
tions should be linked directly to correspond
ing empirical indicators.
2) General Issues for Methodology and Research Design:
a) Research reports should provide specific
information about both data sources and the
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quality of those sources. In studies based on
sample surveys, information should be reported
on sample selection, questionnaires or inter
view schedules, coding and analysis procedures,
and, where relevant, the estimates of errors.
For research drawing on other data sources,
detail should be supplied on the type and
quality of the information used and on analytic
procedures. In general, reports should have
etiough information about methodology and data
sources to permit an independent assessment of
quality.
b) Wkiters should openly and explicitly state the
purpose or purposes of their studies. Such
disclosure is particularly important when the
study involves some form of advocacy and/or
when readers may otherwise misjudge its true
intent.
a) When a study is pursuing two or more incompat
ible objectives, the report should comment on
how those incompatibilities have been handled.
Such commentary is particularly necessary when
sacrifices in methodological quality have been
made or are being recommended in the interests
of speed or policy relevance.

3. Specific Issues for Methodology and Research
Design:
a) The choice of methodology and research design
should be guided above all by the objectives
and specific requirements of the stuidy in
question. Both the strategies for gathering
information and the degree of rigor in study
design should be adopted to the particular
research questions involved. When the study
will attempt to assign causality, the design
chosen should be powerful enough to permit
valid causal attribution.
b) When possible and appropriate, the research
design should include the collection of data by
two or more complementary methodologies.
Within such designs special efforts should be
made to obtain independent assessments of key
phenomena through different data sources.
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a) Whatever the specific data source, the report
should address the question of sampling.
It
should first
indicate how the sample was chosen
and the rationale for that procedure.
Second,
the report should discuss how the sampling
strategy used affects the generalizability of
the findings to the larger body about which
conclusions will be drawn.
d) To the extent possible, sample surveys should
follow accepted norms of probability sampling
at all stages. When practical obstacles make
it difficult to apply these norms, the
researchers sho'Ald consult a sampling
specialist about ways of working in that
situation.
In studies aiming to estimate
population charactersistics or to compare
different groups from the same population,
quota sampling should be avoided.
e) The procedures used in selecting cases should
yield a fair representation of the broader
universe about which generalizations will be
made. While it is not necessary to use
probability sampling, the selection criteria
should ensure reasonable coverage of diversity
and avoid biased choice.
f) In writing research reports involving cases,
authors should indicate their selection
procedures and the likely bias produced by
these procedures.
g) In studies aiming to generalize to a larger
domain, the use of single case studies should
be avoided when posssible.
Single cases are
acceptable when the purpose of the research is
to explain those cases or to develop hypoth
eses, but not when it seeks to generalize to a
range of cases.
h) The source(s) of information used in con
structing case studies should be clearly
identified and the quality of those sources
should be discussed.
If there are ambiguities
in the data or disagreements on significant
facts and interpretations, these should be
noted in the report.
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i) The portrayal given in case studies should
fairly reflect the situation being described.
Case descriptions should not be slanted toward
the views advocated by the researchers nor
should they omit significant details..
J) When Judgments are made about the success or
failure of a given case, the specific criteria
of success and failure should be mentioned.
If

multiple criteria are involved, the case should
present information on all relevant criteria
rather than offer a single aggregated
assessment of success or failure.

k) When the analysis relies heavily on a key
criterion variable, such as a major indicator
of success, failure, or effectiveness, the

study should develop alternate measures based
on different methods.

Systematic discussion

should also be provided of differences in the
patterns of association between predictor
variables and the different measures of the
criterion variable.
1) Generalizations made on the basis of researach
should not extend beyond the limits of the
information available and should respect the
nuances and complexities of that information.
Particular care should be taken in generalizing
about a population from data based on a sample.
m) The characterizations made of individuals,
groups, programs, organizations, situations, or
events :should be faithful to the variations and
complexi.ties irvolved.
Special efforts should
be made to present a differentiated picture of
complex phenomena and to avoid condensations or
simplifications that may be misleading.
n) Athors should normally present a balanced
picture of the evidence available on a given
point. Evidence in support of the researcher's
favored hypotheses should not be overstated nor
should negative evidence be omitted.
o) rf a writer chooses to engage in advocacy, that
intention should be openly disclosed so that
readers may make their own assessments of its
effects. Even when the author's purpose is
advocacy, the state of the evidence should not
be misrepresented in the interests of per
suasion.

p) When research reports include policy recom
mendations they should lay out the emtirical
bases for those recommendations.

The discus

sion should indicate how, spec.Lfically, the
research findings relate to the recommenda
tions.
q) Authors should clearly indicate the normative
bases of their recommendations. They should be
explicit about the values and principles behind
the recommendations and offer some commentary
on why those values and principles apply to the
situation in question.

b.

Increasing Research Utility

John D. tbntgomery revieved the findings of the nine
cooperative agreements to identify:

(1) whether they contributed to

better policy; and (2) how their policy relevance might be improved.
After reviewing 32 major publications, he concluded that:

(1) most of

the reports offer advice that seems appropriate to government decision
makers; (2) the decision makers most frequently addressed are Mission
.directors and project managers; (3) the policy findings are usually
clearly stated, although often hidden in long reports; (4) it

is not

easy to determine the degree of empirical support that underlies
policy recommendations; (5) there is no necessary correlation-even a
negative one-between good research and policy relevant research; (6)
there is no strong correlation between the nature of the research
institution and the quality of the research or its policy relevance;
(7)

combining research with consultancy assigments is probably

beneficial to both activities; and (8) donors are more likely to
succeed in conveying the results of research to various levels of

users than the researchers themselves.
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Based on these conolusions, lbntgomery makes several
recommendations:
1)

Donors desiring to develop a research base for policy
should incorporate a decision making framework
(including the identification of decision makers whom
the information is supposed to help) on the research
assignment.

2)

Research for policy purposes should not be assigned
on the basis of an anticipated preference for action
on the part of consulting firms or for theory on the
part of universities. Other considerations like
capacity to retain and deploy high quality personnel
and the clarity of the assigned task or the mon
itoring of performance are more likely to produce
desirable policy outputs.

3)

If a donor wishes to improve the policy relevance of
research in its programs, an interim check using some
form of "decision overlay" (see Section Ill-B) as
both a test and a learning device can serve as a tool
of management for that purpose.
Donors should always
apply a "decision overlay" with a parallel "method
ological overlay" so that the researchers are aware
that standards of both utility and soundness are to
be applied to their work.

4)

Donors should be patient with institutions embarking
on research assignments whose relevance to operations
is unclear, or in fields that have not yet attained a
level of consensus necessary for accumulative data
gathering and interpretation.

5)

Donors should not try to separate the research from
the consulting functions contractors can provide;
they probably should not always insist upon merging
them in the same institution, if the resources in
personnel, library facilities, and management are not
available.

6)

Donors should prefer achieving a balance between
research and consulting functions within the same
contracting organizations if they Rra receptive to
that combination of efforts, .but should not expect
good performance in both of them if the personnel
involved are reluctant or apathetic about either the
research or the consulting service.

7) Donors need separate units to disseminate research
findings and current doctri.ne about subjects where
the best judgment is apprcaching consensus as to

policy outcomes.

Such reports need not be presented

normatively nor as official government statements,
but should be considered a service to decision m-akers
at all four levels. An alternative mechanism would
be for donors to establish an independeat clearing
house for disseminating the policy implications of
sponsored research.
c.

Promoting Research Contributions to Knowledge About
Households and Women

Pauline E. Peters reviewed the publications of the cooperative
agreements to assess how they address the roles of households and
women in the process of rural development.

She finds that research on

women is typically treated as a special field of inquiry rather than
as part of research on broad issues that affect women or are affected
by them.

As a result, valuable insights into important aspects of

rural development are lost.

She also encountered a tendency for

advocacy to replace analysis when reports turn to the subject of
women,

In addition, it is not clear that those referring to women

are aware of the increasing sophistication of present knowledge about
household organization and gender.

Finally, there is much need for

greater conceptual clarity about the term "household," for the reports
reviewed often have a tendency to use the term household
interchangeably with the terms farmer or farm.
The three central recommendations flowing from these con
clusions are that:

(1) gender should be treated like any other

variable, suqh as age, class, or occupation; (2) households as units
of analysis should be more Lcarefully defined; and (3) greater

analytical attention should be given zo Intra- and inter'household
linkages.
More specifically, Peters suggests the following guidelines:
1)

Greater conceptual clarity is required to improve
research methodology and to enable more precise
conclu3ions and actionable findings to be drawn.

2) Particular care has to be exercised in generalizing
from one case or data from one area, from a single or
air undifferentiated category of population, and from
inappropriate data bases.
3) A more rigorous distinction is needed between report
ing research findings on gender-related issues and
making a statement of advocacy. Care should te taken
that the pressures of advocacy not lead to highly
selective presentation of evidence such that only" the
negative effects of change are reported, neglecting
the positive, neutral, or contradictory effects.
4) Imprecise specification of the units of analysis
undermines the force of many conclusions presented.
Particular care is required with "household" because
it is used as a "lay" as well as a "technical" term.
5) An assumption that the household is necessarily a
site of joint preferences or utilities has been
seriously questioned in recent research; hence, the

issue should be carefully treated in future research.
6) Farming systems research and other research frame
works for investigating the production, consumption,
and investment activities of rural populations need
to integrate information into their analytical and
methodological techniques on multiple decision makers
within households and on inter-household networks.
7)

Particular productive regimes where multiple
strategies of livelihood are the rule have led to
insightful discussion of the permeability of house
hold boundaries. Now, this type of understanding
needs to be systematized and applied to other cases.

8) While poor or needy women and householders must
continue to be foci of research and action,
researchers and practitioners should not equate women
with disadvantage. Different categories of women at
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all socio-economic levels need investigating if

a

fuller analysis of development is to be achieved.
9)

Similarly, the focus of any inquiry into the affects
of rural development on different categories of women
or households must be expanded beyond production.

10)

Research on rural development will benefit from a
more precise distinction between gender as a key
principle of differentiation and women as social
actors within specific social units.

11)

Emphasis should be placed on the incorporation of
gender and of intra- and inter-household relations
into analysis.
Both the integration of gender as a
significant variable and the more precise assessment
of the key units of production, consumption, and
investment are best seen not Rs separate "topics" in
the analysis of rural development processes and
policy, but as essential components in an integrated,
structural framework of analysis.
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SECTION II
REVIEW OF NINE COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

Section II contains reviews of the research output of nine
cooperative agreements.

The analysis undertaken in each of these

reviews provides the bas3is for the assessment and recommendations
presented in Section I.

These reviews were written by four members of

the HIID professional staff, with each reviewer having expertise in

the area of the cooperative agreement reviewed.

Two other members of

the HIID professional staff aisessed the research output and advised
the reviewers on matters relating to issues of methodology and
perspectives on household and gender.

Their insights are reflected in

the reports written by the four reviewers.

The cooperative agreements

reviewed and the author of each report are as follows:

A. Rural Development Participation
Cornell University
Merilee S. Grindle
B. Organization and, Administration of Integrated Rural
Development
Development Alternatives, Inc.
John M. Cohen
C. Alternative Rural Development Strategies
Michigan State University
Merilee S. Grindle
D. Rural Non-Farm Employment
Michigan State University
John W. Thomas

E.

Performance Management
National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and
Administration and Development Project Management Cent.er ", U.S..
Department of Agriculture
John W. Thomas

F.

Rural Financial Markets
Ohio State University
Malcolm F. McPherson

G. Managing Decentralization
University of California, Berkeley
Marilee S. Grindle
H. Land Tenure
University of Wisconsin
John M. Cohen
1.

Regional Planning and Area Development
University of Wisconsin
Merilee S. Grindle
Each of the reviews seeks to provide:

(1) an overview of the

cooperative agreement; (2) a summary of the theoretical framework and
central concepts; (3) a review of the research findings and their
rogramatic implications; (4) an assessment of the research method
ology; and (5) a set of suggestions for filling remaining knowledge.
gaps in the area, if any.

Most reviews address these topics in this

order; however,. because of some variation

t the objectives of each

cooperative agreement, there will be some fariability in the issues
addressed.
It should be stressed that these reviews do not cover the full
set of reports produced by each project; only major studies, publica
tions, and reports wre reviewed.

Since an important part of the work

product of each project involved mission-related reports, the follow
in& reviews are not intended to be assessments of the cooperative
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REVIEW A
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PARTICIPATION
Rural Dave.Lopment Committee
Center for International Studies
Cornell University

I
1. Overview of the Cooperative Agreement

The project on rural development participation at Cornell
University was the first effort to use the cooperative agreement
mechanism to bring together academic research, field experimentation,
and technical assistance for AID-funded projects.

The agreement was

established in order to increase donor ability to respond

,o

the

Foreign Asssistance Act of 1973 that mandated participatory involve
ment of beneficiaries in development projects funded through bilateral
assistance programs.

Lii

the early and mid-1970s, efforts to increase

the participation of low-income groups in the planning,
implementation, and benefits of development projects in third world
countries had been frustrating to officials attempting to carry out
the congressional mandate, largely because it was not clear what
constituted "participation" nor how it should be encouraged.

As a

result of this concern, the Cornell project was established in 1977,

lOne of the co-authors of this report, John M. Cohen, was
associated with the Cornell project and participated in drafting some
of its publications. In order to ensure a fair review of Cornell's
written record in a manner consistent with tne other eight reviews,
Cohen was excluded from any discussion or review of this section of
the report until it was in final draft and used to prepare the
recommendations in Section I.
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after two years in which researchers at its Rural Development
Committee had worked with AID to:-help identify and resolve major
conceptual and practical problemas in.achieving, participation in rural
development projects.

As defined by researchers, the task undertaken

at Cornell was to "[alnalyze the operative elements of 'participation'
in rural development efforts, identify experience contributing to a
better understanding of participation in rural development;Cand3
disseminate such knowledge to Epromote] participatory rural
development! (Rural Development Committee, 1982:57).
The Cornell project has produced a large'research output. 2

In

addition, the Rural Development Committee has published a long list of
related papers funded by other AID projects or other sources.

The

research output from the participation project includes a series of
state-of-the-art papers, monographs resulting from extended field
research in countries such as Botswana, Jamaica, the Philippines,
Nepal, Tanzania, Sri Lanka, and India, anong others, as well as
research monographs of a broadly comparative nature.
high quality.

This work is of

It is sophisticated and analytic and Lt consistently

recognizes the .variabilityof social and political interactions while
maintaining a firm awareness, of more,general patterns and lessons that
can be identified through research.

It is not.too much to argue that

researchers at Cornell have defined the topic of rural development
participation and have established the Rural Development Conittee as

2 The

research output is listed in Rural Development Committee
(1982) :79-82).
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a leading center for research on participation in rural development
projects.

Throughout the discussions of local organizations, local

government, resource management issues, and other participatory
activities in the research output, there is a significant effort. to
use empirical research to generate middle-range propositions about the
requisites, nuances, and impact of participation on rural development.
It .is difficult in the course of a short paper of this nature to
convey the breadthand depthof the research output; in the pages to
follow, only the broadest generalizations and most important insights
that it

has produced

ill

be considered.

These generalizations and

insig ts are well-articulated In tlie state-of-the-art papers (see

Cohen' and . Uphoff, 1977; Esman -and UDhoff

1982: Rral

eveloaMent

Committee, 1982).

2. Assumptions
The most basic assumption underlying the Cornell project is

explicit in much of the: reearch output.:

participation bybenefi6iar

ies in rural development projeots can measurably improve their impact
on indicators of social and economic developnt in rural communities.

Participation is assumed to be central and instrumental to'project:
,.success.

It

is important to.stress that this assumption has been

consistently affirmed'in the Cornell research output, as discussed in

later pages (Cohen and• phoff,.1977:3-4; Rural: Development Committee,
1982;; Esman and

Whytie

1981)..

phoff,' 1982; Uphoff,

Cohen,

and Goldsmith,

1981:281;

Unlike the resear'ch efort-on decentralization at

Berkeley,, .therefore, the Cornellr projecat does noct take a highly

•
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critical approach to the central research concept; rather, it
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focuses

on "devising and applying means for making development more participa
tory" (Rura'Development Committee,

1982:vi, emphasis in original).

In short, participation is broadly regarded as an essential "key" to
development (Whyte,

1981).

Other operational perspectives underlie the research effort
that reflect this positive approach to the benefits to be gained
through participation:
a.

It is explicitly affirmed that rural development can
be achieved without major structural transformations
in society if project planning and implementation
processes incorporate participatory perspectives.

b.

It ims generally assumed that participation at the
level of rural development projects is sufficient to
bring increased benefits to local communities;
broader' forms of participation, often considered more
overtly political (mass mobilization, voting, peasant
movements, etc.), are considered beyond the scope of
concern.

c.

It is explicitly acknowledged that rural communities
are not homogeneous and that particular groups of
rural inhabitants-the poorest, the most remote,
women, ethnic and religious minorities-are fre
quently extremely vulnerable to domination and
exploitation by more elite groups at the local,
regional, or national level.

d.

It is explicitly assumed that mutual benefits can be
achieved through participation, such that both
governments and rural inhabitants will have an
interest in pursuing participatory efforts, even
though their reasons for doing so may differ.
Thus,
with some exceptions (see Brown, 1982; Roe and
Fortmann, 1982; Fortmann, 1980) the approach favored
by the Cornell project is not centered on expecta
tions of conflict so much as on seeking out common
1round among potentially divergent interests.
This
perspective is buttressed by selection of research
sites that provide a reasonably supportive environ
ment for participatory projects.
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The positive consequences of participatory strategies
are also generally assumed to s;an project types.
That is, whether considering a water resource
management project, an inte eated rural development
effort, a research and extension service, or an
agricultural production effort, all are generally
expected to be more effective if they are
participatory.

f.

There is an implicit assumption in the research

output that local inhabitants can increase their
influence over national policies and politics through
effective participation at the project level.
Project participation is therefore considered to be
an effective "school" for en'gendering broader forms
of participation.
3. Conceptualization
A major contribution of the Cornell project has been to
operationalize the concept of participation.in development: projects.,
Participation, it is argued,

is not a thing.that can beispecifically

defined but is rather a "general category for-related but often quite

different things, usually activities but including sometimes material.
and attitudinal contributions" (Cohen and Uphoff, 1979:5).
of participation are identified:

Four cinda

(1) participation in making

decisions about the intent and form of projects; '(2) participation in
implementation processes through the mobilization of resources or

cooperative activity; (3) participation on terms of receiving benefits
from projects; and (4) participation in the -evaluation,of projects

(Cohen and Uphoff, 1977:7-10)..
This broad conceptualization has led researchers at Cornell to
a view of participation that stresses its dimensions,.

These

dimensions respond to three,central questions about participation:
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(2) who participates? and' (3) how

Dimensions of the concept that correspond

to the question of who participates specify local residents, local
leaders, government personnel,
(Cohen

and ,Uphoff,

and occasionally foreign personnel

1977:10-15).

Considerable offort is

taken to

identify subgroups.of local residents who tend to be marginalized from
rural development projects and participation in them (see Uphoff,
Cohen, and Goldsmith, 1979.:91-159).

In response to the question of

how rural development participetion occurs, the conceptual framework
focuses attention on identifying where the initiative for participa
tion comes from,

what inducements are provided for participation, what

the structures and channels for participating are, what the duration
and scope of the participatory effort are, and what degree of
empowerment-results from participation (Cohen and Uphoff,
This analytical framework, it

is

argued,

1977:15-17).

allows a researcher to

identify and evaluate the content of participatory efforts in rural
development projects.
It

is

further specified that participatory efforts are pursued

within a particular contextthat affects the success or 'failure of the
effort.' , 'Thus,

the analytic framework for studying participation

includes identification of factors inherent in the participatory
activity (who? what? how?) as well as contextual (envirormental)
factors affecting it.

Under the latter category are a series of broad

variables that, it is argued, have to be considered.

These are:

(1) the physical and biological3 sett'ing of the participatory effort,
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and the (2) economic,,(3) political, (4) social,. (5) cultural, and
(6): historical factors that influence responses to the .what, who, and
how questions (Cohen and Uphoff, 1977:18-19).

In addition to the par

ticipat6ry context, aspects'of the specific project being pursued are
specified as having an impact on the effectiveness of participation
within that project.

In this regard, the analytic frmework directs

attention toward the content of the project in terms of:
requiremnts for technology and resources,

(1) its

(2) the tangibility,

probability, immediacy, and.distributional structure of its benefits;
(3) the program linkages and flexibility; rand (4) its administrative
accessibility and coverage (Cohen and Uphofft 1977:19-21).
his framework implies a very broad definition of participa
tion and identifies a wide range of factors that impinge upon the
what, who, and how questions that are specified.

The concept is made

more manageable in terms of research, however, because it
s#itently linked to the project level.

That is,

is con

research on rural

development participation begins and concludes with a focus on
participation in specific projects and the contribution of partici
pation to the success or failure of the particular project in
question.

Thus, it

is clear that the objective of participation for

the Cornell research is to improve the Impact (or success) of specific
projects.

Only incidentally is there concern for broader issues of

effective, local power to influence the trajectory of national

development policies or politics.
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Major Hypotheses and Findings
The major hypotheses in the research output are closely

related to the assumptions underlying the project's approach to
participation and the analytic frmework that it specifies.

In a

report written before the cooperatiVe agrement Was initiated, Uphoff
and Esman (1974) indicate that their findings from research on sixteen
Asian countries reveal "a strong empirical basis for concluding that
local organization is a necessary if not sufficient condition for
accelerated rural development, especially development which emphasizes
improvement in the productivity and welfare of the majority of rural
people" (quoted in Esman ana Uphoff,

1982:9).

A study of partici

pation in public works program in Nepal confirms that "the more vocal
a rural community becomes in demanding services, trhe steadier becomes
the supply of services" (Pradhan, n.d.:86).

Similarly, "The more

rural people have a chance to make decisions by themselves, the
greater becomes their willingness to contribute materials and human
resources" (Pradhan, n.d.:89-90).

In s3LmarizinG prior research,

Cohen and Uphoff (1977:3-4.) indioate that "national success, measured
in terms of both agricultural productivity and .social welfare
measures, is strongly correlated with effective systems of par,
ticipatory local organizations linking rural communities to national;
centers of decision making and implementation."
A recent state-of-the-art paper includes an extensive com
parative and cross-sectional analysis of 150 case studies Of loal
organizations (cooperatives, clubs, and interest associations)' and,'a
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broad sapling of relevant literature is

explicit in

testing a number

of the linkages hypothesized in the analytic frmework (Esman and
Uphoff,

1982).

In this study of the institutional dimension of

participation, it is argued that local organizations can contribute to
rural development by facilitating the delivery of services, by
mobilizing resources and activities, and by enhancing the flow of
information and demands between officials and local inhabitants,
confirming the conclusions o' earlier work by Uphoff and Esman (1974).
Esman and Uphoff (1982)

identify a series of characteristics that are

frequently associated with the success of local organization.

Thus,

"relatively small, informal, base-level organizations, linked
vertically and horiontally with other [local organizations] offer
greater promise since they combine the benefits of solidarity and of
scale" (Esman and Uphoff, 1982:ix).

In addition, the study indicates

that participatory and egalitarian values and roles are important

characteristics of successful local organizations.

Informality,

consensual decision making modes, voluntary membership, and agreed
upon obligations are also associated with the success of local
organizations'(Esman and'Uphoff, 1982:ix).

The local organizations

evaluated tend to be vulnerable to failure in performance because of
variation in who participates in them or who dominates them (local
elites, government officials, types of leadership or membership) or
because of their internal organizational problems (internal cleavages,
lack of' appropriate skills, malpractices).

The study also confirms

the Importance of "promoters, organizers, or facilitators in 'catalyst
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roies'" and the mportance of a "learning process approach" for the
performance of local organizations (Esman and Uphoff, 1982:X).
Other findings of the Esman and Uphoff case study analysis are
interesting because they suggest that "in general, environmental
constraints do not shape EClocal organization] success or failure...
local organizations] may further development objectives under a wide
variety of conditions" (Esman and Uphoff,

1982:ix).

Similarly, in a

comparative study of participatory development programs in South Asia
and the United States, Blair (1981)

finds striking parallels between

these national efforts in terms of their origins and the short- and
longer-term success they achieved.

These more recent findings deserve

attention because they suggest that issues of site-specificity and
contextual environment are possibly less important than is indicated
in the conceptual framework developed in 1977.
It should be noted that these findings about the generalizable
influence of contextual factors differ from several reports produced
by the Cornell project.

These tend to confirm that specific

contextual conditions greatly aid or impede rural development
participation efforts.

In a state-of-the-art paper on the feasibility

and application of participatory efforts, it is argued that "the more
unequal the distribution Eof assets], the more difficult it is to have
broad participation in decision making and in benefits" (Uphoff,
Cohen, and Goldsmith, 1979:29).

Similarly, structural impediments to

the participation of women in rural development projects are
documented by Gellar, Charlick, and Jones, (1980), Whyte (1981), Cohen
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and, Uphoff (1977), Charlick and Vengroff (1983),

and Staudt (1979).

An important set of :findins about contextual variables

emerges from research on mixed,'pastoral and agricultural regimes in
Africa, notably in Botswana.

These findings focus attention on the

impact of "seasonality" on the local community and the impact of
change on the institutions available to promote rural development
participation.

Brown (1982:2) concludes, for example, that seasonal

migration for pastoral pursuits and other income-generating activity
in four villages in Botawana means that "the village boundaries are

not the relevant geographic boundaries for people's
economic concerns."

=ain

social and

Where this is the case, village-centered

organizations to promote rural development will not be effective and
other kinds of organizations need to be identified that can be more

effective.

Similarly, he concludes that in the village studies,

traditional and modern institutions coexist and are continually
undergoing change.

7his becomes a significant problem for encouraging

participation when traditional organizations such as those that canter

around the village headman have weakened, but modern-organizationS
centered around official or interest-related activities are not yet
strong enough to replace them.

The and Fortmann (1982)

also indicate

that seasonality affects the rural water sectors and results in the
difficulty of locating central economic and social interests within
the villages.

They call for efforts to create "communities out of

localities" (Doe and Fortmann, 1982:188).

They also argue that the

concept of the household Must be carefully used in situations in which
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the household may be dispersed geographically at various seasons or in
pursuit of divergent, functions.

Thus, Just as the community is found

to have permeable boundaries, so is the household.
The findings indicated in these studies confirm the hypothe
sized relationships indicated in the conceptual frmework while at the
same time differing from the generalized finding of the comparative
study of local organizations done by Eswan and Uphoff (1982).

From a

social scientific perspective, mong the most interesting studies by
the Cornell researchers are those that delve into the structural
impediments to participation in third world countries.

These reports,

while perhaps less immediately useful to the field practitioner,
address basic theoretical questions more directly than most of the
research output.

More generally, the dissonance in research findings

suggests that considerable investigation should be directed toward
understanding the Impact of envirornental or contextual variables on
participatory efforts at the project level and the conditions under
which they do or do not affect the performance or outcomes of
participatory strategies.
Similarly important from a knowledge-building perspective are

the reports that focus on the relationship between conflict and
participation.

In a study of participatory socialisn in Tanzania,

Fortmann arguns that it has not been effectively pursued in that
country, largely because of the conflicting interests of bureaucrats
and peasants.

These interests differ, she indicates, because of

differing but equally legitimate and understandable goals.

-She
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concludes that "much of the enthusiam for participation is based on
the implicit assumption either that one side has the answer or that
the various sides can decide on a mutua!ly satisfactory solubtiey,,.

ut

if the sides differ significantly, there may be no mutually satis
factory solution" (Fortmann,

1980:,119).

Such a perspective could call

into question the, assumption found in much of the research output that
there ismutual benefit to be gained by local inhabitants and govern
ments in pursuing participatory strategies, even if their interest
differ.

Fortmann indicates that peasants, when faced with the

imperative to participate in development projects they do not consider
to be beneficial, can simply withdraw,, refusing to participate, and
therefore acquire- the po"wr to bring about the failure of the poject
(1980:118; see also Roe and Fortmann, 1982).

Similarly, GolduMith and

Blustain (1950) indicate that participation in an integrated rural
development project in Jamaica was limited to those aspects of the

project that could- only be acquired through organizational membership.
ost of the benefits that members perceived to flow from the project"

weretoo limited and the dominance of bureaucratic agencies too great
to induce more active participation: (see also. Blustain, 1982):.

The

studies alert researchers to the question of why local inhabitants
will or will not participate in development projects.

Too frequently,

perhaps, it is assumed that they are available and eager to
participate in a-wide variety of projects if only they are given:: the
opportunity to do so.
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Findings from other studies are suggestive because they begin
to explore types of participatory strategies and to link their
potential nontributions3to program objectives and contextual
conditions. Severalfield rtudies focus on programs of animation
rurale,typioally Found in French-speaking West African countriesi"(see
Charlick and Vengoff, 1983; Gellar,
Charlick, 1983).

iCharlick, and JonesI 1980;

In their study of this program in Upper Volta,

Charlick and Vengoff (1983) identify and evaluate three techniques
commonly used to pursue animation rurale-linkage, top-down, and
bottom-up strategies.

Their findings are important, for they indicate

the results that can be expected from utilizing each of the strategies
(Charlick and Vengroff, 1983:7-8).

Linkage approaches to animation

rurale are found to be the most productive in increasing the viability
and impact of rural development projects.

Top-down approaches are

associated with improving general material well-being but are not

likely to increase equity or na;.cipatory dimensions of rural
development. Bottom-up approaches are useful for enhancing partioi
pation and viablei ' local organizations, but they are only weakly
associated with improvements in material well-being.
-Important also in the papers on animation rurale are the
indications of what the process can be expected to accomplished in
general and the conditions under which such goals can be achieved.
Gellar, Charlick, and Jones. (1980:168-170) conclude that: (1)-the
amount of political and economic change that can be anticipated '°from
strategies like animation rurale is limited when it is the state that
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promotes them; (2) the success of such strategieze is dependent upon
national leadership-support and development goals; (3) such strategies
are frequently useful to governments to ensure project success but are
not likely to be popular with them when they encourage broader forms
of participation; (4) contextual factors are central to the success or
failure of such strategies; (5) animation and similar strategies must
be integrated into broad policy and administrative franeworks; and (6)
researchers and evaluators should consider animation and similar
strategies in terms of their relative success or failure vis-a-vis

alternative strategies.
The Cornell researchers also add insight into the role of
women in participatory efforts (see especially Staudt, 1979; March and
Taqqu, 1982; and Taylor, 1981).

Significantly, gender is incorporated

as a variable to be studied along with others (age, ethnicity, social

class, etc.), and women's organizations are treated as organizations
with characteristics. that can be analyzed, along with other kinds of
orpganizations in Eaman and Uphoff (1982), ,

Thus, women and women's

organizations are included in a broader universe of households,
groups,!and organizations whose problems, contributions, and needs can
be-studied 4'n terms of a participatory perspective.,., In one case
(Gellar, Charliok, and Jones, 1980), women's groups are-found to be
highly successful in gaining benefits for their members but at the
sme time, material benefits are achieved-'by them only to the extent
that these, and the behavior that generated them, could be defined as
"typically female" activities that offer no threat to 'what are
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n general, the research output ,addresses

the issue of gender from a conceptual framework and. methodological
approach that does not.single it out as "'special".but treats it as an
important variable for research similar to other important variables..
5..

Methodology
The attention to oonceptual-clarity about participation in the

Cornell project is a fine example of mthodological rigor.
concern with conceptualization:

This

(1)helps to prevent overly aggre

gated analysis of participation; (2)suggests broad directions' for
data collection, such as on who is. participating inwhat

andand

(3) provides useful leads for ,the development of-specific empirical
indicators.
In addition, the ornell project deimonstrates the utility of
combining complementary methodologies and data sources in a single
study.

An example of such methodological integration isevident in

the study by Roe and Fortmann (1982) on the rural water sector in
Botswana.

They combine a large sample survey of rural households,

extensive field observation, and data resulting from interviews and
observation of water management groups.

In addition, the authors use

their own extensive experience in the country, their familiarity with
related literature, and informal interviews with a wide variety of
relevant persons.
and Jones (1900)

Similarly, the approach taken by Gellar, Charlick,
in studying animation rurale in Senegal system

atically, utilizes other scholars in the field to summarize their
observations on the issues under study.

The research by Goldsmith and
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Blustain (1980) on integrated rural development in Jamaica also brings
together three data sources:

participant observation, interviews with

informed persons; and, a sample survey of farmers.
The project on rural development participation ,also-raises
some methodological issues.

For example,' in, some reports, (Gellar,

Charlick, and Jones, 1980; Uphoff, Cohen, and Goldsmitht 1979;

hyta,

1981) are very clear about the sources and types of information used,
while such attention to specificity is weak in others.

Thus, Staudt

(1979:50) lists a variety of:,womens issues," such as special health
care needs, less access to education than men, and overt physical
abuse toward women.

These issues are identified "by locating sex

disparities in work, opportunities, and 1resource control," a source.

that provides the reader with little basis for judging the frequency
or salience of such questions to women in general.

Roe and Fortmann

(1982) on the other hand, are specific about their data sources when

discussing questions.of water use in.rural areas but vague when
analyzing central government perceptions of resource management in
communal areas.
A second issue concerns explicit attention to sampling
standards in survey research.

Several of the Cornell studies make use

of saMple surveys as a major source of information about rural areas
(Roe and Fortmann, 1982; Brown,' 1982; Pradhan, n.d.).

Roe and

Fortmann are explicit in indicating the sampling standards they- adopt,
while Goldsmith and Blustain (1980) and Pradhan do not provide enough
information to permit evaluation' of their sampling design.

Cornell
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A third methodological issi

involves the selection of cases.

The: question of sampling arises as well in ;the choice of cases to

illustrate a point or* to' form, the basis for, additional analysis.
Questions about- the representativeness of- oases arise in several of
the papers in the Cornell project.

In a discussion of women's status,

Sbaudt. (1979:6-8) chooses examples from four'regions:

The Andean

Highlands, Eas3t Africa, West Africa, and China, Would'the conclusions
reached about women's participation be the same if different examples
had been chosen?

The danger of choosing cases selectively to make a

point is particularly great in papers that advocate actions to
ameliorate general problems.
Questions about the adequacy of information about cases are
germane to the study of Esman and Uphoff.(1982) on local organizations

and rural development,.

For their research, the.authors sought1150

reasonabil' complete case studies of local organizations in developing
countries.

Each of the cases chosen is Coded on 55 variables and then

the relationships among the variables are analyzed.

The information

used for the coding is literature on the organization in question.
Although the Information available: on one case is likell, to be much
better than that on another, all have to be coded with the saMe scales
on the same set of variables. Although the authors do not discuss the

difficulties of this type faced in coding, nor do they indicate the
degree of coding reliability (inter-rater consistency), It is safe to
assume that there were problems of comparability.across organizations.
Greater detail on the coding procedures and difficulties would help
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interested readers to form judgments about the quality of the
resulting -data, 3
There are additional concerns to be addressed about
measurement. Questions about the translation of concepts into
quantitative measures can be raised about several of the studies,
particularly those by Esman and Uphoff (1982),

Willims (1981),

Hoe

and'Fortmann (1982), Goldsmith and Blustain (1980), and Pradhan
(n.d.).

Williams (1981) makes .serious effort to develop objective

indicators of government performance, but is less cautious -than he
should be inusing aggregate data for this purpose.. The difficulty,
with such data is that the fit between the concept, such as
"capability," and the aggregate measures, such as revenue ollected,
is often approximate or poor.

Esman and Uphoff (1982) also develop

systematic procedures for coding qualitative case materials, but need
to be.;more explicit about the problems involved in applying such
procedures. In evaluating the validity of the measures obtained, it
would be helpful to have a coefficient of coding reliability and a
more general discussion of the strengths and weaknesses in these
particular data.
6. Programmatic Implications
Ultimately, the.Cornell project on rural development may be
less important for the specific programmatic guidelines it has,
produced that for its positive role in familiarizing field praoti

detail is included in the book manuscript that presentsthe
local organization's study in full.
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tioners with the importance of participation and advocating it as a
central aspect of any rural development project.

In doing so, the

Cordell researchers have given the elusive concept of participation a
concrete and relevant definition for field practitioners.

In this

regard, the work of the project took. an "apple pie" concept that all
could applaud but few were able to apply and linked it to the
,organizational omponent of specific projects.

In doing so, it

is

isolated from the concept of political participation (see Uphoff,
Cohen, and Goldsmith, 1979:279-284) and made a "necessary but not
sufficient condition for project success."

Participation therefore

has become an activity, resource, or attitude to get things done more
effectively at the project level.
In addition, most of the studies done present a series of
recomendations for increasing participation.

Some of *he more

generalizable guidelines are broadly relevant to fiela practitioners.
Practitiolvers are alerted to the fact that participation is not a
separate activity but must be an integral aspect of all-specific

planning, implementation, and evaluation activities in rural develop
ment projects (Uphoff,

Cohen, and Goldsmith,

1979:28).

Similarly,

they are advised that participation is most effectively achieved
through local organizations (Uphoff,

Cohen, and Goldsmith, 1979:28).

Field practitioners are also advised that the goal of participation i
to strengthen the linkages between local communities and national or
regional centers (Uphoff,

Cohen, and Goldsmith, 1979:29-30).

specifically, they are told that local organizations should:

More
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(1) be organized around a concrete goal;. (2) begin with a simple task;
(3) be based on present skill levels of members; and (4)be focused on
.tasks that can only be done through cooperation.

Similarly, the

findings of Esman and' Uphoff (1982) provide progrumiatic. guidelines in
alerting practitioner3 to the Importance of small, informal, and task
oriented groups in stimulating local participation.

Several studies

indicate the utility of the role of pri.moter or animateur.
7. Gaps in Knowledge

The Cornell project on rural development participation can be
credited with a major iontribution to the field in terms of defining
the concept and specifying centrally important linkages among the
variables that facilitate or constrain participation at the project
.level.

The research output has produced a usable and widely adopted

conceptual framework and while this perspective has not generated
macro-level theories related to cause and effect relationships, it has
made participation a more accessible idea to field practitioners.
To generate additional knowledge about participation,
researchers might take a more critical approach to the utility of,
participation in various rural development activities.

An area that

remains to be explored is the possibility that participation con
tributes differentially to various types of projects.

Reses,h could

usefully explore whether some types of projects will inevitably fail

if they are not designed and implmented in a participatory mode and
whether other types of. projects can be sacessful even without
extensive participation., In a related fashion, it would be useful to
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undertake greater efforts to identify contexts in which participatory
efforts will be extremely difficult if not impossible to pur-aue and
environments which are facilitating of such efforts.

This viuld

encourage more research into one of the important unanswered qU~stions
broached by the Cornell research:

how important are contextual

variables to the success or failure of participatory efforts?
More research should be directed toward the question of why
local inhabitants might or might not be motivated to participate in
rural development projects.

Such research would be important in

responding to the "1ndings of Fortman (1980),

Brown (1982),

and others

that conflict, n13t mutual benefit, is often perceived in the relation
ship between local inhabitants and government officials in charge of
implementing development projects.

This research could usefully be

linked to the issues raised in the interesting theoretical literature
on public goods, public choice, and collective action.

Such a focus

could provide important insights into the kind of activities that are
most likely to elicit participatory responses from local inhabitants.
Similarly, this research should ask more explicitly what /participation
requires from participants in terms of their time, commitment, skills,
risk-taking resources, and seasonal availability.

This kind of focus

would go far in correcting easy assUptions about the evident b3neftts
of participation for potential participants and therefore their ready
availability to beoome involved in rural development projects.
Future research on rural development participation should
continue the important focus on the problems involved in encouraging
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participation mong important subgroups or rura. innaoizants-tine
landless, women, marginal farmers, pariah groups, etc.. This research
would necessarily highlight the importance of conflict in efforts to
encourage r participation and might generate new insights into the
relative contributionsLof confrontation or consensus, homogeneous or
heterogeneous membership, local elite involvement, and the task
orientation of different forms of organization.

The large number of

professionals and graduate students who have participated in the
Cornell project will doubtless ensure that these important questionrs

receive attention in the future.
Perhaps the most evident task that remains to be addressed is
explicitly operational.

Substantial research energies should be

directed toward specific and applied "how to" questions.

While the

Cornell project has made important contributions to advocating par
ticipatory modes and demonstrating their utility, it has not offered
field practitioners the kind of specific methodologies that are needed

to initiate, support, or maintain specific participatory organizations
in specific development projects.

This is

clearly a needed step to

'increase the impact of the work that has been done at Cornell and
offers the possibility for generating and refining important theories
about collective decision making, incentives for participation,

leader-follower interactions, learning processes, and conflict.

Thus,

focusing. explicitly on the "how to" question should enable future
researchers to utilize the conceptual framework developed by Cornell
in liuking theoretical aspects of*social and political interactions at
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the group and individual levelwith oncrete'. methodologes that could
be applied by fil
contexts.
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REVIEW, B
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Development Alternatives, Inc.
Research Triangle .nstitUte

1. Overview of the Cooerative Agreement
In September 1978, Development Alternatives, Inc. (DAI) and
agreement
Research Triangle Institute (RTI) entered into a four-year
in the design
with AID to assist donor missions and host governments

and
and implementation of integrated rural development (IRD) programs
projects.

This was not a cooperative agreement for several reasons,

cannot be
the most important of which was that cooperative agreements
in
entered into with private firms. Still, the activity was conducted
a manner similar to other cooperative agreements and is reviewed as
such.
In this regard, it should be noted That the contract between
AID and DAI/RTI was quite specific as to what was to be produced.

It

seems likely that the high productivity of the project in comparison
some of the university-based cooperative agreements discussed in
to

other annexes may be due to such specificity, a finding that has
relevance to the design of future cooperative agreements.
Focusing on large-scale rural development projects, this
activity had two major objectives:

(1) to assist the field staff of

and
host governments and donor agencies in dealing with organizational

adminiltrative problem that arise in major rural development
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projects; and (2)

to undertake :cknowledge-building comparative analysis

of 'organizational arrangements 'and managerial actions'that, have posi
tivelyor negatively ,influenced the succes Of suob projects.

total financing for the project, including mission add -ns,

The

was

approximately $3.8 million.
As of 1982, members of the project' s 'interdisciplinary core
staff had provided technical assistance to 23 projects in 18
countries.

Published field reports have been released on projects in

Botswana, Cameroon, Colombia, Egypt, Ecuador, Honduras, Indonesia,
Jamaica, Kenya, Liberia, Nepal, Panama, ,Philippines, Sudan, and
Thailand.

Field work has included desiining management components for

projects, assisting to improve management performance in on-going
projects, and evaluating project strategies.

Additional data has come

from other AID funded DAI rural development projects in Indonesia,
Sudan, Tanzania, and Zaire.

Drawing on the experience gathered

through these field activities and building on a wide-ranging review
of the literature on IRD 'and project design and implementation, the

-core. staff have produce. several major analytical papers on topics
related.to the cooperative agreement.

2.

Central Assumptions
The major assumptions underlying the knowlede-building

efforts of the cooperative agreement are:
a. The main objective of development is to promote
broad-based welfare, well-being, and empowerment for
rural people;
b. If properly designed and implemented, IRD projects
can promote such development;

89

a.

Management problems generally result from poor
project design work but even where proper design is
achieved it is not a sufficient condition, good
-management practices being essential;

d.

The key constraints hampering e 'fective design and
implementation are uncertainty and complexity in the
task environment, dilemmas inherent in organizational
design, and a limited number of critical administra
tive problems;

e.

A set of guidelines can be forged out of accumulated
rural development experience and the wider social
science literature to address effectively these key
constraints;

f.

These guidelines need not be grounded in solid
empirical evidence if their applicability can be
logically established, their advice squared with the
experience of seasoned observers, and their content
generally phrased;

g.

Actual use of proposed guidelines must be tailored to:
context-specific conditions which are too diverse to/

be addressed in analytical papers;
h.

There are no generally applicable rules about the
organizational location or related linkages for IRD
projects; organizational location and linkages
suitable for one stage of project implementation are
not necessarily appropriate for other stages;

i. Orderly sequencing of IRD project activities is the
key to determining which organizational location and
linkage arrangement is appropriate for dealing with
the need for changing organizational and administra
tive approaches over the history of the project;
J.

Presentation of guidelines for improving organization
and administration of IRD projects must be made in a
format that is attractive and useful to busy and
committed development practitioners.

Several of these assumptions are also findings o'i Le research
undertaken by DAI/RTI,
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In the early stages.,of the project, the core staff generally
assumed that it

was possible to design and impleMent successful

IRD

projects without having to affect'major structural change in the task
environment.

However, by the end of the research period, at least

some members of the DAI/RTI team clearly concluded that without
structural change effective development wouldl'not occur (Honadle,
1981).

Finally, core staff assumed that researchers could draw on

both structural and cognitive traditions in the social science
literature without concern for the theoretical integrity of the

analysis.
3.

Theoretical Framework and Central Concepts
hile linked to the fields of organizational behaviorS.and

public administration, theltheoretical framework for the cooperative
agreement is not expressly revealed in the project's publications.
This hampers the utility of these publications to tho:se interested in
knowledge-building.

At best, one discerns an eclectic use of a wide

range of development concepts organized around a broad definition of
IRD and a logically formulated process-oriented, problem-focused
model.
Skirting the ,conceptual debates that plague the literature,
the DAI/RTI core staff adopted a sweepin& definition for IRD:

".

.the

process of combining multiple development services into a coherent
effort to improve the well-being of rural populations" (Honadle, et
ali, 1980:4)., From this perspective they formulated a coherent. and

practical framework that eschewed academic debates and focused on.
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"implenentation as the conversion.of resources into goods and
servi'es, the use of those goods- and serviCe

by target groups, and

improved welfare resulting from that usage" (Honadle, et al.,
1980:32).

A broadly descriptive state-of-the-art paper was drafted on

the basis of this definition (Honadle, et £1., 1980).
Integrated Rural Development:

Entitled

Making It Wo'k?, the paper sets forth a.

broad conceptual franework that allows DAI/RTI core staff to organize
the wide ranging analytical and empirical literature on IRD.

While

simple and not d-irectly grounded on macro-level social science-theory,
the framework serves its purpose well, for it allows DAI/RTI to use
publications focused on integrated rural development projects to
fomulate guidelines useful for designing, implementing, and
evaluating large and complex rural development projects.
4. Research Findings and Programmatic Implications
The DAI/RTI cooperative agreement produced a broad set, of
publications.

Eight journal articles, two book chapters, and two

book-length manuscripts broadly advertise the project and its in-house
publications.

These are published in a consistent format as field

reports, research notes, working papers, and state-of-the-art papers.
In addition, a nuaber of miscellaneous papers are available through
DA.
A reivew of these publications illustrates how broadly DAI/RTI
and AID iiew the. focus of the cooperative agreement.

Topics range

from African land law and decentralization issue's (Honadle, 1981) to
supervising agricultural extension and rapid rural reconnaissance for
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development administration (Honadle,

1979).

The

'esearch output

suggests that AID viewed the focus of the undertaking as being. much
broader than that implied by the title of the project and the core
staff extended their interests beyond the narrower limitation of IRD
organirtion and administration.

Because of the broad view taken Iby

'

the contracting parties, it was not long before the project came to
see its focus as being on the organization and administration of all
large projects, and not just on IRD projects.

Discussions with the

participants in other projects indicated that this scope created
problems for other cooperative agreements in the AID rural devel.opment
portfolio, for the Berkeley project had difficul.ty defining itself in
the light of the DAI/RTI project's scope and Cornell had steady juris
dictional skirmishes with the IRD project over who had responsibility
for analyzing rural development participation.
Careful reading of the DAI/RTI work product reveals alterna
tive views on what should bui emphasized.

While agreeing on the need

for pragmatic focus, the authors of the initial state-of-the-art paper
Making it Work? subsequently take two different paths.

The first

group centers its concerns on "problems encountered in designing and
Implementing complex rural development projects" (Morss and Gow, 1981)
and the second focuses its attention on "processes of complex rural

development project design and implementation in uncertain environ
ments" (Honadle, et al., 1981).
publications than the former.
broader.

The latter group has produced more
Moreover, its publications are much

Two books are currently in preparation that will be
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restatements of each view:
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(1)George Honadle and Jerry VanSant's

Implementation and Sustainability:

Lessons from Integrated Rural

Development; and (2) David D. Gow and Elliott R. Morss'
Rural Development:

Problems and Remedies.

Implementing

Finally, the process

oriented group's views prevailed in the publication of guidelines for
project planners and managers, entitled Making Rural Development
Self-Sustaining (Development Alternatives, Inc., 1982).

This late

1982 publication summarizes much of the project's work and casts it
into an applied set of recommendations.
The project's principal state-of-the-art paper, Making it
Work? sets out to:

(1)

provide immediate practical guidance to

practitioners; and (2) focus further inquiry on specific questions
about the organization and administration of IRD.

The paper begins by

identifying four management objectives of IRD projects:

(1) applying

resources; (2) delivering goods and services; (3) supporting local use

of these goods and services; and (4) improving the welfare of project
beneficiaries.

From this perspective its authors examine the organ

izational and managerial issues involved in achieving this sequence of

objectives.

In the process of doing this, the paper covers a wide

range of options for:

(1) designing the organizational structure of

an IRD project; (2) linking the project to external organizations;
(3) managing the project; (4) increasing the probability that the
project will reach and involve its intended beneficiaries; and (5)
establishing the potential for the project's welfare impact to become
self-sustaining.

In presenting these options, both their advantages

and disadvantages are discussed.
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Of particular Importance is the paper's identification of
eight camnon obstacles to implementation:

(1)resistance to

integration and coordination of IRD activities by participating
agencies,;' (2) managerial skill deficiencies among project manager.,
(3) ' inadequate management information, systems; (4),lack of incentives

for project staff or cooperating organization Personnel to act in waysL
that support project objectives; (5)delays due to procurement
bottlenecks; (6) inappropriate use of technical assistance; (7)non
response to project initiatives by intended beneficiaries; and (8)
failure of benefits to continue flowing after project completion.
Many of these obstacles are not specific to IRD projects alone, and

hence the DAI/RTI discussion of them has a wider value to development
practitioners.
Among the major points made by the the paper are that:
(1)many management problems can be traced to inappropriate organiza
tional arrangements; (2) inadequate consideration of the importance of
organization affects beneficiary response to IRD activities and their
sustainability; (3)while organizational design demands the highest
pr.ority, each project1s organization must be custom-tailored to the
local oontext; (4) there are no clear administrative guidelines that
can be recommended as part of a universal strategy; (5) training of
project managers is essential throughout a project's life; (6)pro
jects should accept uncertainty, be designed with maximum flexibility,
and be grounded on the principles of the "process" model; and-(7)
staff incentives are very important to the successful ,implementation

of IRD projects.
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The paper is a major advance in'the literature on IRD because
it

sets 'forth a clear notion of how one goes about designing' and ' !

implementing' projects.

This is done through the ,provision of.68

useful but highly general propositions and the oreative use of Sunmary
lists and tables.

Indeed, the summary table format developed by

DAI/RTI merits careful attention by those who write applied and
analytical papers for AID professionals, fo.r they clearly convey
summary information and may be effective in gaining the attention of
potentialusers with little time to read lengthy documents.
The next set of findings and policy recommendations produced
by the project are more narrowly focused.

The first centers on the

uncertainties encountered in carrying out IRD projects and the way a
process-oriented perspective can respond successfully to them.

This

view isconsolidated in the publication, Fishing for Sustainability:,
The Role of Capacity-Building in Development Administration (Honadle,
1981).

This is a creative and useful attempt to establish the concept

of "capacity-building" as central to the development effort, and
thereby point out how critical public administration .and orSanization

theory is to overcoming today's major development constraints.
The central argument in that paper is that capacity-building
is the guts of development.

Taking a strong advocacy position, the

paper argues that structural and cognitive change is needed if
development is

to occur.

Hence, rural development projects should be

desined-with capacity-building as the central, explicit objective.
The thrust of the pzper extends beyond IRD to all rural development
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projects.
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It defines capacity-building as the task of strengthening.

local institutions so they can absorb new resources and use them to
sustain development dynamics after the initial resources are
exhausted.

In essence it is described as a key strategy for achieving

sustainability.
clear.

The links between this paper and Making it Work? are

What the process-oriented group has done is give high priority

to two of the major findings of that state-of-the-art paper and to
expand them at length.
In doing this, ample description of the concept is provided.
his description concentrates on:

(1) what capacity-building

involves: (2) what the key elements of a capacity-building strategy
are; (3) the implementation curve of a capacity-building strategy; and
(4) the approach donors should take in supporting capacity-building.
Briefly, capacity-building is described as a learning process based on
a partnership between knowledge providers and knowledge recipients
that gives conscious attention to increasing beneficiary control over
development resources.

For this to happen, it is acknowledged,

substantial structur,l change is probably essential and major
cognitive change is required by major actors.

Capacity-building is

more likely to be successfully promoted when there is:

(1) risk

sharing between implementors and beneficiaries; (2) involvement of
actors at multiple levels; (3) existence of appropriate incentives;
(4) demonstrable sUcess; (5) collaborative activities; (6)use of an
existing resource base; and (7) emphasis on learning.

Central to the

achievement of these patterns is a project that is flexible and
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designed as a learning exercise, a concept with substantial roots in
organizational theory literature, pioneered in, the mid-1970s by DAI
and recently advocated strongly by David, Korten .under the NASPAA-DPMC
cooperative agreement.

In essence, the paper's approach to capacity

building is founded on the developnent of skiiIs and explicit
attention to the importance of providing incentives and promoting
beneficiary empowerment.
The capacity-building paper represents a solid attempt to
move beyond the list.-building exercise of Making it Work? toward a
dynamic model for promoting development.

As such it represents a

solid contribution to the literature on project design and implemen
tation.

It also contains an interesting set of policy recommendations

for donors and- host governments.

Most

important, it

is charged with

ideas that call out for further treatment.
Unlike the dynamic and longitudinal approach taken by the
process group, the problems-oriented group takes a more direct cross
sectional look at critical implementation constraints.

The objective

of this approach is to "alert" both the policy maker and the-project

staffer to the problems they are likely to encounter and what might be
done in advance to alleviate them" (Morrs and Gow, 1981:2).

Toward

this end, the group has selected nine specific problems to analyze:
(1) participation and decentralization; (2) information systems;
(3) political, economict, and.environmental constraints; (4) managing
and structuring technical assistance; (5)rorganizational placement and
linkages; (6) timing; (7) counterpart shortages; (8) differing
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agendas; and (9) sustaining project, benefits.

Eachoi' these problems

is spelled out in a crisp, tight style that is sensitive to hoth,the
applied interest of AID and ,the time pressures of the agency's
professionals.

A parallel format is used for describing each problem:

(a) problem definition; (b) reasons for the problem; (c) alleviating
the problem; and (d)research strategy for studying.the problem.
While the discussion of each problem is brief, it is also
instructive.

Certainly the list of problems and general overview of

their characteristics provides designers, managers, and students of
rural development projects with a useful checklist of anticipating,
recognizing, and analyzing problems.

Particularly useful advice is

given as recomendations for alleviating problems.
The analytical paper on critical problems proposes a useful
approach for linking applied field studies to the knowledge-building
process.

Recognizing the difficulty of melding field mission needs

with systematic research

emands, the following procedures are

adopted:
"The field tean assembles in Washington at which time
three or four problem areas are selected for intensive
study; criteria for selection include: the ;-urpose of
the field visit, the nature of the project, and the
interests and expertise of the field team.
"Upon return from the field, the team will submit brief
reports on each problem area studied; and
"The primary purpose of base field data collection
efforts is to provide concrete anecdotal evidence of our
problem set and what might be done to alleviate them."
It proved difficult for DAI/RTI to promote the systematic application
of these research guidelines, for reasons mentioned in the methodology
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Still, they represent a. first step toward developing a

methodology. for dealing with one of the thorniest :problems hampering
the cooperative agreement approach.
,The wide-ranging concerns of some of the minor analytical
papers merit a brief review, for several of them make useful contribu
tions to the literature.

Arguing that design is a necessary but.not

sufficient condition for effective IRD implementation, the paper on

Using Organization Development (Armory 1981) presents an interesting.
consulting strategy aimed at improving the management of IRD projects.
Specifically, Armor describes an approach labeled "organizational.
development," spells out its utility, and offers several case studies
illustrating its application.

Described as a nonprescriptive

approach, organizational dvwelopment has as its objective assisting
managers to understand the problems they face and to address them
through such techniques as team building, intergroup problem solving,
goal setting meetings,
i.

survey feedback analysis, and direct counsel

T-7his social psychology approach to improved management is

a

promising beginning for further conceptual development and applied
research.

LikeWise, a paper on Beyond the Rhetoric of Rural

Development Participation (Gow and VanSant,

1981)

provides a useful

set of guidelines for getting participation components designed into
lED projects.

These design rules are preceeded with a discussion of:

(1) reasons for promoting participatory strategies; (2) prior

approaches to stimulating participation; and (3) major constraints
preventing effective participation in IRD projects.. A number of

potentially useful but not epirioally established guidelines are

offered in support of the proposed desin rules,
ancillary paper provides more crisp guidelines

Cornell University's cooperative agreemen

Surprisingly, this
han any generatedrby

on rural development

paricip ation.
In a paper on a Management Team Approach (Mickelwait,

1982)

four ideal types of management contract strategies are reviewed:
(1)

personal contract or individual direct hire approaches;

(2) university contract strategy; (3)
contract; and (4)

private firm or body shop

management teas strategy based on a permanent staff

and involved home office.

After examination of the strengths and

weaknesses of each approach, a strong argument is made for the
managasent teasM strategy.

Briefly. this is

an approach where field

managers and the projectr Implementor' s headquarters staff carry out
coordinated activities which are jointly determined and mutually
agreed upon.

The headquarters unit uses its

experience to devise

strategy within the confines of project objectives and resources and
the field unit concentrates on tactics, work plans, and operations'
schedules.

Typically, this approach requires a field

eam leader with

a stake in the institution contracted for technical assistance, and a
home office staff with rural development experience and capability to
review project progress, provide short-term assistance, and contribute
to strategy formulation.

It

also requires a contractor with a clear

conceptual approach to developnent issues and institutional commitment
to carefully. dividing responsibilities between field and headquarters

to ensure maximum flexibility in bhe face of changing project needs
and.general task ,environment uncertainty.
the paper,'s
While the management tem approach makes sense,
contribution is limited by the fact that the argument is based on
unspecified evidence, the treatment of the university and private firm
approaches is stereotypical and biased, and the argument is self

3erving since the recommended approach is obviously that developed by
DAI on the rural projects it undertakes for AID.
types have advantages and disadvantages to AID.

Clearly, all three
What is needed is a

systematiO study of these so each can be improved.

The paper s3gesta

this need but fails to acknowledge that only an hypothesis 1s being
offered and that the model is based on a few bad cases rather than
systematic observation.
The last example is an interesting paper by Soesiladi, (1981).
His ACounterpart's Perspective provides an unusual, and different.
perspective on the. high technical assistance content of most :IRD
projects.

The paper points out how difficult it is for governments to

refuse foreign technical assistance components in the IRD projects

they want funded and provides insights for selecting those expatriate
advisers and technicians who inevitably accompany IRD projects. As
such, it contributes to professional understanding about how to make
technical assistance more effective.
The nearly two dozen publications related to applied field
research contain much intereting information.

All are country

specific but some contain analysis of broad comparative value.

Most

appear to have had utility. to. the missions and host governments that
commissioned them.

Country and rural development specialists also

will find them useful.

Unfortunately, there is no paper that organ

izes the produtsof these papers into an analyt ic whole.
the kind of knowledge contained in.them includes

-

(1)

Briefly,

a case study of

the processes underlying the design of an IRD project in a highly
charged political climate and 'the formulation of insights learned for
use by future design teams (Panama:

Gow

et al., 1981); (2) a review

of design and Implementation problems encountered in undertaking an
IRD project in a remote region (Sudan:

Barclay, et al., 1981); (3) an

analysis of the organizational structure, implementing agency link
ages, financial (lows, and beneficiary participation in a creative IRD
program (Equador:

Jackson, 1981); (4) a review of organizatipnal and

management strategies for guiding horizontal relationships among
cooperating organizations and an application of that knowledge in a
workshop for an integrated area development project (Philippines:
Carney, at al., 1980); (5) a case study of the role of technioal
strategy, beneficiary participation, information flow,

project

environment, and benefit sustainability in an ,IRD proJeot aimed at
improving farm family welfare (Jamaica: VanSant, at al., 1981); (6)

a

case study of the effects of IRD management decisions on beneficiary
participation in decision making, local organization involvement in
project selection, and leadership ability and performance among poor
farmers (Indonesia:

VanSant and Weisel, 1979); (7) the design of IRD

management strategy, a market-oriented strategy, and a methodology for
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monitorihg improved welfare, for projeot familie' (Jamaica:

VanSant,

et al., 1981);-(8) amodel for the design of a viable information
system for anrlRD (Nepal: Gow, 1980);,, (9) a description of how to plan
and conduct a middle level management workshop aimed at developing new
managerial skills (time management, setting priorities, delegation,

motivation, communication, and decision making) and promoting organ
izational understanding and capacity necessary to use those skills
(Liberia:

Armor, 1979); (10) the design of a methodology for a local

level workshop aimed at increasing the administrative capacity and
problem solving abilities of'IRD project staff and village leaders
(Jamaica:

Honadle, et al., 1980)'; and (11)

the design of a pilot

training project to increase 'the project management skills of
provincial level government officers, an analysis of conditions for
effective administrative decentralization, and guidelines for
monitoring decentralization efforts (Egypt:

Walker, 1981).

Findings in the state-of-the-art paper, in the middle range
set of publications, and in the country-specific papers are all forged
into programatic recommendations in a publication entitled Making
Rural Development Self-Sustaining:

A Guide for Project Planners and

Managers (Development Alternatives, Inc., 1982).

The objective of

this paper is to provide project designers and managers with
strategies for building organizational capacity that will allow
project benefits to be sustained after donor funding terminates.

In

this. regard , 'the paper argues that for benefits to be sustained, a

project must:

(1)build external political and macroeconomic policy

1041.DA

support;,,(2) identify and secure continuing access to financial
resources; and (3) promote organizational capacity through the
building of systems and training of personnel.
achieving these. ends, the tpaper:

To facilitate

(1) analyzes the effects of external

constraints, develops ways to assess such constraints, and offers
guidelines for adjusting to them; (2) suggests issues involved in
analyzing the cost-effectiveness of project activities, addressing
recurrent cost questions and promoting cost-effectiveness procedures;
and (3) outlines the requirements for organizational capacity,
provides insights into how to evaluate existing capacity, and sets
forth guidelines for analyzing issues of organizational placement and
linkages, participation and decentralization, incentives, administra
tive systems, management development, and technical assistance.

In

addition, the handbook presents a method for gathering information on
organizational support, finances, and capacity on a timely basis.

It

provides a pertinent bibliography for each section, although works
cited are largely confined to DAI/RTI publications done under the

project.
These topics are covered in a spiral handbook that is
organized with tab 'dividers. The text is easy to ree4 and uses a
creative format to facilitate rapid reading.

Exanples from actual

case studies are used as illustrations, and wide margins are provided
to allow the user to make notes.

Like all such handbooks, it runs the

risk of being too general and brief to be relevant to specific
problems in specific contexts.

Nevertheless, it appears to be a
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useful final product for a cooperative agreement to have generated in

that it summarize the work product and''relates it to the field level,
These guidelines have been circulated:,to missions for comment and
opportunities have been sought by DI -to apply them in.project,

activities.

The

results

"

of this test and the' finAl version of the

,guide are not yet published.
5. Research Methodology
The methodology of the DAI/RTI publications varies with the
topic, but typically involves a combination of:

(1)literature

review; (2)case analysis of AID and IBRD projects; (3)interviews
with 1RD staff and managers; and (4)reflections on past and present
field research (e.g., Development Alternatives, Inu., 1975); Gow, et
al., 1979).

None of the papers covered here draws significantly on

sample surveys, anthropological observation, or other structured
methods of gathering field data.
The problem all cooperative agreements have in formulating a
coherent and systematic research strategy is reflected in the DkI/RTI
materials. None of the analytic papers published by the core staff
presents a detailed research strategy for linking field work with
knowledge-building efforts.

As a result, only a few field studies

appear guided by the major analytical papers and refer to only a few
of the field studies.
Of the 21 published field reports, nearly half were written
before the publication of the two major conceptual papers (Ibnadle, et
al., 1980; Mors and Gow, 1981),

Presumably, these field reports were
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not guided by the frameworks developed in those two papers.

Of the

remaining field reports, only a few appear to have consciously tried
to follow the directions developed in the two major conceptual papers
(for example,

Jackson,

1981; Gow, et al.,

1981; Owens,

et al.,

1981).

In addition, none of the project's analytic publications refer to more
than two or three of the 10 to 13 field reports extant at the time
they were drafted.
Two core members of the DAI/RTI team recognize the lack of a
detailed research design for the cooperative agreement and the limited
number of explicit linkages between field reports and analytic papers
(Morss and Gow,

1981:1).

In their opinion, this results from three

Important but compromising patterns that emerge when a research enter
prise is asked to serve field Missions and host governments.

First,

the resources available under the contract do not allow much time to
develop a conceptual framework and research guidelines prior to the
request for service to missions.

Second, terms of reference for

technical assistance in the field generally emphasize mission or host
government agendas rather than the contractor's knowledge-building
interests.

hird, the technical expertise required for each field

mission varies, making it difficult to forge a solid link between
those providing field service and those working at the home office to
expand knowledge about how to Improve the organization and management
of lID programs and projects.
Still, the DAI/RTI work product illustrates the Importance of

"action research."

In many cases it is not clear that more rigorous
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research would have led to :more reliable and useful findings.

It may

be that the future of applied research belongs to those who con
effectively merge action and learning.

If so, the DAI/RTI approach in

this cooperative agreement merits further reflection.
An additional methodological issue needs attention.

Few of

the relational statements or guidelines for practitioners are
supported by footnotes referring to particular studies, Cases, or
experiences that generated them.

(This is particularly the case with

the Important state-of-the-art paper published in 1980 by Honadle et
al.)

While a nunber of statements and guidelines make good sense, it

is often difficult to determine if they are:

(1) hypotheses to be

tested over the course of the cooperative agreement; (2) empirical
generalizations established by research of the core group or repor.ted

in the general literature; or (3)guidelines grounded on practical
experience.

The lack of direct reference and the completeness of the

guideliness suggests that they are often the product of thoughtful
deductive analysis grounded on a general knowledge of the literature
and personal experience with particular cases.

If this is the

situation, then questions are raised about whether "empirically-based
knowledge" has been generated and, if not, what future research is
needed to test, expand, and modify the guidelines presented in the

DAI/RTI publications.
Again, it is likely that the statements and guidelines in
major DAI/RTI publications are empirically grounded in the literature.

However, outsiders must depend on the written record.

If empirical
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evidence is not stated, how is

intersubJective evaluation of the

evidence to be carried out?
Examples of this methodological issue are lfoundi, in: three
The most empirical study focuses on 21 AID projects

papers.
(Crawford,

1981)

and uses the data generated to confiri without

expanding implementation problems identified earlier by one of the
analytical papers (Morss and Gow,

1981).

Nine Critical Implementation Problem,

At the opposite extreme is

which prcvides no empirical

reference in support of the problems identified or the rationale for
their selection.

Standing between these two cases is the paper,

Integrated Rural Development:

Making it

Work?.

It

has an extensive

bibliography covering a rich set of literature on rural development
and 68 relational statements cast as propositions but not directly
related to any specific set of empirical Oases.
However,

the absence of empirical proof and footnotes may have

some positive benefits.

First, busy professionals may tend to avoid

papers that look heavily academic.

Second,

it

can be argued that a

major achievement of the DAI/RTI publications is

that they are

produced in a format that rapidly and effectively conveys programmatic
information.

7hese potential positive effects also have corresponding

Costs, the most immediate of which is the loss of academic credibil.
Whether such credibility is

it

closely related to whether empirical and intersubjective

is

important is

open to question, but

ity.

knowledge has been forged out of the project's activities.
regard, it

In this

would have been useful for the authors of the project's
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papers to have drafted annexes that discussed the mount of empirical.
evidence supporting the guidelines offered, or to have published
reports in different formats for different audiences.
6.

Gaps in Knowledge
The core staff of DAI/RTI have made important advances in:

(1)

identifying important processes in the design and implementation

of IRD projects; (2) pinpointing significant problems limiting the
effectiveness of IRD projects; and (3) identitying useful guidelines
for better organizing and administering IRD.

However,

as pointed out

earlier, it is not possible to determine whether these advanceds are
empirically grounded.
Hence, the time may be ripe for moving beyond the limited and
often ill-documented cases that underlie these advances and undertake
more systematic field research to test, refine, and expand them.
Until the leading findings are better tested with a broader range of
data, the benefits of this first round of work will not be fully
realized.
Two examples illustrate this point.

First, the most important

hypotheses presented in the Integrated Rural Development:

Making it

Work? paper merit the kind of empirical testing DAI undertook in its
now classic study of Strategies for Small Farm Development.

Particu

lar attention should be given to specification of the conditions under
which the hypotheses operate and the kinds of task environment
variables that are likely to warp or alter.their predictive power.
Second, the paper on Nine Critical Implementation Problems needs to be
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While the authors of that paper state

that the nine problems were selected on the basis of "corporate
experience, the literature and the knowledge of individual team

member," it is not clear from the paper how the choice was made.

Were

these the most frequent problems mentioned by managers and/or donors?
Whatever their frequency, were th0se the most important problems in
tha light of some conceptual model of Implementation?
it

More important,

seeMs certain that there are more than nine critical problems.

Perhaps the most problematic of the papers in the DAI/RTI series is
the one reviewing 21 AID-funded IED projects.

It is surprising that

the review confirmed the nine identified in the state-of-the-art paper
but found no additional ones.

Other significant problems might

include faulty design, material resources for field lmplementers,
processes followed in project design,

lack of client demand,

between project and surrounding social structure and culture..
it

and fit

Hence,

would be useful to go beyond the "official framework" and seek

greater empirical richness in an effort to Improve upon the utility of
the problem-oriented approach to lED organization and administration..
The cooperative agreement has enhanced knowledge on how to
design IRD projects in the face of task environment uncertainty and
implementation constraints.

What is needed now is more analysis in

the face of very predictable patterns and sources of success.

For

example, a case can be made that an effective approach to Implemen
tation problems is to avoid them to the extent possible by mobilizing
positive forces.

Politics, for example, is not only a constraint, but
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also one of the most powerful sources of success.

Viewed in a broader

perspective, the question is not only how political diffioultie3 can
be avoided once a project is launched, but how political support can
be won during design and implementation.

Or, for example, while

DAI/RTI analysis often views "key implementers" in a negative light as
sources of differing agendas, they are also thu driving force behind
successful implementation when properly respected and motivated.

In

short, by merely altering the focus on IRD organization and adminis
tration, new perspectives can be discovered that will add to
programmatic understanding about how to design and implement more
effective projects.
Today, IRD projects are under attack.
that they do not work.

Vague charges are made

There is an increasing possibilit7 that the

baby will be thrown out with the bathwater.

The DAI/RTI publications

provide ample ideas and evidence to support the view that under
appropriate conditions and with proper design and Implementation work,
IRD projects can reach many of their objectives.

What DAI/RTI's

analytical parers do not do is review the IRD experience from the
perspective of the ongoing attack on IRD as a rural development
strategy.

Clearly, one of the major gaps in our knowledge about IRD

is the lack of a sustained evaluation of the IRD experience, the
emerging critique of it, and the ways in which social science
knowledge can be applied to respond to those critiques.

Given the

aoceuiated knowl'edge on how to carry out IED efforts, it would be a
major Mistake to abandon the approach without research on this
critical question.

DAI
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REVIEW C
ALTERNATIVE RURAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
Department of Agricultural Economics
Michigan State University

1. Overview of the Cooperative Agreement,
Basic research was not intended to be a central pririty of
the cooperative agreement on alternative rural developuent strategiea
that was undertaken by Michigan State University. in 1977. , Similarly,
long-term applied research was expected to be a secondary priority.
The cooperative agreement was established primarily toienable AIDWashington and field missions to have ready access to-a group of
skilled professionals who could offer assistance in the planning and

pursuit of rural development activities, especially through the
instrument of the country development strategy statement (CDSS)
Thus, extensive technical assistance was and has remained its primary
purpose.

Nevertheless, the cooperative agreement has generated

important research outputs, some of which have been influential in

stimulating the adoption of new approaches to understanding old
problems.

This has been particularly true of research on farming

systems, marketing,

and techniques of data analysis.

Program

matically, research outputs have been particularly concerned with
issues of adoption and cost-effectiveness of the strategies they
propose.

Extensive assistance to field missions in Cameroon,

Thailand, Bolivia, Honduras,

Pakistan, and the eastern Caribbean also
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generated experience and data

is3t reflected in the research

In general, the research papers and other research-related

output.

'documents are a result. of broad familiarity with the literature on
rural development and the extensive fiel.d experience of the tlSU
professionals; they also derive from long-term research undertakings
in Cameroon and Thailand that have generated tw

series of focused

working papers.
The cooperative agreement on alternative rural development
strategies is notable for the attention it

has given to addressing

academic, mission, and host country4 audiences with the results of its
research.

Often this has occurred less through its publications than

through its efforts to. influence mission activities and capabilities,
to train and supervise graduate students.. and to involve host country
nationals in ongoing research tasks.

In this regard, MSU has

encouraged a multiplier effect for its research findings.

iThe ISU

research team has also been concerned, with directly influencing the
organization and management of agricultural research and extension
systms in third world countries.

2. Assumptions
The research output of the cooperative agreement has
consistently affirmed a number of central assumptions:
a.

It is a basic assumption that rural development
implies .road-based socioeconomic change that goes
far beyond simply altering technologies in order to
increase efficiency.
Thus, a holistic approach to
rural development is adopted.

b.

It is assumed that rural development is a farm and
agriculture-oriented process, although it has major
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implications for nonfarm-related activities such as
off-farm employment, health, and education.
a.

The research output assumes explicitly or Implicitly
that rural development means reaching small farmers
with increases in production and opportunities for
improved welfare.

d.

Research efforts begin with the assumption that
technological innovation is critical for improving
productivity at the farm level.

e.

Small farmer decisions to adopt, reject, or alter
innovations are assumed to be bared on their
realistic assessment of production and marketing
opportunities, relative advantages in shifts in

household labor allocations, community and household
norms, and understanding of local ecological con
ditions and their variation over time.
f.

It is consistently held that rural development is

constrained by a variety of local and extra-local
economic and political conditions and that expecta
tions for change should be tempered by knowledge of
these factors.
g. There is also throughout the research effort an
implicit or explicit assumption that the rural

household, particularly the farming family, is the
basic unit of consumption and production in the rural
economy.
This set of perspectives forms the basis for wide-ranging exploration

of strategies to achieve more effective rural development.
2. Major Hypotheses and Findings
For somewhat over two years the activities of the cooperative.
agreement team were not highly focused and its energies tended to be
underutilized by AID field missions.

Mhis3as

due to a decision.that

CDSS analyses were to be done by mssons without the assistance of

consultants,

It also resulted from the, decision of a major mission

not to USe one of theMSU specialized corestaff persons ,

As a

MStrategi
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result, during the early years, the' Oroject struggled to find a

coherent focus and completed. research and writings on activities
undertaken prior to the start of the cooperative agreement (e.g.,
Holderoft, 1978).

While this makes it

dif"ficult to know what was

learned during the project, efforts hay'e been made to focUs on the
ecolectic output of the project, a focus that!may give_ it

a,'Oherence

that it lacked in its initial period.
During the first few years, a series of reports on various
approaches to rural development were produced.
important hypothesis:

They explore an

rural development strategies Will not be

successful unless and until. they take a holistic and multidisciplinary
approach to understanding the rural household and the rural community.
Thus, an initial paper in the MSU rural development series written by
Akhter Hameed Khan reviews a long history of rural development
strategies, lays bare their underlying assumptions and ideological
perspectives, and indicates that none of them was sufficiently
anchored in a broad appreciation of the constraints on development
(Khan, 1978).

Benedict Stavis (1979) argues that agricultural

extension services typically fail because they are based on the
.assumption that innovation is in the interest of the farmer and that
ignorance, tradition, or poor communication are at the base of
failures to innovate.

Instead, Stavis indicates that failures must be

linked to the "structural context through which the innovations are
selected and communicated" (p.2).
with production in

Similarly, an exclusive concern

agricultural research and extension activities Will

MSU
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mean a failure'to appreciate the constraints and opportunities for
farm activities introdced by marketing systems in third wrld
countries (Riley and Weker, 1979; Fox and Weber, 1982).
specific: evaluations carried the same message:

Country

a study of a- program

to promote animal traction on farms in Upper Volta was critical'
because the program failed to anticipate the implications of the new
technology for the adopting households (or the technical support they
needed from the promoting agency) (Barrett,
and Crawford,

Lasster, Wilcockc, Baker,

1982).

This central hypothesis is

complemented by a second:

rural

development strategies in vogue at particular historical moments can
be traced to ideological and theoretical assumptions that tend to
blind their advocates to the realities of rural economic and political
contexts.

Thus, in

1950 and 1965,

a review of community development efforts between

Lane Holdcroft (1978:26) argues that, "Community

development had great appeal to leaders of developing countries and
external. donor officials because it

provided a nonrevolutionary

approach to the developmenvt of agrarian societies."

Ultimately, the

movqqnt failed because of the naive or self-serving adoption of
theories of rural development that ignored "tfjactors such as
distribution of land ownership,
domination" (p.21).

exploitation by elites, or urban

Changing conditions, although essential to rural

development, were beyond the efforts of even the most well-meaning and
committed community development workers.

Holdcroft suggests that many

of the underlying assumptions of more recent integrated rural develop=
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ment approaches are similar to those of the community development
movement and are similarly vulnerable to failure.
Doyle Baker (1982:61-63)

Carl ELicher and

argue that the integrated rural developsent

approach is based on unrealistic assuuptions about the costs cf social
services and the gains in food productivity they are expected to
generate.

Carl Eicher (1982) similarly indicts dependency and

political economy approaches for their "failure to provide a con
vincing understanding of the motivations of rural people, and the role
of technological change" (p.

159).

The research output has consis

tently pointed out the "trendy" nature of research on rural
development.
In 1980, the research effort. of MSU found a more specific
focus in farming systems research approaches.

In retrospect, the

critical perspectives of the early reports were an Important fore
runner to this later concern.

Since 1980, those involved in the MSU

cooperative agreement have devoted much of their time to exploring the
feasibility and utility of the adoption of farming systems research by
agricultural research and extension organizations.

Considerable

technical field support has been devoted to country-specific applie
tions of farming systems research methodologies.
approach has acquired growing support within AID.
and Baker (1982:159),

Gradually, the
According to Eicher

the "primary goal of farming systems research

(FSR) is to design research programs which are holistic, interdis
ciplinary, and cost-effective in generating technology which is
appropriate to the production and consumption goals of rural house
holds in specific micro-environments."
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The research effort at.MSU has argued:

(1)

that farming

systems research should not be the o nly approach to agricultural
research; (2) that the household in rural areas should be tht basic
unit of analysis; (3):that indigenous technologies are usually based
on generations of trial and error adaptations to the needs of the
household; (4) that nonfarm activities are an important part of the
rural household'a conaumption and production activities; (5)

that

small farmers must be active participants in testing new agricultural
practiOes; and (6)

that farm level testing will have a positive impact

on national research systems (Eicher and Baker, 1982:159).

Farming.

systems research is therefore directed toward increasing the
"productivity of the farming system in the context of the entire range
of private and societal goals, given the constraints and potentials of
the existing farming systems" (Gilbert, Norman, and Winch, 1980:2).
AS such, it

is proposed as a holistic but site-specific approach that

provides an alternative strategy for making traditional agricultural
research and extension activities more relevant and successful in
reaching small farmers.
The MSU project has been effective in stressing the importance
of, understanding farm level decision making within a broader context
of the household, local organization, and national and international
contexts and policies.

There is a significant attempt, evident

especially in an Important and extensive review of relevant literature
produced by Eicher and Baker (1982),

to synthesize perspectives

derived from political economy and those generated by micro-level
studies of individual behavior.
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N4evertheless, the research output of the MSU project on
alternative rural development strategies has not been highly
theoretical in nature; rather, it

has been consistently addressed to

pragmatic issues that are concerned with tools of the trade for
agricultural research and management.

For example, a review of the

experience of farming systems research In Honduras between 1977 and
1981 resulted in a series of recommendations about how to manage and
integrate such research in a national research institution, how to
generate data, and how to Implement farm trials (Galt, Diaz,
Contreras,

Peairs, Posner, and Rosales, 1982).

Similarly, a brief and

readable summary of the potential uses and disadvantages of micro
acmputers and pr granmable computers in agricultural research provides
a summary of the problems involved in alternative technologies,
especially in the third world, and warns against the full scale
adoption of technologies that cannot be supported with personnel,
electricity,

foreign exchange, servicing and spare parts, or need in

many settings (Weber,

Pease, Vincent, Crawford,

and Stilwell, 1983),

Once again, the concern is for direct field application of available
technologies, with a final list of recommendations directly relevant
to users..
4.

Methodology
Much of the research output of the MSU project is generated on

the basis of broad familiarity with the literature on rural develop
ment and the field experience of the researchers.

Central among these

ef forts is an extremely comprehensive and readable review of the
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literature on the rural eQonomy of Africa, especially those aspects of
research most useful to economists and agricultural economists (Eicher
and Baker,

1982).

This document considers some 1400 books and

articles on farm and nonfarm rural development activites in subSaharan
Africa and provides a concise evaluation of it.

In addition, the

critical reviews of previous rural development strategies (Khan,

1979;

Holdroft, 1978) summarize a broad literature and experience that
points the way toward a rationale for farming systems research
approaches.

The findings consistently affirm the central asstMptions

and hypotheses of the entire research undertaking.

In some cases (in

particular, Stavis, 1979), researchers have consulted a broader social
science literature to underpin arguments about political and
structural constraints on farm communities and households.
The more recent focus on farming systems research is

enriched

by the experience of MSU researchers and their own efforts to develop 4
a viable strategy for rural development that would be particularly,

appropriate for adoption by agricultural economists and biological
researchers.

In this work they have been particularly concerned to

assess the methodologies and techniques that are useful to those doing
micro-economic research in

rural areas and to those who use research

to design or improve projects.

Eicher and Baker (1982:72-94)

consider

the methods and related concepts most frequently adopted to generate
data for micro-economic analysis-case studies, infrequent surveys,

and multiple visit or cost route surveys--and assess them"in terms of
their practical Implications and output for progrem and project design
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and for a variety of analytic techniques in use.

Crawford (1982)

presents one such analytic technique in detail in presenting a method
ology for stimulating constraints on snall farmer agriculture in
Northern Nigeria.

7he research team has also been concerned about the

appropriate utilization of micro-computers and progrmmable calcula
tors for research and program management in agriculture (Weber,

Pease,

Vincent, Crawford, and Stilwell, 1983; Eicher and Baker, 1982).
Similarly, Strauss (1983) presents an econometric model of the con.
sumption and production of food of rural households based on survey
research undertaken in Sierra Leone.
Recent work on farming systems research has gone beyond a
review of the literature to specific interest in ongoing efforts to
apply this approach.

In particular, M.P.

Collinson (1982) reports on

the efforts of C14HYT and others to pursue farming systems research
approaches in East Africa.

Tht field research, consisting of an

evaluation of applied experience, is used to generate a series of
recommendations about how the approach can usefully be adopted by
other organizations or other countries.

Collinson also presents

observations about potential problem areas whlen farming systems
research efforts are undertaken.

Of the documents reviewed, this one

offers the greatest insight into operational guidelines for field
practitioners.

Indeed, the Collinson report provides step-by-step

procedures for carrying out a farming systems research approach that
will result in usable information about needed technological.
innovations and appropriate services for mall farmers.

It is

a
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logical accompaniment to the Gilbert,: Norman, and:Winch paper (1980)
that provides a fuller description of the approach along with well
tempered enthusiam for it as a viable;progrum option for Missions and
research and extension organizations.

Another empirical experience

with the adoptioniof farming systems research is considered in Gait,
Diaz, Contreras, Peaits, Posner, and Rosales (1982).
In terms of the methodologies used to generate insights and
recommendations in the research output, the study by Barrett,
Lissiter, Wilcock, Baker, and Crawford (1982) on animal traction in
Upper Volta can be commended for its attention. to iq.t'

Cf sample

selection, its concern for the empirical detail provided on important
variables, and the judicious tone of the analysis that avoids over

generalizations or simplifications of often ambiguous data.

Strauss

(1983) is much less exact about how P.sample is drawn from geographic

areas and households in Sierra Leone; this study and Crawford's (1982)
would gain incredibility if greater detail were provided on the
sapling methodology employed.
In terms of the suggestions about methodology for farming
systeMs research that are epparent in several studies, a number of
issues deserve greater attention.

First, researchers concerned about

promoting farming systems research need to be clearer about what the
approach includes and excludes. This is important inorder to develop
a more parsimonious list of factors that need to be considered in

field research and procedures that are timely and manageable.

Second,

advocates of farming system research need to work toward specifying
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common and generalizable tools such as .questionnaires, interview
techniques, sampling procedures, and guidelines for coding and inter
pretation of data.

The literature on survey research and program

evaluation should be consulted in.this process.

Th ird explici t

attention needs to be given to establishing criteria to judge the
effectiveness and efficiency of field tests on technology innovation.
Attention to these methodological issues would make findings and
recm mendations more consistent and generalizable from one study site
to another.
5.

Programmatic Implications
The impediments to wider field adoption of a faining systems

approach are not so much inherent in the research effort as they are
in the approach itself.

Thus, while there are strong reasons why

farming systems research approaches could be usefully applied, they
are (as is recognized by MSU project staff) complex and time consuming
and often require great changes in the attitudes and behavior of
researchers and extension organizations.

They require practitioners

o be familiar with a broad range of social, economic, political, and
technical factors that affect mall farm agriculture.

They require

multidisciplinary research in which economists and other social
scientists are integral to the effort, not subordinate or peripheral
to it.

Mreover, they require that field practitioners be adept at

assessing site-specific constraints on farm-level productivity in
short periods of time.

Clearly, then, they require a relatively

skilled and dedicated term to carry ,thiem out .

Indeed, considerable
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effort. at MSU has been directed,toward exploring meansto enable a

farming. systems approach to be 'more. readily, acceptable tio field
practitioners and more successfully implemented when adopted.: The
project has been concerned with strategies to dumonstrate the cost-.
effectiveness of the approach, to reduce its time requirements, and to
overcome inherent and discipline-specific obstacles to interdisciplin
ary research (Eicher and Baker,
Posner, and

)sales, 1983).

1982; Galt, Diaz, Contreras, Peairs,

However, the impediments to wide adoption

will not be easily overcome and should be subject to more exploration
and experimentation.
The farming systems research approach has sharpened the
concern of the HSU research team for the quality and appropriateness
of research being done by national agricultural research services
(Eicher and Baker, 1982; Galt, Diaz, Contreras,
Rosales, 1982; Collinson, 1982).

Peairs,

Posner, and

In general, national research

institutions are not organized or motivated in ways that make the
adoption of farming systems approaches feasible.

Therefore, findings

of the HSU work on farming systems research are disseminated largely
through field vigits by project staff and the efforts of AID
Washington staff to popularize the approach through its

missions.

In

addition, support has come from anong the most prestigious and
successful of the international agricultural research institutions,
espocially IRRI and C*HYXT.

These institutions have also collaborated

in field experimentis with the approach.

They serve a valuable role in

disseminating a particular approach to the international and broad
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national research extension community of practitioners.

Attention

could usefully be given to how their role might be expanded, particu
larly in terms of.the training activities they undertake.
6.

Gaps in Knowledge
This review of the research output of the MSU cooperative

agreement on alternative rural development strategies has indicated
the early experience of the project in identifying highly generaliz
able problems with a large number of approaches to rural developuent;
the approaches were revealed to be based on frequently erroneous
assumptions about the nature of small farm activities and they often
failed to consider rural households as units central to complex
systems of constraints and opportunities for increasing productivity.
The shortcomings of previous experience provide a rationale for the
adoption of farming systems research approaches and this rationale is
strongly purveyed in recent project work.

At this point, it would be

useful to ask, in as critical a fashion as prior approaches were
addressed, to what extent farming systems research is being presented
as a "new panacea" to rural development with some of the saw short
comings.

This is not suggested as a direct criticism of the approach

itself or of the efforts of the MSU researchers.

Rather, it is an

effort to suggest an Important area for additional research.
Importantly, it should be acknowledged that farming systems research
approaches are based on an assumption that development in the form of
appropriate teclmologicaliinnovation and increases in productivity for
small farmers is feasible without major structural changes in the
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society, major conflict over. the distributiun of resources, or
revolutionary confrontations.

Ongoing field experience should be

carefully assessed for data that would illuinate such a perspectiVe,
-.as it

1s an important unanswered question in

efforts.

If

existing research

the, farming systems research approaches carry with: them,;,

fewer of the ideological and perceptual shortcomings of other
approaches,. then it

is

important to indicate why and,how thishas

occurred.
In. a broader sense, there is room for the: MSU research team-to
address a series of issues that is clearly related to their ongoing
concerns.
tral

hese range from research on the linkages between agricul

production and marketing to the policy framework for promoting

more effective food security systems (see Shaffer,

1983).

Both these

broad topics imply research to explore urban-rural linkages more fully
and to explore the relationships between macro policy and micro
behavior.

Related also to MSU's interest in marketing are the.issues

of institutional innovations that would encourage greater efficiencies
and comparative institutional analyses that would provide insight

to

alternative ways to Improve performance.
Two other issues constitute a second generation of research
concerns.

First, at the risk of discovering even-greater layers of

complexity, household economics as the organizing basis for farming
systems research should! be pursued withgreater attention to intra
household units of production and decision making and the impact that
technological :change is

likely to have on shifting roles within
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households. More attention 'to the role'of women within the household,
their contributions to decisions about produotion and consumption and
the impact" that. technologioal change is likely to have on shifting
roles within households is

mplied here.

If. farming systems research

is to be further pursued as an approach to rural developmentl, concern
for intra-shousehold divisions of labor, authority, and roles

ust

become an integral part of the analytic frameworks for studying the

rural household.

In fact, whether the rural household is the basic

unit of consumption and production in specific rural economies should

be treated as an empirical question.
Important in the analysis of intra-household decision making
is the need for greater attention to gender as a variable that can
significantly affect factors such as the allocation of household labor
and expenditures.

7his can become a factor in differentiating among

small farmers and in assessing their response to technological inno
vations, especially where female farmers or female heads of farming
units are involved'. Thus, gender should become an Important, variable
Just as size and quality of landholding or education and income are in
assessing the response of the household to technological innovations.
Similarly, changes in the relative importance of agriculture for rural
households should be explored for their contributions to perspectives
about increasing productivity and encouraging innovations.

Thus, as

smaller proportions of family income are derived from farming' activi
ties because of off-farm employment and trade opportunities, how'does
decision making,' about' faring activities change?

How do relationships
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How do seasonal demands for labor influence farm

and nonfarm income-generating strategies? ,,Ah, imortarat focus of
further research should be explicitly with these processes, of change

i~thin household units (see Qawford, 1982).
Another second generation issue involves exploring the
economic and social linkages that extend beyond the household to
local, regional, and national structures that affect both consUMP'tion ,
and production.

Just as taking the household as the site of the

"Joint" 'preferences or utilities of household members can be very

Misleading, so can the failure 'to set any particular domestic unit
within a larger framework of interaction result in misunderstanding of
the dynamics of rural development and change.

The development of

perspectives and theories to explain how household and inter-household
and intra-household interests become aggregated for cooperative

activites, marketing, organizational pursuits, or community-level
governance are important here.' Understanding households as a unit
subject to a set of constraints and opportunites that determine the
options available is

a positive step away from: viewing rural

individuals as independent decision makers.

The next step should be a

focus on structures within and beyond the household that-incorporate
the activities of household members in terms of production and con
sumption.

This kind of research can usefully be linked to the

identification of "recommendation domains" of households that share
enough significant oharaoteristics to allow them to be identifiable

targets for cost-effective extension activities.
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Continued research on methods for operationalizing farming
systems research is also recommended,
organizational,
adoption.

including greater attention to

personnel, and disciplinary impediments to its

If it, is indeed a valuable approach, then a large effort

must be directed to exploring both opportunities and impediments to
its adoption.

Case utudies of efforts to implement a farming systems

approach, such as the Collinson (1982)

paper, could be valuable tools

to promote such understanding of its adoption.

Finally, while the MSU

project is currently committed to farming systems research approaches
to rural development, it

should neither abandon a critical perspective

on the approach nor fail to remain alert to new developments that
might promise alternative strategies.
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REVIEW D
WURAL NDN-FARM EMPLOYMENT
Department of Agricultural Economics
Michigan State University

1. Overview of the Cooperative Agreement
In 1977 the Office of Rural Development and DevelopmentAdministration of AID entered into a cooperative agreement with
Michigan State University to undertake a study of rural non-farm
employment.

Michigan State's Department of Agricultural Economics was

the organizational center within the University for this work.

The

agreement represented the continuation and expansion of work the
department had been doing for several years previously, at a much
lower level of support.

The project ended in December 1982, with a

total of 44 papers and eight theses produced and another five in
progress.

In the process of doing this work, MSU collaborated with at

least three third world.-,nstitutions and the ILO. AID then
established a new cooperative agreement with MSU on small enterprise
approaches to employment that runs from September 1982 to August 1985.
The cooperative agreement on rural non-farm employment
resulted from the recognition that under- and unemployment are an
almost universal phenomenon in developing countries.

Although

difficult to quantify because of its seasonal and disguised nature, it
is clearly a major development problem and one that contributes to a
number of others such as rural malnutrition and urban migration.
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Quantitatively, much of this unemployment is rural, and there is a
growing recognition among developnent specialistc that agriculture
cannot -absorb enough additional labor to deal with the problem.

In

1977, however, not enough Ws kown about the nature, extent, or
structure of off-farm employment.

Therefore, it was difficult for AID

or national policy makers and program and project designers to create
the policies and programs needed to increase rural off-farm employ
ment.

Given Michigan State's previous work in this area, it

was

expected that they could add further to empirically based knowledge
about the nature and prospects for off-farm employment.

It was also

expected that MSU would be able to provide AID with policy-relevant
advice and technical assistance to Missions in specific countries that

were concerned about creating new off-farm employment opportunities.

2. Assumptions
While some analysts have expressed the view that rural

unemployment can best be dealt with by expanding agricultural produc
tion, there is little evidence to support this view.

Although

agriculture has some potential to create additional employment oppor
tunity, this is probably not enough to solve the problem of rural
unemployment over time.

As a result, this cooperative agreement was

undertaken with "the basic purpose of enhancing the ability of AID
missions and host country institutions to identify and implement
prograMs and policies that generate off-farm employment and iacome
opportunities benefitting the rural poor" (Chuta and Liedholm,
1979:i).

The dual assumptions of the Importance of off-farm employ
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ment for dealing with- both unemployment vrobems

r

d noverty is

explicit.

The authors of this state-of-the-art paper, also note, "This''
rom Land reflects the

growing interest [in off-farm employment] ,stemf

increased international concern for equity and employment objectives,
and the corresponding reduction of emphasis on the earlier strategies

that had focused primarily on growth and output objectives.

The

de-emphasis of growth and output objectives reflects a disillusionment

with the inequitable results of rapid growth in certain countries and
the disappointing results of attempts to industrialize by establishing
large-scale, urban-based, capital-intensive industries" (huta and
Liedholm, 1979:1).

he authors then go on to quote Morawatz' asser

tion that "remarkably little is known about its [off-farm employment]
composition and characteristics."

Thus, the cooperative agreement

assuMed the Importance of off-farm employment and set its task to
learn more about its extent, its composition, its characteristics, and
the actions that could be taken to promote it.

This assumption is

not

challenged or questioned in the wrk done under the agreement and the
Work is focused on acquiring more detailed information on non-farm
employment as an important aspect of devel.opment.

The research

component of the project is focused on systematically documenting the

extent, composition and characteristics of off-farm employment.
The cooperative agreement classifies off-farm employment in
three general categories:

(1) manufacturing; (2) commerce;;and,(3)

services (CQuta and Liedhoim,. 1979:8).

However, the. work of Michigan~
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State has focused primarily on mall-scale rural manufacturing
activities or, as they came to be called, the small-scale enterprises
(SSE).

his decision was made as MSU's research evolved because

researchers found that much of the employment in commerce and services
was linked to small-scale enterprise, either through the provision of
'inputas or the marketing of the products of such enterprises.

MSU also

decided that by concentrating on mall enterprise as an integrated.
system for procurement to final sales, they could better develop
policy and progrem relevant recommendations and operational
assistance.

This decision was undoubtedly a correct one in terms of

the relative magnitude of employment created by alternative activities
and of using resources to obtain maximum learning and to provide
policy and program assistance.

Nevertheless, forms of off-farm

employment that are not connected with mall-scale enterprise are also
important, particularly in areas such as Bangladesh where rural
unemployment is paiticularly high.

It would be valuable to know more

about these activities.
As MSU researchc-s explored what was of importance to -the
mall-scale enterprise, they came

to recognize that marketing, both in

terms of procurement of inputs and of marketing of output, was
critical.

They focused on marketing in relation to its impact on

small-scale enterprise rather than as a separate sour,:e of off-farm
employment.

his was part of the larger transition from an initial

focus on specific employment-creating activities in commerce
manufacturing, and services to a focus on the snall-scale enterprise
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subsector rather than on employment creating per se.

It is important

to note, however, that the charge -;s not as substantial as it
seem.

may

The- issue of employment remains central in the consideration of

the small-aaile enterprise and the shift represents the evolution of
thinking based on the careful accumulation of empirical evidence as to
how off-farm employment is increased through rural enterprise.
3. Major Hypotheses and Findings
The Michigan State Rural Hfon-Farm. Employment Project:- has
consolidated knowledge of the topic, defined it

as a separate and

significant dimensions of development and advanced our knowledge sub;
stantially.

Before the project, there were a"nmber of micro level

studies and data from countries that suggested that non-farm employ
ment wasimportant, but the information was scattered and incomplete.
As. a result the topic was not defined and no serious attempt had been
made to generate appropriate programmatic and policy actions necessary
t

promote non-farm employment or, small-scale enterprise.

Michigan

State has consolidated previous knowledge and redefined the topic,
generating substantial new knowledge of this important topic.

In the

process they have shifted the perspective from non-farm employment to
small-scale enterprise.

The acceptance of this shift is reflected in

the research topics covered by this project that look at future
research needs.

The topic of small-scale enterprise is the one

identified for future, work rather than non-farm employment,
The Michigan State work can be divided into three broad cate
gories that follow, each other more, or less i.chronologically..

Thel:first
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is a consolidation of e3:isting knowledge in the initial state-of-the
art paper.

This paper defines the topic and the issues and shapes the

nature of the second broad phase of research, which focuses on
gathering additional empirical information on the basic parameters of
non-farm employment and on more carefully defining the policies that
influence the performance of small-scale enterprise.

The bulk of the

HSU work is concentrated in this area, and many papers provide the
empirical verification or extension of findings contained in the
state-of-the-art paper.
that the paper raises.

Some also explore at greater depth the issues
Included in this are policies designed to

promote small-scale enterprise.

nhe third area may be termed the

development of strategies to promote small-scale enterprise.

Included

in this are some policy issues, but the focus has shifted from
documenting the magnitudes of small-scale enterprise and the factors
that affect its performance to approaching the issues in strategic
terms and looking at the activities and policies that might promote
small-scale enterprise.

It is important to look at each of these

stages of the MSU work in turn.
The first phase of the MSU work was the'monograph by Chuta and
Liedholm, Non-Farm Employment:

A Review of the State-of-the-Art.

This monograph consolidates the findings of a number of existing micro
level studies.

It effectively defines the non-farm employment issue

and establishes that the sector is much more important than has been
generally recognized.

As a share of total employment, the authors

summarize evidence to indicate, that non-farm employment engages a
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minimum of 20

of the rural popul ation as- primary employment and

another 10 to 20%, as,,a secondary soureaof employment (PP. 3,5).
Similarly, at a minimumt,

20% of rural incomes are derived from nonfarid

employment (p. 6) and in many countries and reglons the amount is
greatly in excess of that amount.

General findings show that wages

and incomes generated in non-farm employment generally exceed those
earned in agriculture, and as farm size becomes smaller over time,
non-farm incomes become larger (pp. 13,14).

With development, non

farm employment increases in both relative and absolute terms (p.

17).

Therefore, we can be quite sure that it is of growing importance over.
time.

Likewise, there is a positive relationship between rural income

and the demand for non-farm income (p. 23).

.he question is also

asked whether rural non-farm enterprise operations are limited almost.

exclusively in the rural sector.

The authors discover to the contrary

that the goods produced in rural enterprises enter both the urban and
the international markets in significant weasure (p. 29).
Turning to the characteristics of non-farm employment in
comparison to urban-based larger scale enterprises, rural small enter
prises are generally more labor intensive than other segments of the
economy, but labor productivity is higher in larger enterprises with
more capital stock.

Capital productivity, however, is generally

higher in rural enterprises (PP.. 31,34,36).

Given that capitalr

is

generally scarce in most developing countries, rural small enterprise
can be considered more efficient In most siutations.

The point is

pursued further and in specific comparisons rural small enterDrises
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are found to be more labor intensive and more efficient- per unit of
capital than urban based counterparts in the s1e industry (p.41).
The implioations of this for development are Important as Savings from
wages are low but profits from rural enterprises are found to be
higher than urban based enterprises (p. 46).
A series of initial policy conclusions are Ialgso suggested.
Among the price-related policy issues is the question of interest
rates.

Urban enterprise benefits more from the artifically low

interest rates and such rates reduce the rural credit supply (p.
55,56).

Foreign exchange and tariff policies are found to have a sub

stantial effect on rural non-farm enterprise (Pp. 56,58).

Minimum

wage policies affect urban enterprise far more than rural, which are
generally less influenced by the formal economic and legal system.
Among the non-price effects are infrastructure development policy
which is often designed to assist urban and rarely rural enterprise
(p. 60),

Industrial policy, which often is designed to promote manu

facturing enterprises, frequently has a negative affect on rural snall
scale enterprises.

Import licenses, permits, etc., are often beyond

the reach of rural mall enterprises both in geographic and bureau
cratic terms (p. 61).

These policy-related findings suggest the ways

in.which policy can effect and promote or deter rural non-farm
enterprises that are the primary generators of non-farm employment.
Many of the subsequent MSU studies build on this state-of-the
art paper; some gather more empirical data on the issues covered in

that study, while others Igo- beyoInd them" and, ,look. at- policy implica-,
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tions of these initial findings. Byerlee, Eicher, Liedholm, and
Spencer (1982) build on the earlier paper to explore a series of macro
policy issues.

They conclude that the evidence they collected in

Sierra Leone suggests that increased consumer incomes, import substi
tution, and increased equity in incomes'will increase the demand ,for
the products of small-scale enterprise.

'C the supply rside the

authors find that factor price distortions in interest and wage rates
affect large scale enterprise far more than small, but that small
scale enterprises pay higher duties on imported inputs and lack the

tariff protection accorded larger enterprises (p. 335).

They also

confirm the findings of Chuta'and Liedholm that labor intensive small
enterprises are more efficient users of capital and that the suggested
employment-output conflict is not a serious problem.

Finally, the

authors examine whetSer changes in factor prices would affect the
choice of technique.

They conclude that changes would alter the

optimal technologies andprobably result in lower production costs and
increased labor use (p. 335).
In a later paper, Liedholm and Chuta (1983) present empirical
evidence from Sierra Leone.

They conclude that policies to improve

technical and managerial skills could be effective at promoting small
scale enterprise (p. 8).

They further find that while small entre

preneurs feel capital shortage was their greatest difficulty, it
not an overriding constraint.

is

Small entrepreneurs do need access to

formal capital markets which they currently have in very limited
measure., However, this capital should not, beprovided at artifically
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low rates of interest, as is common in my capital markets, for thes
rates dilute labor use and eofoourage artificial capital intensity (pp.

9-11).

Finally, they confirm the substantial affects that fiscal

monetary and wage polictes have on small-scale enterprise (p. 11).
Other studies build and enhance our knowledge of the area of
non-farm employment,

Small-scale enterprise is

a major employer of

women to a far greater degree than previously recognized.

In

addition, women play critical management and technical as well as
labor functions in snall-scale enterprises.

Evidence of this is found

in both Jasmaica (Davies, Risseha, and Kerton, 1979:14,15) and Egypt
(Working Paper 23, no author, pp. 36,49).
A severe threat to mall enterprise is discovered to be
government action to subsidize larger scale competition in either the
public or private sector.

Particularly in activities providing food

supplies, such as bakery goods or dairy products, there are examples
of government subsidizing competition and thus wiping out many small
enterprises and jobs,
Faper 23),

An example of this is found in Egypt (Working

and a similar situation has occurred in India.

Additional evidence of urban and international markets being
served by rural small-scale industry is found.

In several countries

small enterprises provide important exports, particularly in the field
of handicrafts in India, or athletic supplies in Pakistan.

These

markets are usually overlooked in official policy, or in some cases
the exports are taxed, reducing important incentives and opportunities
to earn foreign exchange.

he early evidence that rates of profit are
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higher in rural small enterprise than in larger scale businesses is
confirmed in several studies.. Likewise, returns to capital investment

tend to be relatively higher.

Further evidence is also found-to

siUgest that savings rates and rates of reinvestment are higher in
small enterprises.

Particularly surprising and revealing is the fact

that small enterprises are much less dependent on external sources of
capital than large enterprises.

Evidence of these points comes from

Kenya (Iilby, 1982:40), Colombia, and Sierra Leone.
Another set of papers deal with the techniques of promoting
small. off-farm employment through small-scale enterprise.

Donald

Head's studies of Thailand and Indonesia (described in more detail
b'elow) deal with the issue of industry organization, specifically
subcontracting systems, to see how production processes can be dis
aggregated to promote small industry.

Other papers, such as

Mabawonku,s on apprenticeship training or Fisseha's on management,"
look at specific techniques that can be used to strengthen ,small-scale
enterprise.
The third broad category of work under the cooperative agree
ment represents the consolidation of the previous tW0 stages into' a
strategic approach to the small enterprise subsector.

Many of the

Works previously mentioned contributed to this stage.

However, the

two works that best symbolize this shift in approach are,Head'"
studies of subcontracting already mentioned.

In,these, small-scale

enterprises are the focus, and they are viewed as an integrated
system.

7he focus is no longer on the characterist:ics or dimensions
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of inall.scale enterprise but on the entire subsector, from initial
inputs to final product.

This perspective opens the way for effective

policy prescript. 4 to promote sall-scaIe enterprise.

Once the full

system is understood, then the questions become, as Mead concludes,
"the circumstances under which production/distribution systems may

operate in dis-iLtegrated ways, enabling small producers to partici
pate in the growth of the economy and thereby bring benefits to
producers and nations alike...it is only in selected circumstances

that such a pattern is both beneficial and feasible.

Focused research

is required to reveal whether these circumstances apply to a

particular industry, in a particular country, at a particular point in
time" (Mean,

n.d.:28).

HLs questions set the:agendar for future

research.
Nichigan State has moved from definition to detailed descrip
tion to a new approach to non-farm employment, a focus on the small
scale enterprise subsector.

They have in the-process generated a

wealth of knowledge about non..farm employment and small-scale
enterprise.

They have provided an extensive picture of the subsector

and set the agenda for ways in-which future knowledge in this area may
be advanced.
40. Methodology
The Michigan State team began their work with an extensive
literature review that constituted the basis for their state-of-the
art paper (Chuta and Liedholm, 1979).

This suzmarizes the literature

and empirical research on the topic of off-farm eimployment from all
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That paper establishes a conservative knowledge haseline on

which the field research work could be built.

Generally, the MSU

studies can be divided into country studies and overviews of the topic
(51 fall in the former category and 9 in the latter).

These former

categories in turn may be divided into studies of general issues,
surveys, and investigation of. .mall enterprise enhancement techniques.
The relative numbers of each of these are indicated in the table.
As can be seen from these figures, country research dominates
the work.

Countries were chosen both because of MSU contacts and

because of AID interest and requests for assistance.

There is little

comparative work except in the general overview pieces.

A number of

studies concentrate on Thailand, Sierra Leone, and Egypt.

Additional

studies focus on kigeria, Kenya, Haiti, Jamaica, Indonesia,
Bangladesh,

onduras,

and Botswana.

This focus seems appropriate for

a period of empirical testing of a range of propositions.

It is to be

expected that having established the dimensions of the issues,-the
next phase will include more cross-country comparisons and the
concluqions will be more prescriptive.
Michigan State has entered into collaborative research
arrangements with a number of third world institutions to conduct
field research under the cooperative agreement.

It appears they have

been particularly successful at this and have maintained the quality
of the work through such collaborative arrangements.

In addition to

third world institutions, HSU has also collaborated with the ILO on
several studies.

This collaboration has had multiple benefits.

It
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Table 1

woad Classification of Reports Done Under
M.S.U. Off-Farm Rural Emplo;ent Project

Countr

Overview

Studies

Papers

General Lisues

12

Field Surveys

8

Employment Enhancement
Techniques

4

Manufacturing

22

Commerce

2

Services

2

has provided MSU with access to detailed knowledge and information.
It has enriched their insights and findings with third world per
spetives, it

has helped with institutional capacity in third world

countries, and it

has provided HSU scholars with a foreign base that

enables then both to collaborate on research over time and to be
continuously available to assist AID.
important in ME's perspective, it

Finally, and perhaps most

has enabled them to get national

scholars and lesder. interested in and focused on the issue of rural
non-farm employment.

his has spe-aific benefits in terms of nationals
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of variouus :countries who move between res'4arch institutions and
government, having an influence on national policy as it

relates to

off-farm employment.
There is no final summary paper for the cooperaitive agreement,
despite the early intention to produce such a,document.
Liedholm's paper, Rural Small-Scale Industry:
Policy Issues, which is

to appear in

Q.uta and

Empirical Evidence and

Carl Eicher and John Staatz,

Agricultural Development in the Third World (forthcoming), summarizes

the findings, but does not provide the type of summary and policy
recommendations that would be most useful to the policy maker, since
it

is

designed for a different audience.

Hopefully,

since this

cooperative agreement has been followed by a new agreement,

such an

updated state-of-the-art paper will be forthcoming.
5.

Programmatic Implications
The quality of the research and the generation of new and

empirically based knowledge on the topic of off-farm employment under
the MSU cooperative agreement has been excellent.

Knowledge about

this area has been greatly increased and a basis has been prepared for
important contributions to development programs.
knowledge generated under this project is
changes in the field is

less certain.

Whether the

being translated into policy

Many of the reports and papers

produced under the project have concluding sections that deal with
policy issues.

However, it is less certain how readily available

these are to field personnel.

he findings, which may be very

relevant to policy, are often available in places where f'ield
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practitioners are not likely to look.

For example

the conclusion

that "the demand for labor intensive commodities would be marginally
favored by more equitable consumer incomes.

On the supply side-

distortions in wage rates and interest rates are largely confined to
the large-scale sector--mall-scale sectors pay higher duties on
imported inputs and equipment and at the same time lack the tariff
protection of aompet.tive products enjoyed by lafge-scale sectors" (D.
Byerlee, et al., 1983:335),

iz a very important set of findings, but

one that may not be dug out of an article in Economic Developmenit and
Cultural Change and translated into policy change in the short run by
an AID mission staff or government policy makers.

Policy relevant

statemento are made in most documents, but usually not translated into
specific prescriptions for policy change.
Many of Michigan State's publications appear in scholarly
journals, which indicates their quality, but does not make them easily
accessible to the field.

While MSU has circulated reprints, they have

not had a monograaph or reprint series such as Cornell or DAI that
ensures that their substantial output is easily available.
series would have enhanced the accessibility of their work.

Such a
Some of

their output has been in the form of theses, and an abstract or
summary of these would be useful and would enhance the value of the
research for field operations,
It is quite appropriate to ask if it

should be the responsi

bility of a university that has conduated a careful and high quality
research program to undertake to provide detailed policy prescriptions

153.
based on its work.
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Furthermore, as staff at Michigan State point out,

their findings are not easily translatable into projects and these are
a critical element of AID's activities.

To the contrary, MSU staff

have concluded that what is vf importance is a strategy for the small
scale enterprise subsector.

.Such a strategy may suggest changes in

macro-economic policies that have an adverse impact on small-scale
enterprise, it

may prescribe some credit assistance (at unsubsidized

rates), it may suggest removal of subsidized competition in large
scale enterprises in both the public and private sectors, and it may
indicate the necessity of training programs for mangement, production,
and marketing.

They emphasize the necessity to develop such an

integrated strategy that spans the procurement of basic inputs to the
marketing of final products.

This, they emphasize correctly, is not

easily translatable into specific projects, and this limits ISUs
assistance to AID missions.

They are convinced that building

consciousness of the importance of the small-scale enterprise sector
is essential.

Unless both national leaders and AID officials become

aware of the magnitude and importance of the sector and begin to try
to promote its interests, the possibilities for growth will be
limited.

It is important to remember that the collaboration with many

third world institutions has contributed to this objective.
Finally, on the issue of policy relevance, Michigan State
points that they have built a pool of specialists knowledgeable in the

field of off-farm employment.

Under the cooperat.ive agreement, 12

Ph.D. dissertations have been

r itten.

Several of. those who have done
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research under the agreement are now employed by AID and virtually
everyone else has served as a consultant to AID.

Thus, it is clear

that. the cooperattive agreement has produced a pool of talent and
poliiy analysls
expertise in this field thai can be applied to both
and change in the area of, small-scale enterprise.
,It has previously been po inted out that a swmary state-of
the-art pager would be a major contribution of the off-farm employment
project.

Those at MSU who have worked and done research under the

cooperative agreement have synthesized what they have learned in ways
that are not in print as yet.

In their view the concept of off-farm

employment has changed from the measurement of that phenomenon as
expressed in the original ,state-of-the-art
small-scale enterprise subsector.

r

paper to a focus on the

What they started to do-measure

the magniture, composition, and nature of off-farm employment.-has
generally been accomplished.

They have accumulated evidence of the

importance and characteristics of off-farm employment and the linkages
between it and other sectors of the economy.

From this they have

focused on the small-scale enterprise subsector as the area with tne
outstanding potential to generate not only employment but also to
contribute greatly to equitable development.

They arguue for an

integrated subseator strategy that follows the small enterprise

through all the stages of its activities.

Integration should only be

in the conceptual sense, they warn, the dis-integration of functions,

through the development of independent entrepreneurs at various stages
of the production process, and the use of subcontracting, can greatly
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enhance'participation and the.benefits ofi mall enterprise development
(Head,

1982, and

ead,

n.d.).

The- HSU researchersha-ve also begun to consider how the =all
enterprise 'sector can best be assisted and are undertaklng experiments
inthis direction under their more recent agreement.

They eschew the

use of national programs for promotion of mall enterprise and look
instead to policy reform that will remove the obstacles to mall
enterprise.

They argue for removal of subsidized competition and are

planning a regional effort in a selected country that will tailor
assistance to mall enterprises on the basis 'of detailed -knowledge.
This represents a major shift in approach and commensurate progress
from the beginnings of the agreement in 1977.

It appears also to be

just the type of knowledge-building and action-oriented thinking built
on a solid ground of empirical study that the cooperative agreement
mechanim was designed to achieve.
6. Gaps in Kibwledge
As already indicated, AID has awarded Michigan State a new
cooperative agreement to extend the work that has already been done.
The work under the new agreement will build on the findings that have
documented the importance of off-farm employment.

Under the new

cooperative agreement, MSU will emphasize a strategic approach to

small-scale enterprise subsectors that runs from macro policy, to
organization, credit programs, and management.

The emphasis will be

on a broader strategy of promoting small-scale enterprise, since its
Importance for creating off-farm employment has been well established
under the existing agreement.
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As indicated earlier, in-choosing to pursue the line of
activity: and inquiry that seemed to have the greatest potential for
both development and '-ployment generation, small-scale enterprises
and the commercial-and service activities associated with them, some
choices had to be made.

Other areas of off-fam enployment that ware

originally cited have not been included.
the service activities rot linked .to
rural non-farm employment.

These are the commercial and

mall enterprise that generate

h4ile these are of lesser importance, they

are not insignificant. The MSU research does deal with commercial
activities in connection with small enterprise, but not as it deals
with agricultural marketing or arbitrage between markets as practiced
in sMme areas.

Te service sector may be important for rural non-farm

employment but has not been -fully explored under this project.
Presumably the strategic approach to small enterprise develop
ment is reflected in other cooperative agreements such as that of MSU
on alternative rural development strategies.

In the past many have

proposed such strategies, but MSU has given us a solid knowledge base
on which to posit further action.

They have g( erated a solid

systematic knowledge base and have documented "he role and Importance
of off-farm employment, then translated this into approaches for
promoting the s=all-scale enterprise subsector.

In doing so, they

have shown the potential of a cooperative agreement to generate
knowledge about development and to translate that knowledge into
resources for specific action steps that can be taken to promote
development.
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REVIEW E
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Nationai Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administratiori
Project Management Center, U.S. Department: of Agriculture

Dvelopmen

1.

Overview of the Cooperative Agieement
The National Association of Shools of Public Affairs and

Administration (NASPAA)
(DPMC)

of the U.S.

and the Development Project Management Center

Department of Agriculture have jointly held a

cooperative agreement on project management effectiveness.
agreement was initiated in

1979 and ended in 1982.

by a pr.ject on performance management. that is
1982 to-1988.

This

It. was succeeded

scheduled to run from

Each organization has acted independently under the

cooperative agreements.

Neither was a subcontractor and there-was no

formal mechanism for coordination.

Instead, each pursued" the' topi s

independently accordingto :the qbmparative advantage of the'
institution.

This is

work and ideas.
organization.

not intended to imply that they did not share

Each was continually attuned to the work-of the other
However, each operated independently in pursuing the

objectives of the cooperative agreements.
Because of their location in Washington,

D.C.,

both organiza

tions.have close ties to AID and have been closely associated with
Current pr~iorities of this donor agency; both have attempted to find
ways to assist AID in meeting its polioy mandates and as a result they
havebeen re3sponsive to its

operational needs.

Because of the opera
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tional nature of both organizations, and because of the nature of the
topics, k their focus in implementing the agreements has been on
improvement in operations rather than research in more traditional
sense.

They have produced only one state-of-the-art paper.

Implementing Development Programs (DPMC,

1979),

which appears to have

been a final report for a previous project but also serves as a useful

starting point for the first of the two current projects.

The work of'

both has included conferences and meetings, the publication of
bibliographies, and a strong focus on making information and current
technique readily available to pracitioners.

2.

Assumptions
Both cooperating agencies accept projects as a basic operating

mode for development.

Projects are of course planned,

financed, and

implemented by organizations, so NASPAA and DPMC look carefully at the
functioning of organizations in the development context.

Yet projects

and ways in which their operation ;an be improved receive central
attention.

The existence of established organizations and the

centrality of projects is

implied in

the title

Unlike the projects on decentralization,
employment,

of the agreements.

participation, or off-farm

these two NASPAA-DPIC cooperative agreements put less

emphasis exploring new concepts.

They are instead directed to

increasing the effectiveness of existing technique.

In that, the

NASPAA-DR4C undertakings are similar to the agricultural credit
agreement, except that they are not limited to a specific sector or
type. of program.

In addition, within these cooperative agreementa,
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there is no serious look at policyIssues because this is
not an area in which AID has been involved.

generally

Other functions such, as

research or delivery systems recieve only limited attention.
Similarly, there is no real 'challenge to the assumption of
existing organizational structures.

DR'C looks at ways in which the

functioning of given organizations could be strengthened or enhanced
by the introduction of new technologies, while the IASPAA papers,
especially those of Korten, look at the need, prospects, and tech
niques for internal reform.

Neither gives serious thought to

substantial change in organizations, or to more radical structural

change.

In addition, it is apparent, especially in the work of the

DFMC group, that the projects generally employ a systems approach to
issues of development project management.

They see the problem in

holistic terms and a systems approach characterizes much of their

work.
Finally, both organizations under the successive cooperative
agreements accept and address themselves to ways of successfully

carrying out the new directions mandate of Congress.

Specifically

both assume the focus is on the poor and ways to reach the poor and to
redress income inequality.

They also generally adopt a rural- focus

and consider organizations and projects seeking to reach the rural

area rand the poor in.thoe areas.

The -work.under these! cooperative agreements also. specifically
involves the role of AID.

Centered Planning:

For exauple, David Korten's work, "People-

The USAID/Philippines Experience," is specifically
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an examination of the process used by an AID cosintry Mission to
develop a new approach to preparing its Country Development Strategy
Statement.

Although this is unusual, the work of both NASPAAA and

DRiC do take explicitaccount of the existence,and role of AID.

This

is, of course, consistent with th.6 explicitly operational nature of
these cooperative agreements.
3. Major Hypotheses and Findings
It is important at this juncture to treat the VM'rk of NASPAA
and DR4C separately for the remainder of the review.

While both

organizations address similar problems, their approaches are different
and each has a different and unique contribution to make.
The NASPAA contribution begins with the work of Korten and
Uphoff (1981),

which sets the intellectual course for much of the

subsequent work of NASPAA.

Korten and Uphoff argue that public

organizations are an essential part of development programs.

However,

their record of performance in generating participation and effec-,
tively reaching and serving the poor is not good. ,
and Uphoff note, we "blane the victim" for this.

Too often, Korten
The failure of

programs and organizati,s working at the local level is generally
attributed to the limits of the intended beneficiaries who are seen as

ignorant, uiuotivated, or lazy, while in fact it is the organizations
that simply do not provide the services or problem solving capability

that is responsive to local needs.

The authors note that often such

qrganized efforts make the problem worse by creating dependency.
Simply put, they argue that most development organizations trying to
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reach the poor are part of the problem rather than part of the
solution'.

i

They also point out that most such organizations are the

product of the program designers and not those who must work with
these organizations.
To deal with this situation, the authors ergue that the
attitudes and behavior of the poor cannot be changed until those of
the government staff with whom they must work are changed.

Therefore,

they "propose that donor agencies and third world governments
seriously concerned with improving rural development performance

engage-in and,:provide support for experimentation leading toward the
bureauoratic reorientation (BRO) of those agencies responsible for
poverty-focused development action" (Korten and Uphofft, 1981:4-5).
Bureaucratic reorientation is a concept that runs through much
of the NASPAA work and therefore deserves some elaboration.

The

authors point out a series of "inertial values" or presumptions that
must be overcome.

One presumption, for example, is that projects are

equivalent to development.

Korten and Uphoff give a vote of confi

dence to the personnel of development agencies by asserting that the
poor performance of agencies is a result of "...bureaucratic

systems

that treat creative behavior as dysfunctional rather than a reflection
of the inherent qualities of their personnel" (Korten and Uphoff,
1981:14).
BRO. "

The authors then propose a "learning process approach to

Proposed elements of this model are a central working group

chaired by a high level official that directs the process,

field.basea

learning laboratories, process doOuentation, and plans and methods

I
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that are'revised onthe basis of the type of intervention best suited
to building community capacity.

This process of' learning pragmati

cally from the community has three stages:

(1) learning to be

effective; (2) learning to be efficien't; and (3) learning to expand.
The authors,.go on to identify key elements in organizational func
tioning that, must undergo reorientation, such as strategic management,
personnel procedures, or the reward structure.

By following such a

prvocess, the authors believe organizations can become effective at
assisting and promoting development for the rural poor.

It

is worth

noting in passing that in the literature on field organizational
behavior there has been a great deal of attention to what makes

organizations successful.

Something similar to Korten' s "learning

process .approach" seems to be common among many successful organiza
tions of very different types and in many different settings.
The approach is further documented and reinforced by

orten1s

paper, "The Working Group as a Mechanism for Managing Bureaucratic
Reorientation:

Experience from the Philippines."

This paper takes

the Philippine National Irrigation Administration as a case in how
bureaucratic reorientation can be accomplished through a learning
process.

The case study provides much of the empirical base in

support of the concepts of learning process and bureaucratic
reorientation.
A paper by Korten and Carner, "People-Centered

Planning:

The

USAID/Philippines Experience," suggests a rather different case: of
bureauratic reorientation or learnina Drocess.

They. do not use the
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terms in'-, his case, eventhough the previouspaper suggests that BRO
and learning process are approaches for aid donor organizations as
well as national development agencies.

This paper reports on the

methodology Used by the AID mission in the Philippines to prepare its
Country Development Strategy Statement.

Starting with an AID country

strategy focused on the development and growth of the modern economic
sector, the CDSS was reoriented to focus on redressing the deficienc
ies in basic needs of the poor.

The change in strategy took place

within the AID organization and the paper shows how such a
reorientation can be managed.
A third paper by Korten, "LUarning from USAID Field Experi
ence:

Institutional Development andi the Dyn'mics of the Project

Process," addresses itself specif.cally to AID's current priority of
institutional development, applying the learning process and bureau

cratic reorientation approaches to tho agency's goals.

The paper

distinguishes the learning process from a blueprint approach.

It

looks at agencies in Thailand and the Philippines to ,suggest how AID
experience in supporting creative local institutions in

a learning

process approach to bureacratatic reorientation can produce more
effective development results.

Korten further argues that large

amounts of money are not needed if ths

approach is employed.

In this

view, "the power of highly flexible money backed by a strong
professional staff and a: sense of strategy is

1983:22).

enoMous" (Korten,

Thus, NASPAA and Korten have 'introduced the terms of

learning process

approach and bureaucratic reorientation, and hay,
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argued that these provide AID with a powerful instrument for promoting
development.

Both terms have remained poorly conceptualized,

however.

In support of the perspectives of Korten and others, NASPAA
has also held a Workshop on Social Development Management.

The

workshop proceedings dealt in detail with the ideas of learning
process and bureaucratic reorientation and applied them to specific
areas such as training in educaticnal institutions.

The role of aid

donors in stimulating these processes waa also discussed.

KASPAA also

published a useful annotated bibliography on social development
man ag emen t.
One other publication by NASPAA deserves mention.
David Pyle's "From Project to Program:
Associated with Expansion" (1982).

This is

Structural Constraints

This paper, which is adapted from

Pyle's thesis and an article published in Grindle, Politics and Policy
Implementation in the Third World (1980), provides an interesting
analysis of the problems associated with expanding a pilot project to
a full-scale development program.

Using a community health project in

Maharashtra State in India, Pyle concludes that Small-scale projects
are generically different from large ones.

He documents the inherent

difficulties of expanding a small or pilot project to a large-scale
development project.

Pyle's work provides important guidelines for.

those who want to test project ideas on a small-scale before under
taking a full-scale progrui and his cautionary analysis provides a
useful set of guidelines to project managers.
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DMC's work begins, as previously pointed, out, with the same
assumption of the,relevance of existing development organizations.
Its approach is OnoCCOMPlementing incremetal change rather than
stimulating "roorientation."
systems perspective.
three categories.

The organization tends to adopt a

The work of DPMC can be broadly divided into

First, it produced a state-of-the-art review

entitled Implementing Development Programs (1979) that represented the
final report of a previous project and a starting point for the first
of the two current cooperative agreements.

Second, a series of papers

that focus on specific techniques for program and project management
have been produced.

Third, the organization has produced work explor

ing a new conceptual approach to project management featuring the
"Guidance System Improvement Approach."

This latter accomplishment

has been the intellectual centerpiece of DPMC's work.

We will treat

each of these three work products in turn.
Implementing Development Programs:

A State-of-the-Art Review

(Ingle, 1979) is a useful starting point for the work of the organiza
tion.

The paper begins with a review of the literature, dividing it

into two views of program implementation:
the "politics of administration."

(1) "compliance" and (2)

Ingle suggests that the second is

more applicable to conditions in the third world, and he explores a
variety of environmental or contextual factors that influence the
implementation of projects.

Ingle goes on to identify six approaches

to implementation and six strategies for managing implementation. 'He,
then turns to issues of the implementation of donor-assisted projects
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and the factors that influence performance in these projects under
various conditions.

These tasks are accomplished through a clear

synthesis of established knowledge and uncertainties for future
exploration.

He emphasizes the complexity, relativity of findings,,

and ambiguity across location and activity that characterizes
implementation activities.

He concludes with future directions for

TI his view, successful projects should be examined to see

research.

what can be inferred from the administrative and contextual environ
ment.

Folk management strategies should be studied to learn more

about the environment in which third world management innovation will
prosper.

Reward structures should be altered to encourage innovative

responses to program implementation opportunites and problems, rather
than simply rewarding project planners and the financial decision
makers.

He contends that current models and approaches to program

implementation lack relevance to operational personnel, so emphasis
should be placed on simplifying and adapting existing approaches, a
task in which "LDC institutions and personnel can be effective
partners."
The work that is focused on technique suggests a number of new
approaches, or ways in which new or improved techniques might be used
to promote better management of implementation.

Kettering's Improving

Financial and Program Management (1982) was prepared in response to
the need3 of AID missions in the Sahel region of West Africa.

It

represents a practical manual for using good financial management
practices in AID-supported development programs in the region.

A
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second paper in this category is a workshop report entitled Micro
computers and Agricultural Management in Developing Countries
(Proceedings, 1982).

This examines the experiences of several

developing countries with microcomputers and provides a series Of.
recommendations including:

(1) the creation of a U.S. government unit

to support and link microcomputer users in third World countries with
users and suppliers in the U.S.; (2) more research on the unique
applications of microcomputers in third world countries; (3) the
creation of a donor policy on information and microprocessing
technology; and (4) public and private support through technical
assistance and.training in microcomputer applications in the third
world.
Training is the focus of two additional papers.

The first is

An Action-Training Strategy for Project Management and the second A
Suggested Framework for Training in Developing Countries-Accelerated
Learning Systems.

These two papers focus on training and ways to

improve its relevance in order to improve progrm implementation
performance.

Each of these focuses on ways to accelerate training and

to build into it a feedback process that enriches the training process
and evaluates the relevance of the training to actual tasks the
trainee subsequently carries out.
Robert Herr's paper, Project Analysis:

Toward an Integrated

Methodology, is an attempt to incorporate noneconomic factors in
project analysis techniques.

The focus on rural development and

poverty in the 1970s and early 1980s made this an important task.
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Five broad categories of project analysis are identified.

Ephasis is

placed on seeing projects, and therefore project analysis, as a
dynamic rather than a static process.

The paper emphasizes that it

is

a first step toward exaining project analysis techniques and consid
ering..the relevance of each type of analysis to the more demanding
requirements of projects that have multiple goods, both economic and
social.
The third category, a more conceptual approach to project
management is reflected in four papers.

The first, The Organization

and Conceptual Approach of the Development Project Management Center-,
is an initial statement of the purposes and intellectual approaches of
DPMC.

The :second is the report of a workshop entitled Promising

Approaches to Pr6ject Management Improvement.
systems outlook of the core staff of DPMC.

This paper reflects the

It emphasizes the crucial

roles of all, organizations to successful implementation.

This

approach really comes to fruition in two papers in the spring of 1983
on the guidance system improvement approach (GSA).,

There are two key

characteristics of,GSIA, "it, consists of a core of components
(activities) which adopters can mix and match to' fit local needs" and
"the approach capitalized on its divisibility by relying upon an
incremental, partialization mode of implementation."

Its presentation

here is difficult to summarize briefly because, as the authors state,
"because it is flexible,, a highly specific description of the GSIA is
neither feasible nor desirable" (Mandell and Bozeman,
is,

however, an iterative systems model.

1983: 1-2)

It is supported by "an

It
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integrated applied research,system which w4 label a performance

sensing and learning user support system (PLUSS)" (Mandell and.
Bozeman,. 1983*-4O.

The OSIA is .offered as an, alternative" to tradi-'

tional monitoring and evaluation systems.

The approach: is

similar to

Korten's learning process approach and is even labeled an "action
learning process" because it emphasizes the opportunities of
individuals who experience frustration within a traditional bureau
craoy to try new modes of operation and techniques that are untested.
It appears to vary from Korten in that it emphasizes the individual
rather than the group within the organization as the unit of action.,
While an innovative approach, it needs further testing and operation-,
alization.

The emphasis on a new approach is counter to Ingle's

earlier conclusion that "current models and approaches tO program
implementation lack relevance to operational personnel, so emphasis
should be placed on simplifying and adapting existing approaches"

(ingle, 1979:76).
4. Methodology
Much of the work of both NASPAA and DPMC is based on philo
sophical approaches and observation of the development process.

The

NASPAA work, particularly that of'Korten, is field-based, but not
specifically empirical.

In both cases, the number of countries in

which the work has been based is very limited.

It is not clear from

the.reports whether the new approaches have been tried outside the
Philippines, in Korten's case and Jamaica in DPMC's case.

NASPAA has

used Pyle's work based in India which is substantially grounded in
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field observation, and Korten takes examples from! Thailand and the
-Philippines. What is less clear is whether the work of either group
has been seriously tested and proven suOessful in applied country
situations.
The wrk of NASPAA is significant in that they, more than is
the case in most cooperative agreements, have linked themselves very
closely with AID mis3ion operations.

Korten's looation in the

Ph,6ippines, and his close work with the AID mission there have made
his work particularly relevant to field operations.

His current

assignment working with AID Indonesia and as a secretary to the AID
regional committee studying management in development suggests that

his work may be particularly relevant to mission operations and will
exert influence over future management of development programs in the

Asia region.
5.

Programmatic Implications
Korten's work for NASPAA has been influential in evoking

interest in bureaucratic reorientation and the learning process
approach.

These two terms have become integrated into the language of

development.

For example, both terms are used in the 1983 World Dank

World Development Report, the theme of which is the management of'
development. While there are questions to be raised about Korten's
formulation of how the BRO and a learning process take place, the
ideas themselves have generated much discussion.

Despite the problems

of methodological approach that Korten uses; there can be no doubt of
the relevance of the ideas, or the speed with which they have been
disseminated throughout the .development community.
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DP3C's Work is also highly operational, It suggests a
differenht way to approachtheproject design and implementation
prooess.

Although it may be used by some missions, it has not, had the

widespread acceptance that Korten's work has.

Its complexity suggests

that as yet it may only be fully utilized in situation,- where the -DPHC
staff can assist in its implementation.

Clearly, they are working

toward a future stage in which the OSIA will be much*more broadly
known and used.

On the technique side of their work, DPMC's efforts

are highly operational.

Their manual on financial management in the

Sahelregijn or their'work on microcomputers is highly relevant to
current development activities.

However, it is.difficult to know the

.0
extent'ofthat
influence outside of these specific country

applications.
6. Gaps in Knowledge
The question of gaps:in .knowledge is not really relevant to
the cooperative agreement on improving project management. Neither
NASPAA nor DPMC has undertaken a comprehensive review:othe subject
of development project manaiemeent.

Each set out to develop new

techniques to redress known problems o'r deal with new objectives in
development programs.

Ingle's 1979 state-of-the-art paper is a good

statement ,of the state of project literature, but DPMC did not
specifically- build its work on that paper.' The question that must be
asked, therefore, is what are the next steps to be taken to build on
the work of NASPAA and DPMC?
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What seems most urgent is testing and adapting the concepts
developed and making them easily applicable in third world countries.
NASPAA and Korten are taking steps to do this in Asia.

It would be

useful to see what needs to be done to apply them elsewhere.
modifications necessary in Africa or Latin America?

Are

Likewise, is

DPMC's guidance system improvement approach pra'tical for extensive
and universal application without dependence on outside consultants?
If so, it should be more widely used; if not, it should be tested and
adapted for more widespread dissemination.

Both NASPAA and DPMC have

introduced new concepts and approaches into the knowledge of develop
ment. What is needed is their testing and adoption based on field
testing and empirical evidence.
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REVIEW F
RURAL FINANCIAL MARKETS
'Department of Agricultural Economics

Ohio State University

.1 .Overview of the Cooperative Agreement
The Department of Economics of the Ohio State Uniiversity'begar
this four-year cooperative agreement in 1977.

Its objectives.were.to

combine applied research and consulting on selected topics related to
rural financial markets.

The base" level:,of financing was $1.7

million.

With add-ons from individual Missons it-increased to $2.1,

million.

The agreement was extended for eighteen 'months with no

additional funding.

Because,of the broad coverage of.theAID Spring

Review of Rural Credit in the early 197s, the focu's -of Ih-e wrk in'
I Rather,
the cooperative agreement was not on state-of-the-art papers.
It consisted of identifying and conducting research ~on :specific

Irural financial m'arket problems; providing
shortterm, 6onsutanoy
services to AIDi'missions; rroducing a series of:annotated bibliog,
raphies in the subject area; and conducting a nunber 'of w'rkhps on
selected topics.

The most notable workshop was the COlloql4uiuion

.Rural Finance at the World Bank in September 1981.
While a considerable amount of the research was undertaken by

scholars at Ohio State, subcontracts with Arizona State and Syracuse
University added significantly.to the overall project.

In particalar,

they increased. the range, of issues analyzed,,and the number of
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With respect to the latter, the project dealt

with rural financial issues in Sri Lanka, India, Sierra Leone, Peru,
Bolivia, Honduras, and Jamaica.

All of this effort has, generated a

large collection of literature, some of which is reviewed below and
some of which is still in preparation.

The cooperative agreement also

provided support for the work of, more than two dozen graduate students
(of. Vogel,

1982; Ladman,

1982) to whom AID may be able to turn for

future work on issues related to rural financial markets.

In

addition, the project communicated the advantages of financial lib
eralization'through numerous workshops and discussion groups and gave

P me assiSstance to selected AID missions on how to deal with problems
of .rural financial markets in specific oountries.
2.

Central Assumptions and Theoretical Framework
T1he research begins with the assertion that "...most of the

received wisdom on rural financial markets in low income countries
must be discarded if

this vital tool is

development" (Adams,

1977:Preface),

discarded is

that (1)

credit is

to play a positive role in

The received wisdom that must be

a major constraint.to agricultural

development; (2)-the existing arrangements in rural financial markets
do not effectively supply credit to a broad range of agricultural
producers; and (3).government credit programs can not'only supply
adequate levels of.credit to rural areas but with appropriate

iiuZer

ventions can. direct this credit to selected groups for specific
purposes.
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JThese 'notionS are challenged by comparing the consequences Of
the receivedewisdom with those of the "new view" of rural tinanclal
markets.

The .latter rests on four propoitions:

(1) access to, credit

13.only one of several constraintsj to, agricultural development in low
income countries; (2) government interventions to direct the volume,
terms, and uses of agricultural credit "are largely ineffective,
inefficient, and almost impossible to enforce" (Adams, 1977:41);
(3) government credit policy to promote agricultural development
should emphasize the "liberalization" o

rural financial markets; and

(4)a basic component f.such a policy,is the maintenance of flexible
positiverieal interest rates.
None of these propositions is original.

They all derive from'

the long debates in monetary theory and policy literature which
resulted in so-called "neoclassical synthesis," the basic theoretical

framework for the analysis conducted in the .project. Nevertheless, am
important feature of the "new view" which should not be overlooked is
that it represents one of' the first attempts to consider rural
financial markets in poor countries from a broad nqjclassical per
spective (as distinct from an approach that is Keynesian, Marxian, or
monetarist).

For example, proposition (2) recognizes that credit has

interchangeable uses (inneoclassical terms, it has a high degree of
substitutability) so. that any asseossent of its impact cannot be
narrowly focused.

Similarly, proposition (3) highlights the impor

tance of achieving wide-ranging changes in the way rural finanoial
markets are organized and regulated.

rThe

basic' consequence of using
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such a well-established analytic framework is that the project did not
make any major contributions to new knowledge; rather, it increased
the weight of evidence about the advantages of a program aimed at
liberalizing rural financial markets (in the neoclassical sense of
letting market mechanisms determine the relative prices of credit, its
allocation, and its impact on income distribution).
3. Research Findings
Bouman (1981:1) summarizes one of the general conclusions of
the project when he notes that "there is a growing consensus among
researchers that the formal financial sector is not coping with many
of the needs of the rural populace in the third world."

Specifically,

a major proposition emerging from this growing consensus is that
government policies toward rural financial markets in many low-income
countries are "...resulting in very inefficient allocation of
resources, seriously discouraging the capital formation process, and
causing major concentrations in income and asset ownership" (Adams,
1977:1).

These are reflected in several problems which are common to

rural financial markets in poor countries.
nine such problems:

Adams (1977:5-7) lists

(1)capital erosion of formal financial institu

tions: (2) loan delinquency or default; (3) institutional resistance
to agricultural lending; (4) little formal sector lending to the rural
poor; (5) few medium- and long-term loans; (6) ineffective mobiliza
tion of financial savings in the rural areas; (7) large lender and
borrower trjnsactions costs; (8) little financial intermediation
because of rural financial market fragmentation; and (9) the
increasing concentration of assets and ownership.

osu
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The pervasiveness. of .thdese, problems3 is evidence that t'he
conventional approaches to-agricultural credit. programs; (or more
broadly,frural financial policies), have not achieved their stated aims
o f .i ,ncreasing agric,
, ultuiral output, :expandi.ng 'agricultural, productive
capacity, and assisting the rural poor (Adams,' 1977:1;
Vogel, 1981:1).

ane, 1981:16;

It is one of the most important ,contributions of.the

project to show that these policies have not failed because of
problem suchas "the .poor do not save," or "moneylenders 'are exploi
tative," or, "small farmers do not use credit -wisely."

They have",

failed-because the policies themsolves are faulty (Adams, 1977:41).
Among the many reasons whythis ,isso,.three stand out:

(1) govern

ment intervention in rural financial markets creates adverse
incentives; (2) credit is fungible, i.e., has interchangeable

,
uses"

and (3) credit allocation policies threaten the financial viability of
the institutions involved.
Referring to the issue of adverse incentives created by'
conventional rural credit policies, Kane (1981:1) .summarizes the
general point well when he statesi

'"The long-run consequonoIs. of

development-promoting credit-allocation policies invariably run
counter to their ostensible gnals.,

This situation arises because

none of the individuals or institutions that are subJect, to tho,
credit-allocation policies has an incentive to behave,in a manner, that
is consistent with the ostensible goals.

To illustrate, Adams (1981)

argues that "cheap agricultural credit" policies induces an excess,
demand for,oredit by, borrowers 'and a deficientsupplYy ifrom lenders,

OSU
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both of which lead to predictable distortions in'rural financial
markets such as credit rationing and low levels of savings

mobilization.

In the process, agricultural development is not

promloted nor are small farmers assisted.

Gonzales-Vega (1981a,b,c)

makes the same point using the iron law of interest rate restrictions
This law, which is an assertion about economic behavior under
rationing, holds that when lenders are forced to extend credit at
,interest rates which incur positive opportunity costs for them, their
portfolios will systematically shift toward larger, safer loans that
have lower associated lending costs.

The more severe the interest

rate restrictions, the more it,reduces the access of small, risky
borrowerS to the market for cheap: oredit.

This, in turn, ,redudes

their access to productive factors and decreases the growth in their
incomes (Gonzalez-Vega, 1981c:5-12).
Ladman (1981) examines the (expliCit-and implicit) borrowing
and lending costs of the "credit delivery system."

Finding that these

costs are uniformly high and that they, vary, systematically across
different classes of borrowers andr lenders, he concludes that
"borrower behavior converges with lender behavior to determine the
structure of the market" (p.18) That is, because of transqotions
costs, particular lenders do not lend to specific groups of borrowers,
and vice versa.

Stated in more familiar terms, this is the well-known

proposition that transactions costs fragment financial markets.
Ray (1981) considers the notion of optimal government inter-.
vention in the -context of financial markets.

One adverse incentive he
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notes is an ,inherent bias in favor of controls and regulations over
market solutions to economic problems..."(p.20,

Infhis view, the

most serious flaw with government intervention is the preswiption that
governments know how to allocate resources when the market is not
providing the right signals (p.21).
Finally, case studies from Honduras

(Cuevas

and Graham, 1982;

Graham and Cuevas, in Graham et al., 1981) and Jamaica (Pollard and
Graham, 1982a,b) provide data on several adverse incentives in rural
markets.

For instance, one result from the studies on Honduras is

that both borrowing and lending costs are Inversely related to loan
size, meaning that small borrowers (typically the poor) are excluded
from institutional sources of credit that have high lending costs.
The studies on Jamaica conclude that food pricing policies during .*the
1970s had a significant impact on the structure of agricultural
production.

Based on the premise that "prices make a difference,"

Pollard and Graham show that farmers had rationally responded to the
adverse incentives associated with export taxes and low domestic
producer prices. One implicuation of this analysis, which is also
mentioned elsewhere (of. Adams, 1977:43; Adams and Graham, 1981:357;
Bourne and Graham, 1981:7,27; Von P1schke, 1981:16: Ray, 1981:22-23;
Tinnermeier, p.63, and Ladman and Stringer, p.65 in Graham et al.,
1982), is that reform of rural credit markets alone is not an adequate
policy for promoting agricultural development; other policy reforms
have to be undertaken as well.

OSU
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Perhaps no other research project, on financial markets has
given so much emphasis to the fungibility of finance.

Since credit

provides access to generalized purchasing power, borrowers cannot be
prevented from diverting credit obtained for one purpose to some other
(for example to use a fertilizer loan to buy cattle or clothes).

That

is, lenders can never be sure of the true purpose of any loans they
provide (Kane, 1981:4).

As Von Pischke and Adams (1980:720) note:

"For all practical purposes, loans ,in cash or kind can be used to buy
any good or service available to the borrower in the market."

For

their part, lenders can also interchangethe use of their resources.
For instance, they can redefine the purpose of the loan, make multiple
small loans to the same client, and ration-particular groups of
borrowers (Kane, 1981:10-13; Von Pischke and Adams, 1980:724;
Gonzales-Vega, 1981b).

Thus, because finance is fungible, both

borrowers and lenders can circumvent most of the controls and regula
tions which governments impose on rural credit markets.
Reflecting this, Adams (1977:41) suggests that governments
abandon the administrative allocation of finance.

As he notes, "these

fiats are largely ineffective, inefficient, and almost impossible to
enforce."

Adams and Graham (1981:355) provide anot-p perspective

when they note that a serious objection to government credit alloca
tion programs is that they are attempts to destroy the fungibility of
credit.

Specifically, they argue that:

"This. planning approach to

the allocation of loans assumes that a borrower knows not what is best
for him or her, that loans can be allocated like physical inputs, and
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that the planner in the capital city.can effectively make efficiency
and equity decisions for thousands:of heterogeneous borrowers."
In effect, the project makes two points about fungibility.
The first :is thatbecause of fungibility, the allocation of credit is
not an efficient or effective way: of achieving improvements, in agri
culturaL. productivity and rural welfare.

The second is thati where.

governments succeed in planning the allocation of credit, they under
mine one of the useful properties of credit, namely, that it can (and
should) be directed to uses that provide the highest possible return.
Interpreted either way,-these are important reasons for reducing
government intervention in rural Ifinancial markets.
In passing, it is worth noting that fungibility results in
major evaluation problems.

Since the use of credit cannot be easily

directed, its impact on rural areas cannot be easily evaluated (Von
Pischke and Adams, 1980).

With current assessment methods, there is

little that can be said about the impact of creiit on the activities
of small farmers.

Indeed, the only predictable effect is that credit

eases a farmer's budget constraints., Perhaps the mostrsignificant
result on this question that emerged from the project is the evidence
of Cuevas and Graham (in Graham, et al., 1981) from Honduras that
show. that an important source of informal credit for small farmers is
larger farmers who receive agricultural loans from formal financial
institutions.

This practice is

widespread--over 90 percent of formal

sector borrowers engage in this on-lending, indicating both,that
credit is highly fungible and that "increased liquidity in the rural
economy does work its way through the system" (p.36).
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The problem of the financial viability of formal, institutions
in rural financial- markets is
in at least two ways.

directly related to adverse incentives

First, few incentives--moral, political, legal,

or economic-exist for borrowers to repay their loans.

Consequently,

loan delinquenoy and defaults erode the real value of the ,portfolios
of these institutions.

Second, their supply of funds is unreliable

and costly to administer since it comes primarily from the World Dank
and other international agencies, central bank rediscounts, and direct
government grants.

Squeezed from both sides, most formal sector

agricultural institutions in low-income countries are not financially
viable.
However, some institutions, such ras private commercial banks,
which place a high priority on'!maintaining their financial viability,
display predictable responses to government intervention in rural
financial markets.

For instance,,Gonzalez-Vega's iron law of interest

rate restrictions is a description of how institutions that are con
strained to lend at low interest rates modify their portfolios to
minimize the threat of the constraint to their financial viability.
The behavior of individual portfolio-holders can be interpreted in the
same way.

When alternative investment opportunities are available,

for instance in land, livestock, or stocks of commodities, individuals
will accept low. returns on savings deposits and expose themselves to
financial risks.

reai
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Thus,

saving&smobilization in low-income countries
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Several papers deal with financial viability at length.

Adams

(1981:9) notes that a basic issue in credit programs is whether formal
sector lenders receive enough revenues to cover their costs.

Somewhat

more provocatively, Vogel (1981)-argues that-savings mobilization is
the "forgotten half of rural finance.'

He recommends that if

financial institutions are to mobilize savings, they should substan
tially alter terms and conditions to include such things as a positive
real interest rate on deposits, convenient locations for deposits and
withdrawals, and prompt service.

In addition to improving rural

income distribution, improving resource allocation, and imposing a
degree of financial discipline, such efforts to mobilize local savings

would, as Vogel points out, give .the local community.more of 8 stake
in the viability of the institutions involved.

That .uch a'stake',is-

generally lacking is evident in the paper of Bourne and Graham (1981)
who criticize the notion of supply-leading finance for the way it has
ignored the problem of achieving some autonomous growth in the supply
of funds (p.19).

As Bouman (1981) notes, ensuring each participant of

a stake in the process has been one of the,basic elements inrthe
success of the informal savings arrangements used by the poor.
he review of the financial system in Honduras (Graham et, al.,
1981) demonstrates the problems of preserving the financial viability,
of institutional sources bt agricultural credit that have a major

effect on the structure of the financial System.

For instance, once

the Banco Nacional de Desarrollo Agricola (BANADESA) was reconstituted
with all of the accounts pnd the portfolio of its defunct predecessor
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(BANAFOa)(Gonzalez-Vega, in Graham et al., 1981), it soon began to
experience the same problems of loan delinquency.

Cuevas and&Graham

(in Graham et al., 1981) analyze this issue in detail, examining its
extent (high), its pattern over -time (increasing) its

consequences

(viability of the institution), and possible policy responses
(cautious 'lendin:*and more effective loan recovery)..
hey urge
'further study of the probl'em, arguing that "too much is at stake in
terms of institutional viability and the social costs of implicit
subsidies, and income transfers are too high to be ignored" (p.29).
For Bahadesa, the problem of loan delinquency is compounded since it
is obliged to extend credit to the (land) "reformed groups" (Ladman
and Stringer, in Graham et al.,

1981).

These loans involve high

lending costs (p.49), "and because of the Problems associated with -poor
land, flooding, and organization, the groups have a low repayment
capacity.

Delinquency rates exceed 35 percent (p. 4).

As a final example, the evidence assembled by Poyo (in Graham
et al., 1981) shows how aggressive savings mobilization -helps preserve
financiai

viability.

After examining the portfoliosI of 18 credit

unions in Honduras, he notes.that the only insti u ions that were
maintaining the real value of their portfoliosJwere those with
incentives specifically designed to attract savings.

While most of

-the credit unions are stagnating because they are not adjusting their
policies to deal with accelerating inflation, some are continuing to
expandby raiiing the real interest rate on their deposits as well as
the real rates on their loans.

The: lesson from this--and one of the
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main lessons of,the overall, project-is that realistic interest rate
policies ensure the continued viability of financial institutions,
without deterring borrowers.
4, Programmatic Implications

Four implications for future programs In rural financial
markets in low-income countries emerge from "the research:

(1)r

concessionary credit has not and is not likely to promote agricultural
development; (2) supplying credit to the rural sector,,is only one of

many policy issues; (3)government intervention should encourage, the,
development of rural financial markets, .an effort that external
agencies can directly support; and• (4) there will''continue to be a
need to increase the supply of credit to both..farm and .nonfarm
enterprises in rural areas.
The use of concessionary credit,to promote,rural development
does not normallysucceed since credit is fungible (Von Pischke and
Ad ams

1980) *. Hence, there is only, alow probability that the use:of

credit can be determined' by administrative fiat! (Adams,
1981:LI; Adams and Graham, 1981:355).

1977:14; Kane,

Furthermore, government restric

tions that attempt to override the internal portfolio considerations
of lenders by forcing them to provide credit at low interest rates to
help small farmers are both inefficient and ineffective (Adams,
1977:29; Kane, 1981:11; Gonzalez-Vega, 1981a:,4).

The majority of low

interest rate credit is allocated to large farmers and the borrowing
costs 'that small farmers incur in their: attempts to obtain this credit,
make it just as expensive as informal sector credit (Adamsp 1981:1;
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Ladman, 1981: 18; Adams and Graham, 1981:350; Grahwa and Cuevas, 1982).
hus, concessionary credit does little to increasa- the productivity of
small farmers, expand their agricultural output, or increase their
incomes.
The closestl any "Of•the researchers came to suggesting that
credit had a key role in agricultural development'was Gonzalez-Vega
(1981o:12) who concluded that "a key mechani,,m for influencing the
distribution of wealth through time is access to credit."

Overall,

the project makes a deliberate attempt to de-emphasize the role of
credit, something that differentiates the new view of rural financial
markets from the received wisdom of supply-leading financ..
(1981) work is instrumental in this effort.

Ladma's

For instance, based on an

extensive review of borrowing and lending costs in rural finan6ial
arkets, he argues that to improve the impact of credit in the rural
areas, the whole credit delivery system has to be restructured.
Adams and GrahvA (1981:354) continue this focus when they note
that for borrowers, the interest rate is only one of many
considerations; others include the timeliness of the loang the
flexibility of repayment, and the potential availability of additional
loans.

In addition, several authors expand on the point by arguing

that in general it isinappropriate to consider credit as a primary
constraint to agricultural development (Tinnermeier, p.63, and Ladman
and Stringer, p.65 inGraham, et al., 1981).

As Tinnermeier notes,

"Other essential ingredients like profitable technology, markets,
organizations, and minimum human capital and skills may be needed
before or at least along with credit."
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The, recommendation that government policies in low-income
countries should encourage financial development has an intellectual

history dating at least from-the work of Gurley and .Shaw (1955;1967),
Goldsmith (1969),

and later %aw (1973)

and MoKinnon (1973).

project supports this recommendation in several ways.

The

For instance,

Kane (1981:18) suggests that official policies toward rural financial
markets should "work with rather than against market forces" (italics
in original).

Similarly, Bouman (1981:24) argues that government

attempts to promote financial intermediation in the rural areas should
build on rather than destroy existing informal arrangements.

Kilby,

Liedhoim. and Meyer (1981:25) provide a slightly different perspective
when they note that even if the government liberalizes financial

markets by implementing a high positive real interest rate policy.
there is still

a need for Ways of improving thoi information available

to lenders and screening potential borrowers.

Ladman's (1981)

This is consistent with

conclusion that significant improvements in rural

financial markets will occur when transaction costs are reduced.
According to Ray (1981:30) external funding agencies have an
important role in promoting financial development if they foster "the
decontrol and/or creation of viable and efficient markets."

One way

is through technical assistance to the financial institutions that
emphasize savings mobilizatiou.

The AID-sponsored BANCOOP project in

Peru is an example (Vogel, 1981, 1982). This approach would reorient
the activities of the external agencies from their present concern of,
trying to improve the ability of the poor to save, to one of providing
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incentives for the poor to save in financial forms (Desai, 1981:17).
Another way for external agencies to help promote financial develop
ment is

for them to reduce the costs their procedures impose on local

financial institutions that administer their funds.

As Graham and

Cuevas (1982:7) show, the cost of administering the funds external
agencies provide'for small farmer credit is 7-8 percent--almost double
the cost of administering funds that are mobilized locally.
That there is
rural areas is

a need to increase the supply of credit to the

the only major point of the received wisdom that is

challenged by the new view.

not

For example, the Honduras study reco

mmends that a sustained effort be made to increase the supply of rural,
credit (cf. Graham et al.', '1981,
pp.9-12; Gonzalez-Vega,
1983).

"Conclusions and Recommendations,"

in Graham etal.,

1981; and Cuevas and Vogel,

This general view is repeated throughout the project.. Indeed,

the many suggestions regarding the promotion of financial development
can be interpreted as ways of either increasing the supply of credit
at a given level of borrowing or decreasing the costs of lending for a

given amount of credit.

In this respect, the observation by Bourne

and Graham (1981:10) that government policies (especially interest
rate policies) that destroy financial intermediation should be
considered as a social cost is particularly appropriate.
5.

Research Methodologies
Two research methods are used in the project.

The first is to

challenge the received wisdom of supply-leading finance on theoretical
grounds.

The second is to use evidence from case studies tO support
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the:mplications of the neoclassioal view of financial market
liberalization.,
The theoretical.challenge is directed both at the iassumptions
and implications of the received wisdom.

To illustrate, a basic

assumption of supply-leading finance is that because of the limited
development and fragmentation of rural financial markets there is a
need for government intervention to provide cheap agricultural credit
as a means of increasing agricultural productivity (Bourne and Graham,

1981;,Adams, 1981).

This assumption also justifies the limited

attention given to savings mobilization (Vogel, 1981) and, apart from
the government-sponsored credit programs and institutions, the lack of
emphasis on the general issue of financial development (Gonzalez-Vega,.
1981a,b,c).

By contrast, the neoclassical view asserts that it is

precisely because of the pervasiveness of government intervention in
rural financial markets that these markets are fragmented and have
high borrowing and lending costs (Ladman, 1981); that specific groups
such as small farmers and rural nonfarm ehterprises have limited
access to credit (Kilby, Liedholm, and Meyer, 1981); and, more often
than not, this intervention leads to the zeplacement of existing
informal credit arrangements and institutions instead of attempts to
adapt them or to build upon them (Bouman, 1981:26; Kane, 1981:24).
In essence, the theoretical challenge of the new view is that
goverment intervention both to force the rate of change of rural
financial markets and to direct the use of a credit in rural areas
actually has the oppoite'effects--these markets do not develop and

asIU;

1'94..

the uae of credit becomes highly concentrated among the well-to-do (
Gonzlez-Vega's iron law).

To counter these trends, the proposal of

the new view (which is derived from the besic propositions Of
neoclassical theory) is to liberalize rural financial markets by

establishing positive real r'ates of interest, introducing incentives
to mobiliZe savings, and adopting measures that make rural credit
pol:Lcies consistent with overall monetary policy.

Thes theoretical

benefits of these actions are to reduce fragmentation of the rural
financial markets (Adams and Graham, 1981:351) by lowering
transactions costs (Ladman,
development.

1981:24), and to promote financial

These changes in turn should improve agricultural

productivity, raise agricultural output, and redistribute income and
assets to the rural poor (Adams, 1977; Gonzalez-Vega, 1981c).
The case studies range from descriptions of specific aspects
of rural 4financial markets to detailed reports that use survey data
accompanied by one or more econometric estimates.

To illustrate,

Bouman (1981) examines informal savings arrangements in Sri Lanka,
giving particular attention to the ROSCA type schemes, i.e., rotating
saving and credit associations.

Vogel (1981, 1982) describes an

AID-sponsored savings mobilization effort in Peru.

Gonzalez-Vega and

Southgate (in Graham et al., 1981) respectively review the general
financial situation and agricultural pricing in hnduras.

Gonzalez-

Vega and Cuevas and Graham (in Graham et al., 1981) consider the
structure and operations of BANADESA and its loan delinquency problem.
Cuevas and Vogel (1983) expand on Gonzalez-Vega's reviews (in Graham,
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et al., 1981) by providi.ng evidence on, the. contraction in the finan

cial sector of Honduras during the perio'd.1978-1981.

Poyo,(in'Graham.

et al., 1981) records some observations from a survey of 18 credit

unions in Honduras,
*

More detailed quantitative analyses are contained in the

studies by Kilby, Leidholm, and Meyer (1981),

Cuevas and Graham

(1982), and Ch. VT in Graham et al. (1981), Pollard and Graham
(1982a,b) and Ladman and Stringer (in Graham et al.,

1981).

Kilby er

al. use survey data from Sierra Leone to measure the Impact oif working
capital on rural nonfarm enterprises.

Cuevas and Graham examine

survey data and accounting records of two formal sector institutions
in Honduras to determine the significance of transactions costs in
lending and borrowing.

Their econometric results show that trans

actions costs and interest charges are direct substitutes (Cuevas and
Graham,

1982:11).

Ladman and Stringer survey 48 of the "reformed

groups" in Honduras to determine their access to credit.

They find

that a large part of the credit is provided by BANADESA,:its uses ar,
,not well-known,

and much of it

will not be repaid.

Finally, in two case studies that are only peripherally
related to the main theme of the overall project, Pollard and Graham
(1982a,b) examine the Impact of agricultural prices in Jamaica on the
structure of output and its division between domestic sales and
exports.

Using econometric evidence for support, they conclude that

prices do make a difference to farmer's responses.
consistent with other project results.

This finding is
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6.

Gaps in Knovl.edgd
Viewed broadly, the project did-not add new knowledge. ,.Each

at its major propositions--the inefficiencies and ineffectivenesS of
credit rationing, the critique of Asupply-leading finance, the impor
tanoe of positive real interest rates in financial development, and
the concern with the total costs af borrowing and lending-has been
dealt with in earlier literature.
cant contribution is by:

Where the project makes a signifi

(1) emphasizing the dynamic effects of the

adverse incentives in rural financial markets associated with cheap
credit policies; and (2) showing how the behavior of borrowers and
lenders, which is determined primarily by total borrowing and lending
costs, subverts the ostensible goals of these policies (given the
political economy of credit, this subversion may have been intention
al-a point some papers mentioi in passing but none emphasizes).

In

effect, the project provides a different perspective on several
familiar themes and by doing so indicates some useful directions for
I
further research in rural financial markets,

These directions can be

derived by asking the question, how can the policy recommendations

emerging from the project be implemented?
When this is done, it

becomes clear that the various sugges

tions throughout the project are incomplete as policy recommendations.
The major suggestions concern the desirability of changing the
existing government rural financial market policies, the need to
reduce both borrowing and lending costs in these markets, and the
iportance of treating credit as one of many elements in a broader

policy setting.

In particular, the basic policY question of who has

to do what, when, how, why, with whom, and for ,wh

.has only been

partially dealt with.
To illustrate, with regard to the desirability of changing the
current policies in rural financial markets, Adams, Gonzalez-Vega, and
others conclude that low interest rate policies were undesirable
because of the adverse effects they have on economic efficiency,
savings mobilization, and the income of the poor.
"why"'and "for whom".)

(This answers the

To change this situation, they recommend a

policy of positive but flexible real interest rates (thereby answering
the "what").

But, since none of the studies shows the extent to which

economic efficiency is undermined, savings are not being mobilized,
and/or the distribution of income is

worsened, policymakers have no

guides regarding how flexible the positive real interest rate policy
should be.
Furthermore, although the research project shows that a posi
tive real interest rate policy mobilizes savings (Vogel, 1981) and
negative real interest rates have adverse consequences for financial
development (Cuevas and Vogel, 1983), it inadequately deals with the
political aspects of implementing a positive real interest rate
policy.

Adams and Graham (1981:360) recognize this omission.

of filling this gap in

One way

knowledge-would be to build upon the discus

sions of Kane (1981) and Ray (1981) of the political and bureaucratic
factors responsible for the persistence of the current agricultural
credit programs.

In this regard, the observation by Ray (1981:2) that
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"one difficult problem in formulating policy recommendations in
ountries is to understand how existing policies evolved

developing

and how they constrain the possibilities for reform" would beoa useful
starting point.

Such an exercise would greatly enhance the new view

of rural financial markets by showing how the necessary 6hanges in
policy can be implemented given the political and bureaucratic
pressures that exist in practice.
Another gap in knowledge that the project highlights is the
lack of a coherent model of the role of agricultural (or rural) credit
in the whole economy.

While several authors suggest thattrural credit

should be seen as one aspect of overall monetary policy, none of them
attempts to show how rural credit fits into the whole financial
system.

ven if such an undertaking is beyond the intentions of any

of the researchers, the absence of a broad analytical framework leaves
the project with a sense of detachment, as though rural financial
markets are something t;hat can be analyzed and about which policy
recommendations can be made separately from the rest of the economy.
A similar comment applies to the discussion of rural households in
Cuevas and Grahai (in Graham, et al.,

1981:Ch. VI) in which the

internal distribution of credit and the concerns of women are not
considered.
Taken together, both the micro setting of the household and
the macro setting of the whole economy are' treated in the project as
if :they are "black boxes."

How rural credit relates to both should be

the subject of future research.
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As a final comment, there is a paradox 'associated with the,
much emphasized fungibility of finance.

Since finance

1

3,fungible:

its impact is both difficult to measure and difficult to dis
1cern (Von"
PIsohke and Adams,, 1980)
those who advocate that

Therefore. t

question arises as to how

'ural financial markets3 should be liberalized

can be so sure they will succeed irrespective of the policies adopted
in urban financial markets.

In this case,

the drawbacks of not having

an overall frmework that places the rural financial markets in the

context of the total economic, system are serious.
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REVIEW G

MANAGING DECENTRALIZATION
Institute for International Studies
University of California, Berkeley

1. Overview of the Cooperative Agreement
Between 1979 and 1982, a group of scholars at the University
of California at Berkeley pursued research through a cooperative
agreement with AID.

The focus of their efforts was the broad concept

of managing decentralization, a topic of considerable interest to
field practitioners at the time the cooperative agreement was
initiated.

Decentralization, as - general strategy for program design

and implementation, was a popular idea and was thought to hold con
siderable power to improve the management of rural development
efforts.

Expectations were therefore high at AID that skilled social

scientists would be able to study the complexities of this concept and
devise successful methodologies for putting it into practice in a wide
variety of settings.

In addition, the cooperative agreement was

expected to provide insights into factors that would lead to the
strengthening of local government institutions, particularly in terms
of organization, financial management, and control systems.

As with

other cooperative agreements, AID was also centrally interested in
having access to skilled professionals in the field of development

administration who could provide technical assistance to field.
missions.
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The Berkeley research on decentralization produced a number of
studies of considerable importance for the academic community.

Two

edited volumes, representing Important state-of-the-art research
reports, have been published as part of a special series by the
Institute of International Studies at the University of California,
Berkeley (see Leonard and Marshall, 1982; and Ralston, Anderson, and
Colson, 1983).

These are now widely available research products of

the cooperative agreement.

In addition, project participants engaged

in applied research and consulting missions to Kenya, Senegal, Sudan,
Uganda, Somalia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Pakistan, Nicaragua,
Ghana, and Egypt, producing field reports as appropriate (summarized
in Project on Managing Decentralization,

(1982).

The project also

organized a workshop on decentralized modes of agricultural admini
stration held in Kenya in December of 1981.

Part of the purpose of

the workshop was to generate the involvement of professionals from
third world countries in the proceedings (see Project on Managing
Decentralization, 1982:Part VI-II).

2. Assumptions
The research undertaking at Berkeley was initiated with
commitment to the central assumption that decentralization would
greatly improve efficiency in rural development management and would
result in greater project effectiveness (Leonard, 1982:4).

Thus.

although both AID and the Berkeley researchers recognized that
decentralization was a multi-faceted concept with a wide variety of
empirical manifestations and that it

Was frequently difficult to
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implenent, they also viewed it as a general strategy that should be
promoted; rural development project design, implementation,
monitoring, control, maintenance, and evaluation would inevitabli all
be better accomplished through a decentralized than a centralized
management strategy.

Interestingly, however, a number of those

participating in the decentralization project adopted a critical
approach toward the concept and repeatedly scrutinized these
assumptions about its benefits and appropriateness to a wide variety
of rural development undertakings.

An important and valuible outcome

to their research is that the conventional wisdom about this popular
concept is questioned.

While in general affirming that decentraliza

tion has much to offer, the Berkeley research identifies types of
conditions under which it will neither increase efficiency nor
stimulate effectiveness.

It also identifies a variety of decentrali

zation strategies that are not likely to be pursued because of the
political and organizational constraints typically found in third
world countries.

Thus, what began as a ba.sic assumption became an

empirical question, an appropriate perspective from a social
scientific pcnt of view.
The Berkeley effort points out that. proponents of decentra

lization tend to base their advocacy on implicit and explicit
assmptonsthat "Individuals and small groups kniow best their own
self interests, that competition between them leads to efficiencies,
and that there is some roughly equal initial endowment of capacity"
(Cohen,

Dickman, Sohoenberger, and Downs, 1981:149).

In many third
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world countries, these assumptions may be inappropriate if an
important anal of government is to establish control over often
diverse political and economic interests.

Moreover, they argue, for

political and administrative elites, competition may appear wasteful
ot energy and resources. Likewise, it is characteristic of many third
world countries that inequalities are extensive and deep.

Some

decentralization strategies are therefore not appropriate to the
economic, political, or administrative conditions in third world
countries.

Martin Landau and Eva Eagle (1981:11) argue that attempts

to decentralize administration often run counter to the centralizing
dynamics of modern organizations.

Thus, they suggest that there may

be an inherent contradiction for third world countries that are
simultaneously seed.ng to modernize and to decentralize.
3. Conceptualization
Central to the Berkeley research output is an analysis of the
concept of decentralization as it is relevant to rural development
efforts.

Because it is conceived to be a process rather than a

condition, decentralization eludes concrete definition.
Leonard (1982)

lostead,

argues that decentralization must be analyzed in terms

of its dimensions.

Four questions are specified to generate insight

into the dimensions of the concept:

"(1)

What type of organization is

involved at both the intermediate and local level?

(2)

Are the

mediating organizations representative, private, or agencies of the
central government?
specialist?

(3)

Are the governmental bodies generalist or

(4).Are the representative entities inclusive or alter
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native organizatLons limited to thepoor?" (p.30).

There are,

following from these questions, eight major types of decentralization:
(1)devolution; (2)'functional devolution; (3) interest organization;
(4)prefectorial deconcentration; (5)ministerial deconcentration; (6)
delegation to autonomous agencies; (7)philanthropy; and (8)market
ization.

These are the general strategies of decentralization that

are available to program designers for implementing rural. development

programs.

Critical in the choice of decentralization strategy is an

appreciation of two kinds of organizational linkages, those that
c.reate control relationships and those that create assistance
relationship.

According to Leonard, these linkages should be a

primary focus for research on decentralization, for in general, the

success of decentralization strategies depends upon the creation and
maintenance of consistent and effective organizational linkages.
4. Major Hypotheses and Findings
In a broad assessment of this concept, Cohen, Dyckman,
9

Schoenberger, and Downs, (1981) indicate that the enthusiasm for
decentralization and assumptions about what it can achieve must also
be tempered with a realistic assessment of the kinds of problems it
purports to address and the actual causes of those problems.

Arguing

that "[d]eoentralization must be seen as a process not a direct
condition," they are particularly concerned with the political
rationales that encourage or discourage the adoption of a variety of
decentralization strategies (devolution, deconoentration, delegation
to autonomous agencies, delegation to parallel organizations,
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Their work suggests

that governments may have an "approach-avoidance" complex about
decentralization.

On the one hand, government leaders recognize its

potential to resolve a variety of organizational and economic develop
ment problems; on the other hand, they are aware of its potential to
threaten their control over the allocation of resources in the
society.

David Leonard (1982) is also centrally concerned with the
iMPact of politics on administrative choices.
education,

He differentiates among

public health, public works, and agriculture projects in

terms of their susceptibility to elite, control and corruption at the
local level.

Because of the constraints imposed by political

realities in third world countries, he argues, administrative and
organitational measures will not solve problems whose .roots are deeply
imbedded in social structures.

This proposition receives considerable

confirmation in a review of a variety of decentralization efforts in
the Philippines, parts of Africa, the Commonwealth Caribbean, India,
Thailand, and Latin America.

In this review, Ralston, Anderson, and

Colson (1983:113) conclude that, "decentralization in weakly organized
local units usually leads to further penetration of the central power,
which more oftan than not results in the extraction of what few local
resources remain, includinng the most able among the local leaders.
Decentralization usually favors the local elite."

Under these con

ditions, then, decentralization can actually be antithetical to the
interesfs of the rural poor.
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Berkeley research also proposes that decentralization is

not auniversal panacea for' all organizational, problems.

a variety of tasks that

Identifyingr,

ust ,be carried out :by organizations

(programmed decision making, -pragmatic decision making, bargaining).
Landau and Eagle (1981)

argue that distinct. organizational formats are

appropriate for each type of activity.

lhus, programmed decision

making relates to decisions !that are routine and predictable and that
can be incorporated in the decision rules found in standard operating
procedures.

Centralization and hierarchy may be the most appropriate

organizational formats to handle this type of decision making.
Decentralization might be much more appropriate for pragmatic
decisions that arise because of variable local conditions.

Decisions: ,

that involve a variety of contending interests and the need for
bargaining to achieve a satisfactory outoome also implydecentrali.
zation,,
In more general trms, Cohen, Dyckman, Schoenberger, and
Downs, (1981:39) identify administrative, political, economic
development, and value-oriented reasons for decentralization
strategies and suggest that it is important "to choose anong diffek-unu
types of decentralization depending upon one's analysis of the
partiurular weakness held to result from overcentralization" (p.35)0

*Administrative Reasons: better responsiveness to local
conditions; bureaucratic coordination and integration; innovation and
adaptability; project mintenance; appropriateness to service-oriented
tasks; consumer participation and effective demand making.
Political Reasons: unity and stability; integration and support
building; diminishing, strengthening or compromising with the control
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Deocentralization, -they argue, isAnot the goal of decisions to pursue
it;

rather, increased efficienoy,

effectiveness,

political control, or

cohesion are sought by politicians, policy makers, and implementors.
None of these goals can be achieved without altering the political
context, for each affects the capacities of different grotaps (local
citizens, state governors or- provincial officers, local elites,

central bureaucrats, etc.) to influence the allocation of resources.
While indicating these reservations, the research output of
the decentralization project also affirms that positive expectations
about the impact of decentralization on rural development projects are
not miaplaced.

The success of rural development projects frequently

does depend upon the capacity to make~timely decisions in the field to
respond to the wide variety of local circumstances that affects such
projects.

Thus,

it

is

important for rural development practitioners

to be knowledgeable about where,
zation activities.

when, and how to promote decentrali

Several of the Berkeley research reports provide

precisely this kind of guidance through exploration of important
propositions (see Peterson,

1982; Steinmo,

1982).

In the edited

volume by Leonard and Marshall (.1982) that contains both general
commentary and specif.ccase studies, David Leonard (1982)'outlines
the central "working hypotheses" about implementing decentralization

of local elites over local activities; diminishing conflict at the
center.
Economic Development Reasons: spatial ditribution of economic
activities; "small and local is good;" mobilization of local
resources.
Value Reasons: participation; democracy; self reliance.
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strategies that both guide and result from ,the lproject.

He. argues

that decisions about how to organize the delivery of goods and
services to the local level need to be based on an analysis of the
nature of the program to be implemented and characteristics of ihe
environment where it

is to be Implemented.

This proposition is

logically derived from the critical assessments of the concept of
decentralization reviewed in previous pages.

According to Leonard,

choices need to be based on "(i) the programs' vulnerability to
inequality; (ii)

the nature of local elites and their interests;

(iii) the nature and variability of interests among national agencies;
and (iv) the distribution between national and local organizations of
the capacity to meet the program's technical and administrative
requirements" (p.8).
Each of these factors should be assessed in turn, according to
Leonard, but with an understanding that each may affect the other.
Vulnerability to inequality can be analyzed by considering the
characteristics of the program in question:

(1) the extent to which

benefits are individual rather than collective; (2) the extent to
which demand for benefits exceeds supply; (3) the extent to which
there are trade-offs between quantity and quality of benefits; (4)

the

extent to which benefits depend upon the supply of other (scarce)

goods and services; (5) the extent to which beneficiary participation
is required; and (6) the extent to which coercion or monopolies of
control are necessary to provide benefits.

The propositions

summarized above indicate that the greater the importance of any or
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all ot these factors, the more vulnerable will programs be to capture
by elites and the greater will be the resulting inequalities.
Similarly, Leonard indicates that an analysis of the interests
of local elites is important in selecting a decentralization strategy.
"Where local leaders are responsive to the interests of the poor, then
inclusive, relatively autonomous forms of loi~al organization and
government are to be preferred.

Where such responsiveness, is missing,

limited local organization of the rural poor are needed with strong
external support" (p.20).
A third factor to be considered is the availability and
strength of support for the program from national political leaders
and public agencies.

He suggests that an analysis of this issue

consider the question, "'Can a national agency be found to administer
the program which has a positive commitment to these particular
benefits reaching the rural poor?'

If not, can such an agency or

subordinate unit be created in this political context?" (p.21).

To

assess these questions, Leonard proposes that the "external alliances
and the professional and institutional patterns of socialization" of
the agency receive priority attention, for these are the factors most
strongly correlated with agency commitment (p.21).

Following from

this, the less committed the national agency is, the more local
autonomy is needed for the program (p.24).
7he final factor that needs to be considered in the choice of
decentralization strategy, according to Leonard, is the variable"
capacity of local and national organizations to manage the technical

and adinistrative requrements of a particular progrm.

Technical

features, program soale,' level of administrative complexity, need for
cooperation rf.om other public agencies and the magnitude of resources
required are program attributes that should guide the choice of where,
when, and how to pursue decentralization strategies.
Additional propositions about where, when, and how to promote
decentralization relate to ditferences among the rural poor, national
governments, and donor agencies.

Each operates from t distinct set of

constraints that limits commitment to decentralization and the
capacity to work for its effective implementation.

Awareness of these

perceptions and commitments should be an underpinning for selecting
decentralization strategies.

Leonard and Marshall (1 2) set out a

variety of ways to link public and private agencies to those who are
to be beneficiaries of rural development programs.

These focus on:

(1)the development of effective leadership at the local level;
(2)the organization of activities around concrete and simple tasks to
be accomplished by small groups; and (3) the realistic expectation of
what can be accomplished through decentralization and participation.
Concern with efforts to ensure the benefits of decentraliza
tion strategies in rural developmet is also apparent in a report by
wChristensen and Webber (1981) in which the problems inherent in over
centralized planning are explored.

They argued that both planning and

decentralization are conventionally understood to imply control,
coordination, and certainty, conditions that are rarely achieved in
practice but that, as expectations, hinder the search for wider
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options for bringing about decentralized planning.

They propose that

planners should seek to (1) exploit uncertainty; (2) keep decision:
making systems open; (3) adapt on the basis of experience; (4)
encourage "social learning" strategies; and (51 adapt plans to
specific economic, political, and social contexts.

They conclude that,

conforming to these should result in forms of noncentralized planning
that are much more successful-than centralized modes Of decision
making.
5. Methodology
The research effort of the cooprative agreement on managing
decentralization is largely based on extensive review of the
literature on decent alization.

This review is indeed thorough; in

one report, the bibliography of works consulted totals 50- pages (see
Ralston, Anderson, and Colson, 1983); in others, it
pages.

runs to 10-15

Certainly the broad review of the literature ts important to

the research, especially given the: scope and vagueness of the concept
of decentralization.

Because the issue of decentralization is of

central concern to the literature on Implementation, greater use of
this literature, is recommended.,

n fact, Martin Landau and Eva Eagle

(1981) conclude that prior studies of decentralization offered "no
standard or operation definition which governs either organizational
theorists or management science" (p.7).
The Berkeley research effort also assessi specific case
studies to present both: generalizations (Leonard, 1982) and
qualification on these generalizations (Ralston, Anderson, and Colson,
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The case studies are usefully comparative, including a review

of the.. decentrali zation problem encountered in the poverty programs
in the U.S. War on Poverty (Marshall,

1982).

Cases tend to come

disproportionately from Africa; more Latin American and Asian cases
would add balance to the research because states in these two regions
tend "typically" to be stronger than the "typical" case in Africa.
More important, authors of individual reports give insufficient
.attention to descr.ibing why they have chosen.the cases they have.
More attention to case selection would also alert authors to limita
tions on the inferences and conclusions they draw.

In the general

research output, mission-related consulting experiences are used as
specific examples; by and large, however, they are not central to the
overall direction of the basic research output.

6.

Programmatic Implications
The result of these methodological approaches is a series of

"actionable hypotheses" that, according to the Berkeley team, need to
be tested through considerable applied research.

Nevertheless,

Leonard (1981:6) indicates that these hypotheses can also be taken as
sufficiently reliable to be adopted by field practitioners to guide
their efforts at decentralization, assuming they are adopted within a
critical and adaptive framework.

The most important propositions are

described in the previous sections.

The decentralization research

therefore spanned efforts to define the concept, to explore its
variability, to make propositions about where, when, and how it might.
be implemented, and to suggest specific applied research efforts.

The
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findings themselves have been developed to a useful level of generali
,zation that potentially provides field practitioners with general
tools to analyze specific situations and indicates specific guidelines
for making choices

aong a variety of options.

From a social scientific perspeotive, the research output o
the Berkeley project is
wisdom; it

useful:

it

is critical; it

questions received

is based on a thorough knowledge of relevant literature; it

makes good use of case studies; it

proposes a series of propositions

based upon conceptual analysis of the subject matter and conditions in
third world countries.

This positive assessnent, however, must be

tempered with a concern over the project's major research shortcoming,
its failure to present the research output in a format that is useful
to field practitioners.

In short, while most of the research output

is field applicable, it is not field accessibe.

Project reports

address an academic audience in scope, tone, and style.

In one case,

only an academic audience would find the material understandable
because of its use of abstractions, theory, and jargon (Landau and
Eagle, 1981).

In addition, each research report is lengthy, ranging

from 50 pages to close to 230 pages in published form, far too much to
expect field practitioners to "wade through."
It should be noted that, according to discussions with
individuals involved in- the Berkeley decentralization project, the
strategy of the research team was to reach practitioners indirectly,
through a more knowledgeable and sensitized academic community.
is,

ther

ojectdirectors

anticipated that its

Tat

'research would be most
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relevant to academics but that these academics would in turn Improve
the potential of decentralization schemes in rural development through
the influence of their teaching, research, and consultancy work.

It,

is difficult to assess this kind of programmatic impact, and the
termination of the Berkeley project in 1982 clearly helped limit more
direct impact at the field level.
Thus, the research output of the Berkeley project remains
significant for its quality and its effort to influence the academic
community at the same time that its direct field relevance remains
truncated.

A newsletter like the Rural Development Participation

Review or the kind of field handbook or field guide that has become a
specialty of DAI could also have been produced at Berkeley, and Was in
fact planned by the project.

On the basis of its published output,

however, the Berkeley experience shows well the potential tension
between an academic or scholarly concern with conceptual clarity,
critical analysis, and skepticim about conventional wisdom,

and the

field practitioner's concern with-getting something to work
effectively as soon as possible.
A related point concerns the subject of the cooperative
agreement itself.

As one researcher stated, "decentralization is

potentially everything; therefore it is effectively nothing."

As a

result, the research topic itself is susceptible to well-known
weaknesses of academic research:

overconcern with conceptual purity,

reluctance to "take a stand" on an issue, and rumination into
successive layers of complexity.

Given the fact that decentralization
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is not an end in itself but rather a strate-_

.

d to

-

achieve other primary goals, it may be that it is not a suitable
vehicle for combining basic research, applied research, and technical
assistance.

It is also a concept that necessarily overlaps with

participation and therefore cannot be clearly differentiated from the
research at Cornell on this topic.

This indicates that careful

thought should be given to the topics pursued- through the cooperative
agreementa in terms of their concreteness and capacity to generate
useful guidelines for field practitioners.

While decentralization

remains a popular idea, it may not be a particularly researchable one
when it is isolated from the particular activity to be decentralized.
Alternatively, the skills and insights generated by the Berkeley
experience might usefully have been filtered through other cooperative
agreements to aid those concerned about integrated rural development,
participation, and performance management in the practical applicatior
of their research efforts.

Thus, there may be a place for cooperative

agreements that provides consulting experience and service to the

consultants.
7. Gaps in Knowledge
In terms of future research, the cooperative agreement on
managing decentralization presents a useful and well-conceived series
of working hypotheses that should now be the subject of field
research.

The analysis of the concept itself has probably gone as far

as it usefully can without this kind of experience.

.Itcan be

stronaly recommended that other research effortsincorvorate the
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findings and hypotheses ofthe Berkeley project because of its value
in exploring where, when, and-how decentralization strategiesmight
add toprojeot success.

For example, applied res6arch on' integrated

rural development, participation, performance management, regional
.Pl

iing, and alternative rural, development strategies should

incorporate the insights and generalizations of the Berkeley projects
in testable form.

his wuld be the most useful way of taking

advantage of the important research output of this project.
In,addition to field -research, further conceptual specifica
tion should also be considered.

A useful place to begin is with the

concern with structures of inequality that affect decentralization
initiatives.

The propositions generated through the Berkeley research

focus on an Important first-cut at the issue of inequality, ,he
relationshi) between local: elites and.the poor.

The next step-should

be to disaggregate "the poor" more effectively into ,units shhring
relevant characteristic3s--gender,- relationship to productive
resources, age structure,:dependency relationships.

This
1would permit

the generation of more specific propositions about how such groups are
affected by various decentralization strategies.

Even where local

elites are responsive to the interests of the rural poor in general,
for example, a decentralization strategy may reinforce existing
inequalities within the ranks of the poor, such as those that might
exist between men and women or between marginal landowners and the
landless.

A focus on further conceptual analysis would have clear

implications for the kinds of methodologies selected to study the
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appropriateness of local contexts for decentralizationstrategies and
the programmatic implications for their selection.

This second-order

hypotheses building effort would propel the study of decentralization

toward areas of new knowledge-building at the same time that it would

generate useful insights for field practitioners.
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REVIEW H
LAND TENURE
Land Tenure Center
University of Wisconsin

1. Overview of the Cooperative Agreement
In May 1962, the University of Wisconsin entered into a,
contract with AID to conduct applied research on land tenure issues.
This initial contract, which with amendments was to run until 1969,
authorized the University to create a Land Tenure Center (LTC) that
would concentrate on research and training.

The LTC was given

relatively free rein to undertake multidisciplinary research on land
.tenure problems, work with third world government agencies and
universities, publish manuscripts and bibliographies on land tenure
issues, and build a specialimed library.

However, its principal tasi

was to monitor agrarian reforms in Latin America that were supported
by the newly signed Alliance for Progress.

When the second contract

with AID was signed in 1966, the LTC was beginning to establish a
broader focus on land tenure and reform throughout the third world.
That contract, which ran from 1969 to 1979, was funded under section
211 (d)

of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961.

It allowed the LTC

greater leaway to take a broad geographic and multidisciplinary focus.
The current cooperative agreement was signed in August of
1969.

The initial grant for the first three years of operation was $1

million.

This has been augmented by an additional $2.1 million in
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supplementary funds and mission add-ons.
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The cooperative agreement

calls for the LTC to provide direct assistance to missions and host
governments.

Toward this end, the LTC1is required to serve at least

five missions or host governments per year over the life of the
project, to produce five state-of-the-art papers, to develop anetwork
of consultants available for work on land tenure issues, .and. to
disseminate to specialists and applied practitioners information
related to the cooperative agreement's focus.
The cooperative agreement has given the LTC more opportunities
for field work than it had in the past and has required that ther
Center improve its capacity to undertake short-term assignments of
immediate interest to AID and host governments.

To date, the LTC's

core staff and consultants have carried out four long-term efforts in
Botswana, Nicaragua, Ecuador, and Mauritania.

At the same time they

have provided short-term services to ten missions in Latin America,
three in Asia, and three in Africa.

One state-of-the-art paper has

been produced on land markets and three more are in progress on the
topics of group farming, pastoralism, and lessons learned from past
land reform efforts.

Finally, four research papers based on' applied

consulting work have been written and issued'through the LTC

publication series.
2. Central Assumptions
It is not easy to separate the present assumptions underlying
the LTC cooperative agreement from those that have become associated
with the organization since it first began to make its presence felt

-
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in rural developnent. A reviewof recent LTC.'publiCations suggests
tw cluster. Of assumptions.

7he first relates to-the place of lnd

tenure. in rural develop ent:

:a.

patterns of land tenure cannot be separated from
their larger ecological and societal setting;

b, planned and unplanned changes in land tenure patterns
have major impact on the development processes of a
'country;
c. equitable distribution of the benefits of rural
development should be a major object of land tenure
systems;
4
d.

land tenure reform does not always have positive
effects for production or equitable benefits;

e. evaluation of land reform options should focus on
political stability implications as well as
production and equity.
f. there is no preferred land tenure system, however,
the small family farm based on freehold tenure has
the most promising potential for growth and equity;
g. gradual reforms are more likely to be successful than
sweeping reforms that introduce entirely new land
tenure patterns; and
h.

proposals to reform land tenure patterns should be
closely accompanied with recommendations for
promoting local institutional capacity to regulate
land-related functions and train local leaders to
manage such institutions.

The second set of assumptions relates to the role of the Center in
forging applied policy recommendations and building host government
.institutional capacity:

i. research ca"ied out by LTC staff should seek a
balance botween conceptual develop. ent, policy
analysis, and applied recommendation;

-
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iJ micro data is more useful than macro data for
analyzing land tenure issues;

k. research publications should combine original field
work with a good review of the secondary data and be
multidisciplinary in inquiry;

L. research undertaken by the Center should be published
and, if possible, made available in the language of
the country studied;
m. general principles should be sought and aVpl,.ed in
research but it must be recognized that land tenure
patterns and their affects are highly variable and
idiosyncratic;
n. studies published by the Center should be pragmatic,
with care taken to ensure that they apply to the
political realities of the task environment and the
options that it permits;
o. analysis in the Center's studies should be candid and
willing to crit-icize government or donor policies
when necessary;
p. research undertaken by the Center should be closely
connected to the problem solving needs of policy
makers rather than be merely abstract or over
detailed contributions to academic literature; and
q. research by expatriate specialists should be closely
connected with efforts to train local specialists and
build local research institutions.

.3. Theoretical Framework and Central Concepts
No established social science theory guides the research of
the LTC.

However, the overall approach of the work product clearly

emphasizes structural analysis.

Land tenure is defined as the rules,

institutions, and patterns governing the ownership and use of land.
The structural patterns that mark land tenure systems are considered
to play a major role in controlling access to productive opportunitiea
on the land, shaping rural patterns of income and employment, and

-
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determining the distribution of wealth, status, and authority in. both

the urban center and the ,rural periprnery.

Theoretical: concerns are

focused on the ways in which these patterns of landholding create
opportunities and constraints for equitable economic growth and on the
kinds of reforms that can overcome
constraints and capitalize on

opportunities. The analysis is set in the conceptual tradition of
institutional economics and legal analysis. As such, it isguided by
.,economic theory and legal structuralism.

The lack of a clear

theoretical framework has some, positive benefits.

Specifically,

it

prevents the analysis undertaken by the Center from becoming-,
ideologically charged and allows for objectivity in a difficult and
controversial area.
Since the cooperative agreement began,' the focus of: the ,LTC
has been decidedly more micro.and increasingly multidisciplinary.
Emphasis has been on producing detailed case studies that seek to be
useful to donor and host government policy or programmatic concerns.
Is yet, no overarching manuscripts have been prepared that have the
scope of Dorner's earlier book on land tenure (Dorner, 1972).

Nor

have middle range theories been developed that have the utility of the
analysis produced by Dorner and Kanel on productivity and employment
creation advantages of small family farms (Dorner and Kanel, 1971).
Hence, there is no published record from which to assess if the LTC's
core staff is guided by or building a coherent theoretical perspective
that can serve to organize data and generalizations about land tenure,
identify principal problems related to land tenure, guide research on
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i , facilitate analysis
the
of the research product, or evaluatit the

utili-ty. of
j.

he resulting analysis.

Research Findings and Programmatic Implications
The LTC has made substantial contributions to knowledge about

land tenure since its establishment in 1962.

For a summary of that

contribution, see the recent evaluation carried out by"AID consultanta
(Montgomery,

Powelson, and Schuh,.1982).

This review will. only focus

on research findings and applied recommendations generated since the
cooperative agreement began.
, Throughout the cooperative agreement, the LTC has been
confined to
Whighly specific research topics that are determined by
missions and host governments.

As a result, the findings are

situation-specificand heterogeneous.

If there.is a common thread, it

is

(1) to identify 'and understand

the Center's' concern- with seeking:

village-based or corporate land te nure-related development problems;
(2) to analyze alternative local organization forms and institutional
arrangements for addressing such problems; and. (3) to review issues of
land-based resource: ownership and management.

The reports that have

been published in the LTC's research, series and those that have
remained consulting memoranda, ,have both the detail demanded by

academics and the operationalt'hrust needed by. development
practitioners.
The- only published overview paper is on, land markets to,
benefit the rural, poor (Dorner and Saliba,

1981) .

The paper provides

advice to governments that':seek to promote greater access to land by

-
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the' poor but are unable to carry out reforms that expropriate, or
redistribute land., Towards this end, it sets forth strategies for
improving the functioning of land markets on the assumption that
freeing up markets for private property will improve access for
poor.

the

Among the strategies discussed are land taxation, land

registration and titling, improved instruments of credit financing,
and several means of direct state acquisition and disposition.

The

strategies discussed are illustrated by case studies drawn from Costa
Rica, Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, Jamaica, Japan, Australia, Canada, and
the United States.
Briefly, among the important points made by the paper are:
a.

Policies to make land markets dynamic are not
substitute$ for redistributive land reforms but
assist the poor in interim periods and complement
reforms when they do occur.

b. Strategies reviewed are most effectively applied in
situations where redistribution via expropriation and
tenure reform has already proceedrd, where a
relatively egalitarian landholding structure already
exists, or where the land market can be made to work
more efficiently in the interests of both product
ivity and equity.
o.

To or more of these strategies must be implemented
to have any probability of reaching the desired
results.

d. Strategies presented generally require a system in
which private property in land prevails and a market
for land is potentially feasible.
e.

Land taxation policies can create developmentally
favorable incentives within the agricultural sector
while simultaneously increasing that sector's
contribution to public revenue.

f. With strong political will and sound land tax
designs, land ownership patterns and income distri
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direction of greater
promote more nearly
and other resources by
resource use and output

g.

Among the choices that policy makers can make in
designing land tax policies are severity and grada
tion of the tax rate, basis and method of assessment,
exemptions, special penalities, and different types
of payment.

h.

Methods of land registration and titling define and
facilitate the transfer of possession and use rights
over land, and are particularly important in early
states of development when land is usually the most
important productive resource and capital is scarce.

i.

Land sale guarantee programs and programs that
provide direct guarantee by government of loans by
local credit agencies lending directly to farmer
buyers are attractive strategies for inducing lenders
to provide land purchase funds to large numbers of
small i'armers whose credit-worthiness and managerial
capacities are not well-known.

j.

State acquisition of land programs should be coordi
nated with land tax policies that improve admini
stration and increase revenues because effective tax
policies can improve the functioning of the land
market and increase the state's leverage for

acquiring land.
k.

Most third world countries have too little capital
and too little taxing power to buy a great deal of
land and hold it to protect farmland from urban
encroachment or to farm, but they can follow
strategies such as land sale guarantee programs based
on bonds.

1.

ITfa government land acquisition and sale program is
implemented, an appropriate agency of the government
probably should be given first priority for the
purchase of such lands when the agency is working in
close collaboration with landless farm workers,
renters, or farmers owning very small units.

The land market paper also reviews the form of organization to
be established on lands acquired by the governmert.

Here, after

-
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briefly summarizing-joint operations, joint farming, cooperative
farming, collective farming, state 1,arms, and communes, the authors

conclude by pointing out:

(1)how difficult it is to generalize about

which form of farm system is more effective or appropriate; (2)how
difficult it is for outsiders to impose a particular form on a farming
community; and (3)how important it is for the people most directly
affected by the selection of a form to participate in that decision.
This section of the paper is less detailed than that dealing with the
aotual strategies. As such, it merits further work, particularly in

elaborating criteria that can assist policy makers seeking to reach
decisions as to what form of farm system should be promoted.
Clearly, the poor need financial support and institutional
mechanisms through which to obtain land in task environments where
government land grants oat major redistribution reforms are not
possible or slow in tmple'mtation. Such conditions are found in a
number of countries. Hence, the ideas presented inthis paper can
prove useful to governments and donors seeking to find ways around
such structural binds. However, as the authors point out, the paper
has the greatest relevance for countries of Latin America and the
Caribbean.
Four of the five published papers are on Africa. The first,
on land tenure issues in West African livestock and range development

proJects, focuses on the role of land rights in African development
projects dealing with livestock and range management (Riddell, 1982).
Itdoes this by reviewing a variety of recent projects that attempt to
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get colleotivities of herders to use existing but decreasing land
resources in new ways.

As such, it reviews strategies that seek to

restructure range use, create new water resources, or Improve the
quality of the herd for more intensive use of pastures.

The central

research question that underlies these kinds of strategies is "who has
how much right, and when, to those resources-..
projects in

After reviewing

auritania, Senegal, Niger, Cameroon, and Mali, the paper

offers a number of insights useful to understanding that question and
relating it to project design issues.
The paper is analytically dense and contains a number of
important observations that enhance awareness of land tenure patterns
in pastoral areas and that begin a needed process of stimulating more

careful research aimed at building a better paradigm for organizing
tenuve patterns in arid areas.

Some of the more interesting of these

observations are that:
a. Africa is characterized by increasingly transitional
modes that make it difficult to make sharp distinc
tioks between "farmers" and "pastoralists" or

*sedentary" or "nomadic" peoples when discussing the
management of land resources.
b. Present assumptions about the contribution of
domestic livestock to the diet may be an artifact of
our culture and not represent a universal value worth
pursuing through livestock development projects.
a. Livestock and range development today uses a basic
paradigm that did not work in the colonial period and
in all probability will not work any better today
(e.g., stimulating animal production on already over
taxed pasture resources through improved animal
health (veterinary medicine), water point development
to extend the range, and preserving the pasture
through increased offtake to meet the existing demand
for meat.
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Livestock development programs and projects are
backed by a very good scientific literature but
marked by minimal accomplis~hents.

e. Livestock development interventions can easily be
undermined by drought and any long-term program or
project in the livestock sector must include drought
related strategies as an important element of their
design.
f. Tenure revisions are needed to give farmers seeking
to begin cultivation and build villages the capacity
to develop land in pastoral areas, but such revisions
should preserve the residual rights of herds that
predate the arrival of cultivators.
g. New land tenure rules introduced by livestock
development intervention must contain provisions that
allow herders to revert to drought strategies when
rains fail.
h.

Residual rights should form the basis of land tenure
policy that recognizes the nature of the resource
base and the territorial extent of economic and
resource management relationships and they should not
be viewed as a nuisance to be written out of
existence through the use of appropriate legal
machinery.

i. The trend to establish unified land tenure codes does
not make sense for Africa given the diversity of
production strategies followed by different ethnic
groups in varying ecological niches.
J. Land tenure policy mhould be formed around resources
like water that have an exchange value in the
existing economic system.
k.

Accumulated evidence suggests that land tenure
legislation that draws lines and provides separate
tenure systems or one side for cultivators and on the
other side for herders will not work.

1.

Any tenure arrangement that makes cultivation and
pastoralism incompatible is bound to be ignored in
practice.

m.

Land tenure policies should avoid making assumptions
that equality exists among herders, as this is

frequently not the case.
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n.

here is a need to develop a new paradigm or method
of analyzing the land tenures of Africa's livestock
managers and for developing land tenures for arid
regions that are flexible, dynamic, and adjustable
through negotiations as seasonal variations are
encountered.

o.

It is a mistake to assume that the open range is a
blank slate upon which rules of access, allocation,
and duration can be written with the assumption that
that which is owned by all is owned by no one.

p.

Land tenure provisions for arid areas must be
sensitive to the types of landed resources needed for

survival (grass, water, camp sites game, etc.) and
the seasonality of use.
q.

Analysis of land tenure systemns and development of

policy options should be sensitive to the fact that
there are rules of resource use that are based on
custom, precede formal law, and take precedence over
it (law-in-action).
r. Until the patterns of access and exclusion are under
stood, it is a mistake to promote modern range
management strategies as they are based on the need
for exclusion as a prerequisite for predictability in
the management and rehabilitation of the range.
S. Rights to seasonal access, reversion to other groups
when crops are harvested, crisis access in times of
drought, and other residual rights plague efforts to
design livestock development projects and need to be
carefully examined in the pre-implementation phase.
to

Land policy should view tenure for livestock managers
in arid areas of Africa as a bundle of rights being
exercised simultaneously along three dimensions of
transiency, inclusivity, and intensity.

Clearly, this detailed paper raises a number of interesting generali
zations that can be used to guide future research on the management of
natural resources and to promote intervention designs that are
sensitive to existing patterns and compatible with local interests and
needs.
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1983) reviews recent ideas

for promoting 'the smallholder livestock sector through the management
of comnal grazing resources.

After providing a history of the

evolution of present day government livestock and grazing policy, the
author concludes that "most conventional approaches to local institu
tional development do not account for the extent to which the
potential authority of local institutions for regulating resource use
has been irretrievably undermined by changes in the structure of the
rural economy" (p.iv).
role of livestock in

Similarly, he demonstrates how "the changing

household income strategies also militates

against many forms of local level action" and how "decreasing reliance
an livestock as a source of current income contributes...to increased
resource degradation" (p.iv).

In establishing this format, the paper

points out how useful historical analysis can be and how important it
is to understand changing household decision patterns.

As such, the

study provides a model for future studies that will undoubtedly be
undertaken in many other areas of Africa where livestock play a role
in the local economy.

Beyond this, the paper illustrates the

difficulty of addressing management of the commons issues in periods
of rapid social and economic change,

particularly when local

institutions and structures are being undermined by other government
policies.
taking siilar

This is

an important warning to those who will be under

studies elsewhere.

Finally, the paper provides an

interesting alternative approach that seeks to define tenure rules in
terms of individual rights to commcn property.

In elaborating that
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approach, the author provides useful distinctions between communal
grazing land management based on a "public lands management
perspective" vs. "range management perspective."

The discussion on

these distinctions will prove useful to others faced with similar
policy-relevant research questions.
While technically not produced for AID, a paper on Zambia
(Bruce and Dorner, 1982) describes the land tenure system that has
been established in that country since independence.

It provides a

useful critique of the Zambian sYstem that can be draw upon by the
government and donors.

Briefly, it describes a system that assigns

all land to the president to hold in perpetuity.

Land is leased to

people at no cost and leases may be transferred with the approval of

the government.

For purposes of financing and taxation, the land is

assumed to be "without value," a concept that distorts production and
distribution patterns.

The report analyzes the existing tenure system

and offers suggestions for dealing with the constraints it

creates.

These suggestions range from general observations to specific
recomendations, for example:

(1) land tenure measures are not likely

to be effective stimulant$s of agricultural productivity unless
accompanied by appropriate price policies, adequate and timely
delivery of production inputs, and limitations on the mount of state
market intervention in the regulation of the economy; (2)while land
tenure has a long-term Impact on the development of agriculture, it
will not be a useful -tool for getting rapid, short-term increases in
food production; (3)aopting a "land without value" concept in order
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to promote equity and maintain communal property principles is not in
the national'interest as it promotes unintensive land use and allows a
few farmers cost-free access to limited and valuable land; (4O)rather
than implementing across-the-board reform of intestacy rules to deal
with the negative impact of customary tenures. inability to designate
heirs to land, clearly it might make sense to introduce limited
freedom of testation; and (5) current lands and deeds legislation is

unnecessarily complicated given the importance of leaseholds to
Zambian economic productivity, and officials should consider revising
it along lines of several recent ,laws drafted elsewhere in Africa.
In essence, the Zambia study illustrates how customary tenure
systems can be adjusted to the needs of a developing and modernizing

agriculture.

Since a number of African governments are faced with the

need to balance the attractiveness of maintaining valuable aspects of
traditional tenure, promoting production, and ensuring social equity%
in access to land, the paper has utility ito other countries, donors,

and development specialists.

Perhaps most iMportant, the paper

illustrates the willingnesss of LTC researchers to address sensitive
issues of land tenure and to criticize cherished goverment policies
for regulating land use.
The final published,paper in Africa examines customary law

allocations of residential land in villages. (Bruce, 1981)

It

iiluttates that traditional customary rights are not necessarily an
impediment to mortgages and that reforms toward freehold sySte Us in,

order to allow mortages can lead to substantial social inequitiGs.
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Briefly, the study seeks to ascertain if the tenure system can be
sufficiently improved to facilitate the emergence of a mortgage
This is an Important question, for the general argument in

market.

Africa is that communal land held on a use basis should be converted'
to freehold in order to allow holders to obtain Improvement money

through mortgage instruments.

The paper points out that customary

tenure is sufficiently secure and permits leasing and the sale of
allocations.

Other factors prevent the emergence of a mortgage

market: namely, the fact that land in the residential areas of
villages has artificially low market values, that mortgages of
customary residential allocations have vague legal status, and that
land boards hamper efforts to evolve customary rules to permit
mortgage of such land.
several options:

On the basis of these facts, the paper offers

(1)*conversion to freehold; (2) government legis

lation to promote ,theuse of mortgages within the customary law
system; and (3) development of leases with legality as mortgagable
interest.

The first is criticized for being costly and likely to lea(

to inequality, while the second is rejected as being too complicated.
Hence, the study recommends the third, largely because it is simple
and likely to be effective.

What is important about this paper is

that it suggests how highly focused research can overcome the general
simplistic view that customary tenures should be converted to free
hold.

In particular, its detail and style suggest a format for

carefully researohing and evaluating a much wider range of options
than those usually considered.
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'consulting reports illustrate the range of

experience:and,data that has been generated throgh ,the LTC project:
(.) In Botswana an LTC consultant prepared a report that sets forth an

.inventory of village institutions, explains why government-created
Village Development Committees and other government-sponsored
organizations are not functioning well, and presents a rationale for
avoiding the creation of center-imposed organizations at the local
level.

(2) In Indonesia, a paper was prepared to assist the mission

to design a project aimed at helping the government develop efficient
and effective methods for improving land mapping, registration,
titling, record keeping, and administration.

(3) In Nicaragua, a

wrkshop Was prepared that outlined proceedings for presenting
information on comparative experiences in land reform to members of
the Sandinista-led government.

In addition, a paper was produced that

develops a program for participant training for provisional staff
members of the Agrarian Reform Agency.

(4) In Ecuador, reports were

prepared that aim at developing a strategy to strengthen the capacity
of the Ecuadoran Institute for Agrarian Reform and train itsipro
fessional staff in research methodologies, agrarian structure
policies, and rural development strategies.

(5) In Mauritania,

studies were undertaken on traditional land tenure patterns with the
purpose of recommending legislative reforms for the government to
promote'in its next development plan.

The micro focus of present LTC

reportsiraisemthe issue of the need to integrate them in ways that
contribute to filling the knowledge gap about land tenure and its
reform.
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Methodology
Present research by LTC core staff is field-based and focused

on producing primary data.

his micro perspective generates a great

deal of fine grained information, primarily through the analysis of
government legislation and documents, compilation of statistics from,
government records, interviews with officials and rural people,
intense field observation, and extensive use of secondary published
and fugitive research publications.

Questionnaires and surveys are

rarely used to gather micro level data (Stanfield, 1979 is an
exception).

No innovative methodological approaches are used in the

publications reviewed here.

The methodological approaches to data

collection described above appear to have been carried out without
significant bias.
The eoleotic methodology of the project for gathering data is
carried out with an inter-disciplinary perspective.

While researchers

are grounded in a particular field, this approach requires them to
disregard conventional boundaries and seek descriptive and explanatory
information from anthropological, sociological, political, economic,
and geographical perspectives.

6. Gaps in Knowledge
The work product of the cooperative agreement phase of the
LTC's contribution to knowledge is so micro-oriented that it would
take a specialist to determine what gaps exist in each of the country
related papers.

It is also dispersed across many countries and

themes, so that it is hard to determine the aggregate effect of the
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studies., Hence, there, is a clear' need, for consoledating comparative
research to ."tie.these emerging studies to the larger literature.
To date, only one generalized paper has been produced, a stud5
of-interventions in land markets to' benefit the-rural poor .(Dorner ant
Saliba, 1981).

It is not specifically based on the field studies

undertaken as part of the cooperative agreement.

Additional studies

arebeing drafted on pastoralism, group, farming, and lessonslearned
from recent land tenure reform experience.

It is assumed that the

first and third of these topics will be based in part on recent LTC
field studies., All three studies would be useful.

However, what ,is,

not ,clear is the Criteria by wthich such general topics are selected or
how the LTC sets priorities for them.

One useful activity the LTC

could undertake would be to review the state-of-the-art of knowledge
about land tenure, identify major middle range gaps in comparative
knowledge, and develop a strategy for filling them with general
studies.

,

Among the topics that merit consolidating studies and that are
linked to current work-are:

(1) legal i*,.ues surrounding comzmunity

management of natural resources; (2) land tenure patterns and reform
issues in Africa;. (3)

land tenure reform and its effect-on and need

for local organizations; (4) the role of PVOs in land tenure 'reform;
(5) problems of building institutional capacity to do research on land
tenure issues- and to implement. technical aspects .of reform in a task
environment where reform is unlikely; (6) reevaluation of land tenure
issues in the light of longer ,time perspectives on the impact -of the
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green revolution; and (7) the changing status, income, and power of
small, medium, and large farmers and the landless in consequence of
reforms. -Among these topics, papers on community management of

I

natural resources and land tenure in Africa are the most closely
linked to ongoing work.
Two adlcomprehensive research publications ire needed,
both of which the,LTC is uniquely qualified to write.

First, there is

a pressing need for a major comparative study of the topic of land
tenure.

o comprehensive and theoretically informed work has appeared

since -the publication in 1974,of the work of Hung.Chao Tai. Yet, much
has happened as iaresult of revolutions over the past decade, the

impact of the green revolution, and increasing structural transforma
tion in agriculture.

The LTC has the resources, the experience and

the contacts to prepare such a study.

If properly done, it would have

significant utility to governments facing reform issues, to donors,
and to the academic community. Second, the LTC has always attempted
to match research with institutin building and training.

As such it

has learned a great deal about how to build land tenure research
institutions and to assist in training their professional staff.

A

consolidation of that experience into a set of guidelines for building
institutional professional capacity would prove useful to host govern
ments and donors interested in funding the development or reinforce
ment of such institutions.
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REVIEW I
REGIONAL PLANNING AND AREA, DEVELOPMENT
Department of Regional Planning
University of Wisconsin

1. Overview of the Cooperative Agreement
A cooperative agreement between AID and the University of
Wisconsin was undertaken in 1978 to explore the potential of regional
planning and area development strategies tti increase the impact of
rural development interventions in third srld countries.

As the

project evolved between 1978 and 1981, it focused on three related
issues--planning, area development, and decentralization-as modes of
action that would lead to more effective regional development.

The

research output of this project frequently overlapped with the con
cerns of Berkeley's decentralization project, Cornell's participation
research, and DAI's focus on integrated rural development as there
were common themes linking these projects, such as developing more
responsive administrative systems and designing integrated planning

and service delivery meo,hanisms.

In the Wisconsin regional planning

and"area development project, however, the concern with planning as a
concept, methodology, and practice was most fully developed.

The cooperative agreement contract with the Department of
Regional Planning at Wisconsin committed the project to producing a
state-of-the-art paper and to field testing major hypotheses and
pursuing in-depth research in four countries.

Ultimately, the project
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was only able to gain access to one country, ,unisia.

In that

country, the project carried out research and assisted in the
Implementation of a regional decentralization plan.

The project

produced consulting reports, three state-of-the-art papers, a com
parative study of regional planning experience in East Africa, and a
general paper derived from the experience in Tunisia.
2.

Assumptions
The Wisconsin research undertaking was committed to the idea

that planning is an effective instrument to increase the potential of
development programs and projects.

Within this broad perspective,

reglonal planning is affirmed to be a means to achieve greater equity
and economic benefits from rural development interventions.

Thus, the

concern of the research is with "the notion of planning as an approach.
to development and regional planning as an approach to regional
development" (Castillo and Hoff~an, 1981:1).

Jakobson (1981:5) notes

that there is no agreed-upon definition of planning, region, or
regional planning among scholars or practitioners.

Inpractice,

however, there isgeneral agreement in the Wisconsin research output
that planning "is concerned with analyzing information to propose
solutions to societal problems, evaluating those solutions, and
finding ways to carry them out" (Castillo and Hoffman, 1981:3; see
also Jakobson, 1981:11-12).

Regional planning is considered to be a

subset of planning practice that is specifically concerned with the
development of peripheral regions, defined as areas that lag behind
national averages of socio-economic development (Castillo and Hoffman,
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Regional Planning

Regional planning, and the planning effort more generally,

must address both the technical and methodological aspects of planning
and the institutional context that largely determines the success or
failure of planning initirtives.

While the research output is con

corned with both, it is clear that the institutional: or contextual
factors that affect planning initiatives are assumed to be most
important in determ.ning planning outcomes.

Jakobson (1981)

acknowledges the importance of these factors but argues that concern
with them easily results in overlooking the need to pay extensive
attention to the technical aspects of how tb formulate and implement a

rlegional planning effort.
3. Major Hypotheses and Findings
In general, a cons Lderable portion of the research output of
the Wisconsin project is concerned with developing the concepts and
perspectives appropriate to the pursuit of regional planning in
practice (Castillo and Hoffman, 1981; Jakobson, 1981; Sen, 1981;.
Morgan, 1981).

Thus, much of the effort evident in documents produced '

considers the assumptions and concepts underlying previous approaches
to regional planning and attempts to provide "a new.paradigm for
regional planning" (Hoffmnan and Castillo, 1981:3).

As explained in a

research document concerned with regional planning doctrine, generally
accepted assumptions underlying this approach are that:

(1) regional

planning is an effective means to encourage socioecocnomic development;

(2)economic growth within a region will rebound to the benefit of the
region and its population; (3)such growth will improve-regional,
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social conditions, and (4)theorganization of space is critical to
the direction of socioeconomic development (Castillo and Hof fbian,
1981: 14 i 5).
-

The authors of this report queston a number of these

assumptions and argue that while regional planning and development
have great potential, they need to'be reconceptualized to overcome the
erroneous asumptionsof-much cIurrent and prior thinking# particularly
those that identify growth with development and those that identify
area with poverty.

Inparticular, they must face two central dilemmas

of regional planning:

(1)the identification of the causes of

regional underdevelopment; and (2)the recognition that regions
generally incorporate a nonhomogeneous population. Theories of
regional development, such as those of Rondinelli and Ruddle (1978)
and Friedmann and Weaver (1979) disagree over whether regional under
development is caused by a lack of effective linkages and the lack of
spatial integration between the region and broader economic and social
structures or whether it iscaused by insufficient autonomy from the
(possibly) exploitive larger structures (Castillo and Hofflan,
1981"7-13).

Inaddition, much prior work, by assuming that regional

economic growth was linked to socioeconomic development, failed to
recognize that economic growth would be shared unequally at the
regional level and could even lead to greater levels of inequity
within a region.

hus, it is argued that the concentration on area

found inmuch regional planning should be replaced by conoentrating on
target groups within regions.,In terms of planning, however,gthe
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region continues to be considered a viable unit for bringing together
complex problems and agendas and integrating them into a workable plan
for action (Castillo and Hoffman, 1981:32).
Consideration of decentralization as a strategy for adminis
tering area development plans is also proposed in project documents
(Morgan,

1981;

ondinelli, n.d.).

Similarly, the assumptions under

lying most rationales for decentralization are found to be faulty (see
especially Morgan, 1981).

That is,

decentralization is probably not

an effective means to bring about sociopolitical reform through
greater participation and responsiveness, as is argued 1)y many.
Rondinelli (n.d.) suggests that lack of political commitment to
sharing power effectively is a major constraint on plans and effirts
to decentralize.

When attention is directed to the role of

participation in decentralization,

Morgan (1981:38) argues that it

"will serve as a means of implementing, rather than influencing, the

decisions of those occupying major positions in the political
apparatus....Deoentralization and popular participation are not
realistic means for achieving a major restructuring of society."
Instead, decentralization should be viewed as an administrative
technique for increasing organizational performance and adaptation to
a variable tasks environment.

When reconceptualized in this fashion,

it offers a viable mode of action for increasing the potential impact
of regional development plans.

According to Morgan (1981), the

perspectives of organization theory are most useful for accomplishing
this.

Wisconsin
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Commitment to the utility of now conceptualizations or
regional planning and decentralization is linked to a series of
propositions found in the research documents.

These propositions are

general in nature and are not specifically tested through-field
research.

Instead, they represent a series of hypotheses for

improving the pursuit of regional planning and decentralization,
initiatives.

Jakobson (1981) presents a methodology for planning

that, he argues, would allow practitioners to capture many of the
characteristics essential to successful regional planning and pro.
development.

Planning can be pursued in "complex, uncertain, and

unstable situations" through his "sketch plan concept" that promises
integrated, coordinated, and interactive activity even on the basis of
limited and often faulty information (Jakobson,

.1981:44). The "sketch

plan concept" is based on the project's experience in Tunisia.
More broadly, Castillo and Hoffman (1981) propose that
planning for regional development must meet a series of -criteria if it
is to be implemented successfully.

The planning process must incor

porate an analysis that is historical, dynamic, continuous, complex,
and holistic, as these are conceived by the project team (pp. 132-34).
Second, it is proposed that effective and implementable plans must be
multisectoral, interactive, coordinated, innovative, and autonomous as
these criteria are defined in project documents (pp. 35-37).

In a

paper on the "project cycle," Sen (1981) argues that a related series
of characteristics is necessary for successful projects.

Thus,

project planning, design, and implementation efforts must be under
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taken ina way thatl is circular rather than linear, that is inter
active in terms of design and implementation processes, and 'hat
allows for learningS'during the project cycle itself.

Sen argues that

effective project deveiopment "requires that the appraisal, timplemen
tation, and evaluation activities occur throughout the project-"cycle
rather than only once in an arbitrary sequence" (1981:ii).

He

indicates that the information necessary for the project cycle should

be reduced to a relevant minimun level, that implementation activities
require special attention including concern for institution building
and budget processes, that continuous monitoring is essential, and:
that flexible methodologies for project design and evaluation are
essential. Inboth cases, regional planning and project design and
implementation are political activities in that they are continuously.
influ-inced by the context in which they are pursued.
Rondinelli, (n.d.) also proposes a series c. characteristics

of decentralization efforts and their context that would insure more
effective efforts.

Thus, he argues, strong political commitment. to

decentralization is essential for success as is the willingness of
leaders to share power with organizations and groups not under their
direct control. Bureaucratic support and administrative capacity are
important at both central and lower levels of government.

The

resistence of local elites must be dealt with and rural inhabitants
encouraged to participate effectively in decentralized interven'tions.
Clear but flexible laws and administrative arrangements for allocating
responsibilities are

0s

critical as the development of supportive
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attitudes among officials and citizens and for decentralization
efforts to be successful.

In contrast, heindioates that empirical

efforts to pursue decentralization in the Sudan, Kenya', and Tanzania
suffered from lack of political commitment to decentralization,
inadequate planning, low administrative capacity, and resources,andi
genrally unsup~rortive environment.

Thus, the, contextual factors

surrounding eff--rts to decentralize were far 'more Important than 'the
characteristics of the decentralization plans
3them3elves in the
limited suocess these African governments encountered.
4. ,Methodology
It is clear from this review of thepropositions and; findings
ttiat most of the research output of the regional planning and area
development effort deals with conceptual issues and relies upon
.,literature specifically identified with 'regional planning, decentrali
zation. and organization .theory (Castillo and Hof flan, 1981; +Sen.
1981; Mbrgan, 1981)-., There is little attempt to draw broadly on
social science literature beyond these fields or to apply concepts to
specific case studies.

An exception is Rondinelli (nd.), who bases a

discussion of decentralization, on an evaluation of the experience of
the Sudan,

Tanzania, and Kenya,Lutilizing literature on the course of

those governments' efforts at decentralization and (apparently)
discussions with knowledgeable persons.

In addition, Jakobson, (19,81)

presents a planning model based on extensive experience in Tunisia and
a number of other countries.
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In the research output as a whole there is scant attention to

issues of methodology. Concepts3tend to remain vague and poorly
developed .and are not linked to solid recommendations about data
collection and field testing.

Rondinelli (n.d.) can be taken to task

for presenting expansive and largely untestable conclusions on th,
basis of slender evidence apparently unsupported by direct observa
tion.

Jakobson's (1981) advocacy of the "sketch plan concept" could

be the basis for clear field application, but it needs to be presentec
in'a more accessible format.

In general, the research output Suggestl

that conceptual clarity, a clear research agenda, and methodological
rigor were not central to the project's design or.Implementation.

5. Programmatic Implications
Because of the conceptual nature of much of the researah
output and the high level of generality of most of the major propo
sitions, specific programmatic implications of the Wisonsin effort

are difficult to identify.

Propositions such as "regional planning

efforts are greatly influenced by the environmental context in which

they are pursued," or "political oommitment is essential to make
decentralization efforts work effective/," do not lend themselves

easily to operational guidelines.

In ,articular, the discussions of

the characteristics of effective planning and the conditions conducive
to plan implementation and decentralization are likely to be con
sidered unrealistic by field practitioners as so much of the economic,
sociali and political reality encountered in third world countries is
directly counter to the supportive or facilitating conditions posited
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as essential to success.

There are, within the project'docA3hents, a

large nuber of prescriptions about what ought to-be in termof the
aspects that planning should incorporate, the characteristics that
regional planning should conform to, or the environment that should
surround efforts to decentralize,

More specific guidance about how

these conditions might be created is needed.

An exception to this

tendency is the series of activities meriting AID assistance that
ondinelli (n.d.) derives from his evaluation of decentralizition
efforts in three African states. Similarly, Sen (1981) provides a
series of general guidelines for project cycle success that relate to
the importance of planning, simplicity in administrative 'processes,
budgeting, organization, and the utilization of scarce personnel.
These can be considered general rules of thumb to guide practitioners
in the design and implementation of rural development projects.

They

are not injunctions that are likely to take practitioners by surprise
however. Thus, a clear direction for future effort in regional
planning and area development is to utilize conceptual frameworks and
broad propositions to explore with greater depth, specificity, and
parsimony the characteristics of plans and their environment that can
enhance successful efforts.

These in turn should bethe basis for

deriving field accessible guidance about where, when, and how regiona.
planning and area development can be undertaken.
6. Gaps in Knowledge
The research output of the Wisconsin project provide& a first
step toward translating generally agreed upon "goods"--regional
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planning, area development°, and deocentralization--into more effective
practice.

The reviews of previous efforts have allowed :researchers to

Identify,the problem
.63withimany regional planning, efforts "and to.
define concepts in a way that makes it

more possible to include a

broad range of socioeconomic variables in regional planning analysis.
However, the two dilemmas pointed to by Hof flan and Castillo (1981)
the need to.identify the causes of regional underdevelopment-and the,
need to address an area that incorporates economically and socially
diverse populations-remain dilemmas for researchers and praotitioners!
in the present.
The divergent perspectives of Rondinelli and Ruddle(.1978) on
the one hand and Friedmann and Weaver (1979)
topic for much extended research.

on the other remain a

That is, area development initia

tives should begin from a basic analysis of the causal fadtors
involved in regional underdevelopment; the,methodologies proposed by
the Wisconsin team may aid in this effort, but much empirical and

theoretical work remains to bi done in order to determine whether ,
linkages to broader economic, political, and social structures are

likely to be conducive to or destructive of.plans for regional
development.

As with most such controversies, the answers to the

questions it poses are likely to be complex and variable by location,
target group, and political and economic context,

Thus, prior .to,

efforts at effective regional planning, a fuller appreciation- ofthe

nature of the problem is required.

Wi sconsin
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Similarly it is valuable to note, as the project team does,
that economic growth is not the sae 'as insuring greater equity ithin
a region.

This statement must become the basis for more detailed

research on how regional planning and area development schemes can go
beyond

spatial orientation to address the complex issues of intra

regional diversity, differentiation, and variability of economic and
political power.

Within the° effort, attention should be directed to

the dynamic aspects of regional change; migration, infrastructure
development, population growth, industrialization, agricultural
production patterns, and other processes of change are profoundly
altering the reality ofrural regions throughout the third world.

Can

regional planning and area development schemes respond to this
changing context effectively enough to lead development efforts in
positive directions?
A third aspect of the research undertaking that needs
additional attention relates to both of the above issues.

There is a

consensus in the project output that the context of regional planning,
area development, and decentralization is critical to the success of
efforts to achieve these objectives.

This context should be the focus

of considerable field, research to develop more specific understanding
of what contextual factors seem most critical, how they vary across
time and looation, and how more positive development, contexts might be
created.

This is a large research undertaking and as such it suggests

that much greater effort needs to be.given to focusing future research
tasks on researchable questions and important hypotheses.
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SECTION III
FOCUSED GUIDELINES FOR IMPROVING THE UTILITY
OF COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT RESEARCH,
THREE SPECIALIZED REPORTS

In Section I, a series of recommendations is presented for
improving the knowledge-building potential of AID-sponsored coopera
tive agreements.
are presented for:

In this concluding section, additional guidelines
(1)improving the methodological foundations of

cooperative agreement research; (2) increasing the policy relevance of
cooperative agreement research; and (3) improving analysis of the role
of households and women in rural development research. The analyses
and resulting reqommendations are developed in three papers especially
commissioned ,for this section of the overall report:
A. Improving Research Methodology
Donald P. Warwick
Harvard Institute for International Development
:. Improving Research Utility
John D. Montgomery
John F. Kennedy School of Government
Harvard University
C. Improving Research Contribution to Knowledge About
Households and Women
Pauline E. Peters
Harvard Institute for International Development
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SPECIAL REPORT A
IMPROVING RESEARCH METPWOLOG!
Donald P. W.'wick

1., Introduction
A review of the resear"ch methodology seen in publiOations, 'from
eight cooperative agreements suggests two broad conclusions.'

Firstt.

all of the agreements led to social scientific research of, some kind.

The specific projects ranged from carefully designed sample surveys to
loosely structured bibliographic explorations. Second, this research
followed no common standards for conceptualization, research design,
data collection, analysis, and interpretation.

Among the numerous

studies using sample survey methods, most relied on some version of
probability ("random") sampling but one adopted a primitive form of
quota sampling.

Several authors reporting case studies made a system

atic effort to ensure that t~ie Cases chosen fairly represented the
domains about which generalizations were being made.

Others seemed to

view cases as a vehicle for marshalling evidence or of promoting a

1The

cooperative agreements covered were those with the University
of California at Berkeley; Cornell University; Development
Alternatives, Incorporated; Michigan State University; the National
Association of Schools of Public Affairs and Administration (reviewed
with the material from the Development Project Management Center of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture); Ohio State University; and the
University of Wisconsin at Madison (Area Development and Regional
Planning). I reviewed all of the documents from these cooperative
agreements that are cited in the bibliographies of the individual
reports in Section II.
7he generalizations in the following pages are
based on that body of literature.
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And only rarely did authors provide enough inform-,

aticn on sampling, data sources, and the like to permit an independent
evaluation of methodological quality by outside observers.
This paper proposes that future AID cooperative agreements
involving.social science research give explicit attention to method
ological standards.

Toward that end the following discussion will

review the key methodological issues raised by research conducted
under the agreements at hand and suggest guidelines for dealing with
those issues.

The aim is not to construct a methodological monolith

encompassing all projects regardless of their purpose, but to
recommend ways of improving research within the opportuunities and
Constraints available.
Some prefatory comments should be made on the likely
constraints in research done under cooperative agreement3s.

Probably

the greatest single constraint is the need to balance the ideal
requirements of research against the operational needs of AID.
.Working from the. theoretical standards of sampling theory, a social

scientist may wish to test a critical hypothesis with a sample of ten
countries in four different geographlc areas.

But discussions with

AID lead to the conclusion that for practical reasons, such as the
absence of an AID mission or political obstacles to field research,
studies can be carried out in only four countries, all in Africa and

Asia.. Researchers may also find they have to modify their study
designs to accommodate the specific interests of AID or of
collaborating host country nationals.
of life in Most cooperative agreements.

Such constraints will be a fact
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But even within the limits imposed by the AID environment and

host country conditions there is no reason why social.science research
cannot follow the highests standards permitted by the situation.

If

samples'of households or of individuals are to be drawn, they should,
to the extent possible, be based on the procedures for probability

sampling unless there are compelling reasons to the contrary.

IU the

study is to use quantitative coding, commonly accepted standards for

coding reliability should be adopted.

Further, AID itself should,

recognize that there can be high costs to low quality research,
especially if the results are used to develop new paradigms of
development thinking or to reshape policies.

In many cases a com

bination of AID insistence on methodological quality and a willingness
to bend some of its own requirements could lead to improved research:
at little or no additional cost.

And, if the present sample of

cooperative agreements is any indication of the future, there will
often be considerable latitude for quality research if the investiga
tors are prepared to use it.2

Some of the methodological difficulties

to be noted did grow out of restrictions from AID, but more were the
result of decisions under the control of the researchers themse.ves.
The following discussion will open by considering two issues'

with significant r iifications for methodological quality at many
points3: normat4 .ve judgments and conceptual clarity.

2 Several

The paper, will

studies of high methodological quality were carried out,
for instance, under the cooperative agreements with Cornell
University, Michigan State University, and Ohio State University.
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,hen take up two broad questions of methodology and then move on to
six specific areas in which standards are needed.
2. Normative Judgents and Conceptual Clarity
a.

Normative Judgments and Advocacy

In studies related to public policy it is easy for Investiga
tors to merge value preferences and empirical analysis in ways that
are detrimental to sound research.

The greatest danger is that

a priori commitment to a particular concept, policy line, or, social
cause will undermine research objectivity at every point, from-the
conceptualization of the problem to the final presentation of results.
and recommendations.

SSmple selection, questionnaire construction,

the choice of cases, the design of codes, and other research pro
cedures can all be slanted toward a preferred pattern of results.

A

further danger is that the investigators themselves become so involved
in advocacy that they fail to distinguish between fauts and values,
between what they find as scientlsts and what they hope to find as
advocates.
In the studies under review, most authors made a reasonable
effort to mintain scholarly objectivity and, when normative Julgments
were made,, to indicate the bases of those judgments.
also some confusion.

But there was

At one extreme was an author who railed against

value judgments about agricultural credit and in the process made
several of his own.

3This

He wrote that "the arguments used to Justify

point is developed inWarwick and Pettigrew,(1983).
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cheap agricultural credit are'unsound, .besed on value judgments, go
counter to economic logic, and/or are not supported by empirical
evidence" (Adams 1981:20).
economic logi

This statement makes the judgment that

and empirical evidence are good and that value judg

ments as wall as .noneoonomic arguments for cheap credit are bad.

Tie

ultimate irony is that the rejecti6n of value judgments itself entails
value judgment'and thus can be dimissed on its own terms.
More serious problems arose in papers that fused empirical

findings-and normative judgments.

In an essay on women and participa-.

.tion, one author adopted an unmistakable but also unstated value
position-that women's interests should be promoted by all rural
development programs (Staudt, 1979).

Since this is an ethical premise

rather than an enpirical coiclusion, it requiresderivation ffrom
underiying principles and commentary on the strengths and limits of.
its claims.

r

Given that other actors, notably men, can also make moral

claimsJon development programs, and given that these claim- can some
times come into conflict, it is important to know on what they are
premised and how they should be reconciled.
From the standpoint of research methodology the'main diffi
culty with such advocacy is that it blurs the lines between what is
preferred in principle and what is observed in research. At one point
the author writes:

"Credit programs ought to consider making loans

available for other forms of collateral which give women access, and

land reform programs ought to grant title to the tilleri and to marital
partners" (Staudt, 1979:40).

Yet the paper does not indicate
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precisely why the recommended, action should be taken.

More generally

the interweaving of factual observation and value preference makes it
difficult to know when the essay is sumarizing empirical findings
about worsen and when it is advocating ways of increasing women's
participation in development programs.

Similar difficulties were seen

in other reports.

The question of values arises very sharply with such concepts
as "participation" and "people-centered planning."

Time and again

papers from the Cornell project state or Imply that participation is a
moral good.

But nowhere in this set of essays is there systematic

discussion of whj participation has value and what limits might be
placed on that value by other personal and social goods.

Concepts.

such as "people-centered planning" pose even. greater difficulties, for
they rely on what philosophers call persuasive definition (Carner and
Korten, 1982).

The very way in which the concept is stated inducts

readers to accept its value irrespective of any empirical evidence
about its operation.

Concepts such as "learning process" and

",bureaucratic reorientation" likewise carry a freight of values in
their phrasing (Korten and Uphoff, 1981).

Who, after all, is going to

be4 agains3t planning that serves people, processes that promote
learning, and the reshaping of (sluggish) bureaucracies?
The following guidelines may be. helpful for research under
taken in future cooperative agreements.

Their aim- is not to purge

values from social scientific research, for that is impossible, but to
ensure a reasonable separation between normative judgments and
empirical findings.
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Guideline 1. Fesearchers should draw a clear
distinction between the normative and empirical
components of their studies. When a study introduces
normative judgments or engages in advocacy, their
moral bases should be explicitly stated and they
should not be merged into or identified with
empirical findings.
Guideline 2. The concepts used in social scientific
research should not rely on persuasive definition or
otherwise prejudge matters that are properly the
subject of empirical investigation. When a value
laden concept is used, explicit attention should be
given to the moral judgments behind it.
b.

Conceptual Clarity

This review underscores the close association between the
quality of conceptualization and quality of research methodology.

A

clear-definition of concepts and a detailed specification of their
major elements have three principal advantages for subsequent states
of research.

First, they help to prevent an overly aggregated study

of the phenomena in question.

As the Cornell project makes plain, any

study that approaches the question of rural development participation
without specifying its meaning and components would run the risk of
excessive generality and arbitrariness in research design.

The

concept of participation is so vast in its reach and so multidimen
sional in its composition that it must be narrowed and disaggregated
before meaningful investigation can take place.

Second, specification

of the major elements and dimensions of a concept sets the stage for
the development of overall as well as specific indicators.

Third,

i3lear conceptual definition facilitates comparable research by
different investigators.

A common difficulty in social science
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research is that different scholars define the sane concept in
or no basis for comparing

different ways and this provides little
their findings.

The present research likewise illustrates the drawbacks of
In the paper on "people-centered

diffuse and poorly defined concepts.
planning,

not only wre other approaches darned by definition, but

the precise meaning of the phrase itself remained unclear (Carner and
Korten, 1982).

In the case presented,

an AID mission went through a

series of intensive discussions leading to a revised Country
Development Strategy Statement.
centered because it
poor households.

The new version was called people

sought to target development assistance toward
But since the brainstorming sessions were all held

in the AID mission and involved no direct participation by the
intended benefiqiaries, the process could Just as well have been
labeled "donor-centered planning."

Similar problems arise with the

concept of "bureaucratic reorientation," which is more an agenda for
actioh than a workable guide to research (see Korten and Uphoff,
1981).

The practical difficulty with such an ill-specified concept is

in knowing when a bureaucracy has been properly reoriented and when it

has not.
Observance of two guidelines could help to Improve the quality
of research methodology:
Guideline 3. Studies should avoid highly aggregated
or diffuse concepts whose operational meaning is
subject to widely varying definition and interpre
tation. Concepts should be as precise as possible
and be explicitly defined.
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Guideline 4. When a key concept contains a number of
separate elements or dimensions, these should be
spelled out and ideally defined. In studies involv
ing quantitative measurement, conceptual definitions
should be linked directly to their corresponding

empirical indicators.
3. Methodology and Research Design:

General Issues

One of the most serious limitations of the studies conducted
under the eight cooperative agreements was the paucity of information
reported about data sources and research procedures.

The following;

statement from one of the papers could be generalized to the entire
set under review:

"In presenting results, researchers generally have

devoted little space to Justifying the approaches they followed in
Tollecting and analyzing survey data.

But the choice of data collec

tion and analysis procedures may importantly Influence survey results
(Eioher and Baker,

1982:76).

The problem of insufficient information was particularly acute

with studies based o survey research, but arose with other data
sources as well.' In.reports on surveys, authors almost never provided
enough detail for independent judges to evaluate the quality of

research design, sampling, questionnaire construction, field inter
viewing, and coding.
cases.

The same was true with several studies using.

Typically neither the specific rationale for case selection

nor the quality of the data used to construct the case studieswere
given explicit attention.

This experience suggests the' following

guideline for future studies:
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Guideline 5. Research reports should provide
specific information about both data sources and
thequality of those sources.

In studies based on

sample surveys, information should be reported on
sample selection, questionnaires or interview
schedules, coding and analysis procedures, and, where
relevant, the'error of estimates. For research
drawing on other data sources, detail should be
supplied on the type and quality of the information
used and on analysis procedures. In general, final
reports should have enough information about
methodology and data sources to permit an independent
assessment of quality.
A second broad issue concerns the purpose of the research

carried out through cooperative agreements.

It was clear that

different authors had different aims in mind, including:

(1)

conceptual clarification and specification, as in some of the Cornell
projectts work on participation; (2) arriving at empirical generali
zations on the basis of literature reviews; (3) development of new
methodologies, such as farm systems research, suited to the distinct
needs of practitioners; (4) devising operational guidelines or
"actionable hypotheses" fo'f

"k on rural development; (5) investiga

ting specific phenomena or testing hypotheses through field research;

(7)building or testing models; (8)conceptual advocacy, as in the
reports on "learning processes" and "bureaucratic reorientation"; and
(9) policy advocacy, such as in some of the work on women's partici
pation and rural credit.
Two problems are posed by this array of objectives.

The most

serious occurs when authors fail to indicate their purpose in con
dupting a given study.

For example, in reading a paper on the

learning process model (Korten and Uphoff,

1981),

one might think that

its purpose was an objective analysis of-the - evidence for and, against
thatapproach.-

Closer analysis shows, howeve?, that the. apparent

purpose was more advocacy'than objective assessment. :There" would be
no problem if the aim of advocacy were explicitly mentioned in the
opening paragraphs, but when it is not, readers might be led to think
that it is social science research-inothe more common sense.

A second

difficulty is that some authors mix different objectives in the same
study without sufficient attention to their relative weight and the
problem.of trade-offa.

Thus, -to judge from the literature reviewed

here, farm systems research hopes at one and the same time to be an

empirically sound means of studying famer needs and a-vehicle for
directly improving agricultural': produc tion (see Gilbert,
Winch, 1980:esp. 1-5).

Norman, and

But there will,'often be.situations in which

the norms of correct methodology will' clash with the desire for rapid
action.

Indeed,

one paper,on .this13,subject notes that "ultimately,

FSR

will be judged less: by the 'correctness' of its methodology than by
how much it contributes to rural and agricultural development"
(Gilbert, Norman, and Winch, 1980:84).- But that statement begs the
question of how methodological quality relates to the desired develop
ment.

i It could well be that "quick and dirty" surveys leading to an

inaccurate picture of farmer needs, and practioes will do less for
agricultural development than more carefully designed studies with
less, immediate but more adequately based findings.
The question of research objectives is
in

studies concerned with policy.

However,

complex, particularly

some of the difficulties

observed here could be reduced by following these principles:
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Guieline 6. Writers should openly and explicitly
state the purpose or purposes of their studies. Such
disclosure is particularly important when the study
involves some form of advocacy and/or when readers
may otherwise misjudge its true intent.
Guideline 7. When a study is pursuing two or more
incompatible objectives, the repirt should comment on
how thoo. incompatibilities have been handled. Such
commentary is particularly necessary when sacrifices
in methodological quality have been mide or are being
recommended in the interests of speed or policy
relevance.
L..

Methodology and Research Design:

Specific Issues

The present review uncovered several areas of melhodology and
research design in which the quality of future research could be
improved.

In every ca*3 there were both positive and negative

examples, but with enough of the latter to Justify explicit attention
to standards.
a. be Choice of ethodology and'Research Design

Che-of the most basic -questions of all centers on the approach
to be used'in' conducting a study., Should the research be quantita
tive., qualitative, or a,mixture of the two?
.used and,,if so, how many and what kind?

Should case studies be

Should *the study design be

•tight and rigorous or loose and exploratory?

Are new-data needed, or

can the r questions-be .answered through a review of-existing infor

mation?
In.I,.
AID-spoasored r'esearch, answers to these questions will
-depend on several factors: contractual demands and donor desires;
country conditions; the personal preferences and professional
competence of the, investigators; funding; time; and the purpose of the
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is certainly in AID."s interest,to ensure that the

design and methodology chosen are the .most ,appropriate 'for the
objectives and constraints at-hand.

For example, if

a project's

objectives call for .specific quantitative answers to questions about
the extent of rural: poverty, and if there are sufficient time and
resources to mount a high-quality study on that subject, the
researchers should not be permitted to conduct a diffuse exploratory
study yielding limited data of.unknown generalizability.:

Similarly,

if t;.he :purpoe of a research' project is:'to assess the advantages and
limitations o certain management strategios'for'rural development,
AID,wi l .not be well-serv d by: a study showing only.advantages in one
or two projeCts.
Research completed under the cooperative agreements: further
shows the benefits o3fcombining different data sources and method
ological approaches in the same study.

A,fine example of methodo •

',logical integration isa study carried out under the Cornell project
on the iural water, sector in Dotswana
;(see
Roe-and Fortmann, 1982).
The major data source Was the Water Points.: Survey, which combined a
survey of 458 rural households, in-depth field observation of water
usage, and interviews3with as well as obserations of water mnagement
groups.

It

was. evident throughout the research report, however, that,

the authors were drawing not only on those sources, but'also on.their
own extensive experience in the country, related literature, and.

conversations with many persons outside the formal survey.

A*limitred

but growing literature on methodological integration provides

additional illustrations of the benefits ,of merging complementary data
sources,4.

No guidelines can be proposed in this area:
Guideline 8. The choice of methodology and research
design should be guided above all by the objectives
and specific requirements of the study in question.
Both the strategies for gathering information and the
degree of rigor in study design should be adapted to
the particular research questions involved. When the
study will attempt to assign causality, the design
chosen should be powerful enough to permit valid
causal attribution.
Guideline 9. When possible and appropriate, the
research design should itz:.,lude the collection of data
by two or more complementary methodologies. Within
such designs special efforts should be made to obtain
independent assessments of key phenomena through
different data sources.
b. Sampling
Every methodology and data source, from household surveys to
librar" research, involves sampling.

The essence of sampling is

choosing some part of a larger body to represent the whole.

While

commonly Identified with survey research, sampling also occurs when a
researcher selects a given body of literature to review, picks a.
village for intensive observation, decides on one or more illustrative
cases, chooses materials to be used in constructing case studies, or
singles out certain historical periods and events for careful
scrutiuy. The key question posed by sampling in any sphere is whether
the .part chosen fairly represents the whole about which .generaliza-.

J4 See, 'for instance, Blumer and,:War-ick (1983:

23).
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Are the households, individuals, literature,

cases, case materials, events,'historical periods, or other units an
adequate sample for the purposes of the research, or are they biased

in. important ways?

If "they are biased, the generalizations drawn

-should be suitably qualified so that they are not"Msleading.
Here.the most general difficulty with sampling was failure to
provide adequate information on the procedures used and on their

rationale.

Although the cooperative agreements gave rise to numerous

sample surveys, in

almost none of these studies was it

assess the technical quality of the samples used.

possible to

The problems were

even more serious with studies using'oases, for there the question of
sampling was typically: ignored or passed over very lightly.

Yet the

rationale for choosing cases is everybit as much a question of
aampling as.the- rationale for selecting"households or individual
respondents in a survey.
To judge from the limited evidence available, most researchers
using surveys of households made some effort to apply accepted
:standards of probability sampling.

However, in several cases they

relaxed those standards when faced with difficulties of access in the
fiel.

It

is

hard to know whether thoserdepartures were really

necessary and how they finally affected the representativeness; of the
•samples actually used.

In only one instance were totally unacceptable

sampling procedures used in household surveys (Goldsmith and Blustain,
1980).

In that case the researchers drove the enumerators to a

specific district and :instructed them to interview any four farmers.
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They imposed no categories on the respondents to be approached; the
interviewers could select small or large, young or old, male or female
farmers.

If this had been an exploratory study the costs would have

been smaller, but it was not.

he authors went on to use the result

ing data to show differences in the two areas covered by the study.
Given the low quality of the sampling procedures used, such compari
sons had no foundation whatever in inferential statistics.

The

differences observed between the two ,areas may have been as much the
result of varying predilections among the enumerators as of the
conditions in those regions.
Research under future cooperative agreements could benefit
from attention to these guidelines on sampling:
Guideline 10. Whatever the specific data source, the
report should address the question of sampling. It
should first indicate how the sample wai chosen and
the rationale for that procedure. Second, the report
should discuss how the sampling strategy used affects

the generalizability of the findings to the larger
body about which conclusions will be drawn.
Guideline 11. To the extent possible, sample
surveys should follow accepted norms of probability
sampling at all stages. When practical obstacles
make it difficult to apply these norms, the
researchers should consult a sampling specialist
about ways of working in that situation. In studies
aiming to estimate population characteristics or to
compare different groups from the same population,
quota sampling should be avoided.
a.

Use of Case Studies

Many of the publications under review drew on case studies to
test hypotheses, illustrate key points, advocate an approach, or show
a problem..

At one extreme it

was a study that gathered and system
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atically coded data on 150 local. organizations in developing countrie
(Esman and Uphoff, 1982).

The opposite end was anchored by an essay

using just one case to document the advantages ofIa particular
approach to planning.

Between these extremes were studies that

introduced several cases to serve the purposes of the research. The
use of cases'in social science research raises three basic questions

for future cooperative agreements.
'First, how should cases ,be chosen? Is it scientifically
Justifiable to use a single case to make a point when there are other
cases from the same domain that would create a different picture? And
if several cases are to be selected, what procedures should be
adopted?

There isobviously no categorical answer, to either question,

for much depends on the objectives of the research. Ifthe aim of a
study is conceptualadvocacy, and if thatlaimis openly stated, one or
two cases may be quite acceptable., :But even there the investigators
are obligated not only to disclose their intentions, but to indicate
the sampling biases arising from the,choice of.cases.

It is not

acceptable to present a s.ngle positive case as if itwere represen
tative of a population in which there are many negative cases.

Hbre

generally, two guiding principles can be suggested for case selection:
Guideline 12: The procedures used in selecti', cases
should yield a fair representation of the broader
universe about which generalizations will be made.
While itis not necessary to use probability
sampling, the selection criteria should ensv'e
reasonable coverage of diversity and avoid biased
choice.
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Guideline 13: In writing research reports involving
cases, nuthors should indicate their selectioai
procedures and the likely bias produced by those
procedures.
Guideline 14: In studies aiming to generalize to a
larger domain, the use of single case studies should
be avoided when possible. Single cases are accept
able when the purpose of the research is to explain
those cases or to develop hypotheseag but not when it
seeks to generalize to a range of cases.

Second, how adequate is the information used to construct case
studies?

Although this point is often overlooked in discussions of

cases, the problems of evidence in case wr.ting are the same as for
other kinds of research.

For example, one study reviewed here sought

to study implomentation issues in integrated rural development by
reviewing the experience of twenty-one AID projects (Crawford,

1981).

The research methodology involved the preparation and then analysis of
twenty-one cases.

One limitation of the data sources for the cases

was that they were based heavily on evaluations done for ,AID,
including at least one evaluation completed by the contractor itself.
It, is well-known that such evaluation studies vary greatly in quality,
candor, and coverage.

The study would have been stronger had the

authors commented explicitly on the adequacy of the information,
noting apparent weaknesses, differences in quality, and instances in
which the original evaluations were challenged.

The discussion leaves

the impression that the evidence for the cases was generally solid and
not subject to significant disagreement.

5 Among

5

Such a situation would be

the 21 projects reviewed there was at least one in which
the information presented as the basis for the discussion was
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most unusual with cases of this kind. In other studies drawing on
oases it was virtually impossible to judge the quality of the infor
mation used for the simple reason that the sources were not identi
fied. Observance of the following guidelines might help to avoid such
difficulties in the future:
Guideline 15. The soirce(s) of information used in
constructing case studi.es should be clearly
identified and the quality of those sources should be
discussed.
If there are ambiguities in the data or
disagreements over significant facts and interpre
tations, these should be noted in the report.
Guideline 16. The portrayal given in case studies
should fairly reflect the situation being described.
Case descriptions should not be slanted toward the
views advocated by the researchers nor should they
omit significant details.
Third, what are the criteria of success and failure used in
Judging.a given case?

Very often in policy-related studies cases are

introduced to show the success or failure of a given approach. The
danger is that to make their points, researchers will adopt overly
simplecriteria for judging success and failure.

One author spoke

glowingly ofla project-.in.a developing country and used it throughout
his article to illustrate the virtues of a particular approach to
management (Korten,

1982).

Yet at no point did he indicate in

precisely whatoways the program was successful, nor uid he mention .any
areas of weakness or failure.

Difficulties of this kind-mightlbe.

reduced by-attention to this guideline:

challenged.
This was the evaluation conducted by Development
Alternatives, Incorporated, on the AID-sponsored Abyei project in the
Sudan. Both the process followed and the substance of the findings
brought strong objections from the Harvard Institute for International
Development, the contractor for the project. While this is not the
place to review the debate as such, the presentation of the Abyei case
woild have been more balanced had it noted the disagreements generated
by the evaluation.

Methodol
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Guideline 17. When judgments are made about the
success or failure of a given case, the specific
criteria of success and failure should be mentioned.
If multiple criteria are involved, the case should
present information on all relevant criteria rather
than offer a single aggregated assessment of success
or failure.
d. Data Collect.on and Measurement
The entire area of data collection and measurement would
normally be a rich topic for commentary in a review of research
methodology.

In this case, little can be said owing to the scant

detail provided on those matters. Although it is often hard to Inow,
from the indications availuble moat researchers seemed to follow Piound
methods in gathering data and in developing key indicators of
concepts.

One study, in fact, went to commendable lengths in applying

quantitative coding to qualitative materials on 150 organizations
(Esman and Uphoff, 1982).

The methodology wouldhave been stronger,

however, if the researchers had made two changes.

First, steps- should

have been taken to control for the likely tendency of raters to form
global judgment about organizations and then apply that judgment to
the coding of specific variables.

The high correlations reported

between the coded "operational variables" and the code for total
performance suggests t.e presence of this tendency.

Second,. given the

importance of operational indicators of performance, the study should
have developed some measure of performance that was independent of the
other coding.. If that was impossible, the authors could have
mentioned that they tried to develop such a measure but that i woam
not feasible.
guideline:

This experience suggests the need for the following
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Guideline 18. When the analysis relies heavily on a
key criterion variable, such as a major indicator of
success., failure, or effectiveness, the study should
develop alternate measures based on different
methods. Systematic discussion should also be pro
vided of differences in the patterns of association
between predictor variables and the different
measures of the criterion variable.
Other measurement problems included a questionnaire relying
too heavily on a "agree-disagree" format likely to produce response
bi8

a's et of aggregate indicators whose links to the concepts in

,question should have been examined more Closely; and a sample survey
that involved a facile trans.ation of complex concepts into empirical
measures based on questionnaire data.

None of these problems was

frequent or serious enough to merit a separate guideline.

e. Analysis and Interpretation
In general, whether their information sources were quantita
tive-or qualitative, bibliographic or observational, most authors were
judicious in drawing conclusions, introduced appropriate qualifica
tions, and adhered to accepted standards of scholarly inference.
Some, in fact, were exceptionally careful in showing the limits of
their data, and the implications of those limits for the interpreta
tions that could be made.

Nonetheless, this review brings out, three

problems in analysis and interpretation.
The first and most common is overgeneralization.

Consider

the following statements:
...the rural poor prefer amenities and do not
perceive production as a high priority for group
activity (Peterson, 1981:21).
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American agronomists, however, have absolute faith in

technology. They think they can teach modern methods
to every cultivator, big or small, owner or
sharecropper (Khan, 1978:29).
Government officials in the districts still maintain

an air of superiority in dealing with rural people.
They usually avoid social interaction with their
"clientele" and do not participate in time-honored
village activities and rituals (Rondinelli, n.d.:70).
The ineffectiveness of central administration in East
Africa can be attributed in part to the legacy of
colonial domination and in part to deeply ingrained

cultural traditions (Rondinelli, n.d. :74).
In the first case the author presents no evidence to support

such a blanket generalization about the preferences of the rural poor
The second statement is

apparently based on casual observation of

American agronomists rather than on any systematic research.

The

source of information for the third statement was not identified, but
apparently was a combination of library research and hearsay rather
than first-hand observation.

And in the discussion containing the

final statement the author neither established that central admini
strations in East Africa were ineffective nor presented any specific
evidence on the putative causes of ineffectiveness.

Such generaliza

tions suggest the need for this guideline:
Guideline 19.
Generalizations made on the basis of
research should not extend beyond the limits of the
information available and should respect the nuances
and complexities of that information.
Particular
care shouLld be taken in generalizing about a
population from data based on a sample.
A second problem is oversimplified portrayals of complex
situations.

Two examples can be cited from the present body of ,
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The first is a paper attempting to show the presumably

universal value of a "learning process"; model (Korten, 1982).

The

oversimplification begins with the concept itself, which is never
precisely defined, andcontinues through the presentation of case
material and conclusions.. The evidence in support of the approach,
derives mainly from the experience of an irrigation agency in an ,Asian.
country.

To judge from the case material this agency has been an

unqualified success, and much of the sucocess was brought about by the
application of a."learning process" model.

Yet the author never

indicates ,in exactly what areas this agency'has been successful nor
does he.show the specific ways in which learning processes contributed
to that success.

Interestingly,' 'when,I asked knowledgeable officials

in the World Bank about that irrigation, agency they replied that it
was generally successful but did havesome problem areas.

Further,

they felt that the primary reason for success was the presence of.a

strong leader who knew how to navigate in the complex bureaucratic
environment of that country.

A balanced presentation on the "learniing

process" model would have noted some of its drawbacks as well as

strengths and cited cases in which attempts to apply it produced mixed
or negative results.

If there were no such cases, discussion would be

in Order on the limits of the positive case(s), including other
conditions, such as strong leadership, that

ay have contributed to

success,
The second example of oversimplification comes from an

otherwise careful study of water use in an African country (Roe and
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In a ohapter exploring the views of public officials

in that country the authors present a picture that is considerably
less nuanced than earlier depictions of farmers.

Though they speak of

"widely held perceptions" among these officials, they present no solid
evidence to show the existence of such perceptions.

The result is a

characterization that borders on the stereotypical.

This example

illustrates the need not only for nuanced analysis in general but for
even-handedness in the portrayal of different groups in the same

study.

Future studies might avoid these difficulties by observing

this guideline:

Guideline 20. The characterizations made of
individuals, groups, programs, organizations,
situations, or events should be faithful to the
variations and complexities involved. Special
efforts should be made to present a differentiated
picture of complex phenomena and to avoid conden
sations or simplifications that may be misleading.

A third problem in this field is a confusion between

marshalling and weighing evidence.

Whi

t

i

most authors seemed

committed to presenting a fair picture of the evidence at hand, a few
saw their task as winning readers to a particular point of view.

The

result was presentations that accentuated the positive and often

omitted the negative..

The clearest cases were the papers advocating

"learning process models" and "people-centered planning," but there
were also others.

The guidelines below address this problem:

Guideline 21. Authors should normally present a
balanced picture of the evidence available on a given
point. Evidence in support of the researcher's
favored hypotheses should not be overstated nor
should negative evidence be omitted.
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Guideline 22. If a writer chooses to engage in
advocacy, that intention should be openly disclosed
so that readers may make their own assessments of its
effects. Even when the author's purpose is advocacy,
the state of the evidence should not be misreprezent
ed in the interests of persuasion.

f. Issuing Policy Recommendations
Many of the studies covered here came out with policy
recommendations or other practical advice.
raised about this process.

Two questions can be

First, are the recommendations supported

by the research evidence at hand?

For example, one.'of the papers

reviewed dealt with new approaches to training.

Citing "experience

with training institutes and training activities in Africa, Asia, and

Latin America," the authors listed six common weaknesses of training
programs and recommended an alternative based on "action orientation"
and an-"enhancement approach" (Honadle and Hannah, 1981).
Generalizations were put forth with no specific reference to
geographic regions,.the content of training, its objectives, or

different institutional settings.

In this case the empirical basis

for the recommendations seemed shaky, at best.

Second, to what extent

do the recommendations or policy advice derive from normative
principles?

Time and again in these papers authors used words such as

"should" and "ought" without indicating their referents.

In many

instances it. was clear that the "should" or "ought" referred to a

priori moral judgments rather than -to the implications of empirical
data.

The significant point is that authors should clearly indicate

how and,why they reached their policy recommendations.

In particular,
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readers should not be misled into thinking that a given recommendation
flows from empirical data when, in fact, it is mainly a reflection of
the author's own value preferences.

Empirical data can never show

that a certain line of action should be taken.

The most that they can

do is indicate that by some criterion there is a pattern, a problem, a
shared desire, or an opportunity.

Recommendations to move ahead in

any area always involve a value judgment, including the judgment that
some action is needed.
Future studies could reduce the confusion over policy
recommendations by applying these principles:
Guideline 23. When research reports include policy
recommendations they should lay out the empirical
bases for those recommendations. The discussiol
should indicate how, specifically, the research
findings relate to the recommendations.
Guideline 24. Authors should clearly indicate the
normative bases of their recommendations. They
should be explicit about the values and principles
behind the recommendations and offer some commentary
of why those values and principles apply to the
situation in question.
5. Concluding Comments
This review suggests two other ways in which AID might improve
the quality of social science research in cooperative agreements.

One

is to establish a panel of methodological experts to advise on
questions of research quality at the time a cooperative agreement is
being worked out and later as necessary.

The panel could include

specialists on survey research, econometrics, participant observation,
case writing, and other relevant approaches.

Through some careful
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questioning before a cooperative agreement is launched and some
selective monitoring later, these specialists might, at a relatively
low cost, helpto prevent some of the more common methodological
lapsesand errors.
Second, through the panel suggested or some other means, AID
could take action to increase the familiarity of scholars who use
survey research with the literature in that field.

In the studies

reviewed here many specific projects turned to the sample survey
either as the sole source of empirical data or as a major research
component.

Yet it was clear that many users were not familiar with

the basic works in the field.

The net result was typically not

disaster, but it was research of lower quality than necessary.

One of

the clearest signs of unfamiliarity with the literature isthe meager.
detail provided on sampling, questionnaire construction, coding, and
other .aspects of survey methodology.

Even authors who wrote with

insight and competence on the problems of survey research cited none
of the main works in the field.

As arminimum, AID might recommend

that future users of surveys in cooperative agreements become familiar
with one or more of the basic texts in that field.

These include:

E. Babbie, Survey Research Methods (Wadsworth Publishing Company,

1973).
C.A. Moser and G. Kalton, Survey Methods in Social Investigation

(lhinemann, 1971).
D. Warwick and C. Lininger, The Sample Survey:
Practice (MoGraw-Hill, 1975).

Theory:and
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S&rvey research practitioners could also profit from consulting works
on sampling, such as L. Kish, Survey Sampling (Wiley, 1965), and
various books dealing with questionnaire writing, especially S.
Payne's small classic, The Art of Asking Questions (Princeton
University Press, 1951).
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SUMMARY
..GUIDEIINES FOR I4MPROVING RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
SAID COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

A.

Normative Judgments and Conceptual Clarity
1. Researchers should draw a clear distinction between the
normative and empirical components of their studies. When a
study introduces normative judgments or engages in advocacy,
their moral bases should be explicitly stated and they should
not be merged into or identified with empirical. findings.
2. The concepts used in social scientific research should not
rely on persuasive definition or otherwise prejudge matters
that are properly the subject :of empirical investigation.
When a value-laden concept is'used, explicit attention should
be given to the moral judgments behind it.
3. Studies should avoid highly aggregated or diffuse concepts
whose operational meaning is subject to widely varying
definition and interpretation. Concepts should be as precise
as possible and be explicitly defined.
4.

When a key concept contains a number of separate elements or
dimensions, they should be spelled out and ideally defined.
In studies involving quantitative measurement, conceptual
definitions should he liaked directly to their corresponding
empirical indicators.

B. Methodology and Research Design:

General Issues

5. Research reports should provide specific information about
both data sources and the quality of those sources. In
studies based on sample surveys, information should be
reported on sample selection, questionnaires or interview
schedules, coding and analysis procedures, an'J where
relevant, the error of estimates.
For research drawing on
other data sources, detail should be supplied on the type and
quality of the information used and on analysis procedures.

In general, final reports should have enough information about
methodology and data sources to permit an independent assess

ment of quality.
6. Writers should openly and explicitly state the purpose or
purposes of their studies.

Such disclosure is particularly
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important when the study involves some form of advocacy and/or

when readers may otherwise misjudge its true intent.
7. When a study is pursuing two or more incompatible objectives,
the report should comment on how those incompatibilities have
been handled. Such commentary is particularly necessary when
sacrifices in methodological quality have been made or are
being recommended in the interests of speed or policy
relevance.
C. Methodology and Research Design:

Specific Issues

8. The choice of methodology and research design should be guided
above all by the objectives and specific requirements of the
study in question. Both the strategies for gathering
information and the degree of rigor in study design should be
adapted to the particular research questions involved. When

the study will attempt to assign causality, the design chosen
should be powerful enough to permit valid causal attribution.
9.

When possible and appropriate, the research design should
include the collection of data by two or more complementary
methodologies. Within such designs special efforts should be
made to. obtain independent assessments of key phenomena
through different data sources.

10.

Whatever the specific data source, the report should address
the question of sampling. it should first indicate how the
sample was chosen and the rationale for that procedure.
Second, the report should discuss how the sampling strategy
used affects the generalizability of the findings to the
larger body about which conclusions will be drawn.

11.

To the extent possible, sample surveys should follow accepted
When practical
norms of probability sampling at all stages.
obstacles make it difficult to apply these norms, the
researchers should consult a sampling specialist about ways of
working in that situation. In studies aiming to estimate
population characteristics or to compare different groups from
the same population, quota sampling should be avoided.

12.

The procedures used in selecting cases should yield a fair
representation of the broader universe about which
generalizations will ba made. While it is not necessary to
use probability sampling, the selection criteria should ensure
reasonable coverage of diversity and avoid biased choice.

13.

In writing research reports involving cases, authors should
.indicate their selection procedures and the likely bias
produced by those procedures.
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14.

In studies aiming to generalize to a larger domain, the use of
single case studies should be avoided when possible. Single
cases are acceptable when the purpose of the research is to
explain those cases or to develop hypotheses, but not when it
seeks to generalize to a range of.cases.

15.

The source(s) of information used it constructing case studies
should be cle'arly identified and the quality of those sources
should be discussed. If there are amoiguities in the data or
disagreements over significant facts and interpretations,
these should be noted in the report.

16.

The portrayal given in case studies should fairly reflect the
situation being described. Case descriptions should not be
slanted toward the views advocated by the researchers nor
should they omit significant details,

17.

When judgments are made about the success or failure of a
given case, the specific criteria of success and failure
should be mentioned. If multiple criteria are involved, the
case should present information on all relevant criteria
rather than offer a single aggregated assessnent of success or
failure.

18.

When the analysis relies heavily on a key criterion variable,
such as a major indicator of success, failure, or effective
ness, the study should develop aiternate measures based on
different methods. Systematic discussion should also be
provided of differences in the patterns of association between
predictor variables and the different measures of the
criterion variable.

19.

Generalizations made on the basis of research should not
extend beyond the limits of the information available and
should respect the nuances and complexities of that informa
tion. Particular care should be taken in generalizing about a
population from data based on a aample.

20.

The characterizations made of individuals, groups, programs,
organizations, situations, or events should be faithful to the
variations and complexities involved. Special efforts should
be made to present a differentiated picture of complex
phenomena and to avoid condensations or simplifications that
may be misleading.

21.

Authors should normally present a balanced picture of the
evidence available on a given point. Evidence in support of
the researcher's favored hypotheses should not be overstated
nor should negativ evidence be omitted.
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that intention
may make.their own
author's purpose is
not be isrepre

22.

If-a writer chooses to engage in advocacy,
should be openly disclosed so that readers
assesaents of its effects. Even when the
advocacy, the state of the evidence should
sented in the interests of persuasion.

23.

When research reports include policy recommendations, they
should lay out the empirical bases for those recommendations.
The discussion should indicate how, specifically, the research

findings relate to the recommendations.
24.

Authors should clearly indicate the normative bases of their
recomendations. They should be explicit about the values and
principles behind the recommendations ad offer some
commentary on why those values and principles apply to the
situation in question.
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SPECIAL REPORT B
IMPROVING THE UTILITY OF AID-SPONSORED RESEARCH
John D. Montgomery

1. Developing a Test for Research Utility
So much has been written about the distinction between pure
(basic) and applied (operational) research that the distinction itself
has become a meaningless exercise in definition.

Thus, I believe it

to be pointless to distinguish between "pure" and "applied" research,
and impractical to discover which research is used and which is not.
As a more useful and practical step, I suggest applying a "decision
overlay' to research products to see if they are potentially useable.
The "overlay" is not self-administering, but I believe its results
would be replioable ifra few simple rules are applied.
First, the questions to be asked are as follows:

Does a given

element of knowledgeor new insight contribute to improved policy?
More precisely, what are the potential uses of a given research output
in the specific contexts in which AID
operates? How would the
knowledge produced by a research contract (1) change a preference or
style of operation of an individual or group whose behavior is
,,relevant to AID's mission? or (2) reaffirm a doubtful or challenged
preference or style of operation for such decision makers?
Second, the actors to whom AID-sponsored research is expected
to be useful are to be defined as follows:

Research Utility
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I. AID Washington (AID/W), which is presumed to have

responsibility for making allocations among countries
and sectors;
II. an AID field mission (USAID), which is presumed tn
have responsibility for making allocations among
programs and projects, for offering technical advico,
and for exercising some influence on policies to be

pursued by the country in which it is located;
III.- national governments receiving U.S. ald (HG), which
have allocative responsibilities but which also bear
operating responsibilities for the management of
prLjects and the implementation of programs; and

IV.

2.

project managers and their staff of administrators
and technicians (Proj), who are responsible for micro
level decisions affecting their jurisdictions.

Applying the "Decision Overlay"

i screened a sample of 32 products of AID cooperative
agreements in a first application of the proposed test of policy

relevance.

The judgments rendered in each case are, of course, my

own.

Judgments about policy usefulness are subject to challenge and
also to misinterpretation.

A policy finding that one potential user

might consider a radicl departure from his practice, another might
consider a confirmation; what is useful background to a new employee
at any level of decision making might be insultingly obvious to an old
hand.

Moreover, different readers might find different policy impli

cations from these published reports, since they are rarely stated as
directly as the summary in Part III implies.

The reports themselves

use a wildly different base of factual data, ranging from an
individual's experience as a scholar or consultant to quantitative
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analysis of scores of closely observed project operations.
authors of each report had been aske

If the

to state the.policy .findingsas

they applied to an identified individual occupying each of the four
levels of decision making, and then to a different individual decision
maker, also designated by name, and the operation had continued until
a sufficient sample had been taken, we could be sure of the results.
But for present purposes the summary 1s adequate.

I am

probably not much better or worse informed than a reasonably
experienced administrator about the somewhat esoteric subjects
considered in these research reports.

The reports summarized here

were chosen as major outputs of AID's sponsored research in rural
development and development admtnistration in the past half dozen
years or so, and thus give a current cross section of the work of one ,
important office in the Agency.

They range in length from 7 to 315

pages; some are the work of a single author:and a Product of a few
days' time, sometimes summarizing years of field experience; but
others are heavily documented and show signs of many months spent in a
library or directly gathering data in the field.

he proportion of

pages devoted to stating and explaining policy findings is greater for
short than for long reports, but the credibility of those pages is
probably the reverse.

The range of the policy findings is equally

varied, from.advice on how to structure decentralized operations and
what kinds of price and interest policies to set for rural credit
services, to how to conduct training courses and motivate field staff
members.

Very few of the policy findings are self-evident; they have
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been violated in practice, usually with relatively poor results, as
the research itself demonstrates.

Distributing these reports, or

finding even more effective means of disseminating their contents,
would therefore improve development practice in some instances (though
not all "poor" policy is avoidable).
Most of

he reports offer advice that seems appropriate to

"governments" (31 of the 32 apply to decision makers in HG); the
decision making level next most frequently addressed is that of the
AID mission (19 or the 32); project managers are likely to be
interested in only 8 of the reports; and AID Washington only 7, except
indirectly because of its participation in negotiations with field

missions and host governments.
3. Findings
There were eight contractors whose work was sampled for this
evaluation:
a. University of California, Berkeley: Project on
Managing Decentralization (seven reports);
b. Development Alternatives, Inc.: Project on
Organization and Administration of Integrated Rural
Development (four reports);
a..

Michigan State University:
Project (two reports);

d.. Ohio State University:

Off-Farm Employment

Agricultural Finance Program

(two reports);
e. University of Wisconsin: Regional Planning and Area
Development (two reports);
f.

Cornell University: Project on Rural Development
Participation (three reports);

tlt
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National Association of Schools of Public Affairs and
Administration and Development Project Management
Center: Cooperative Agreement on Social Development
Management (twmelve reports).

The policy findings from these reports are summarized belobw
with the potential decision maker designated- in Roman numerals-as

defined in the first part of this report.
a.

The Berkeley Reports
1. Stephen S. Cohen, John W. Dyckman, Erica
,Schoenberger, and Charles R. Downs, Decentralization:
A Framework for Policy Analysis (1981).

A "state-of-the-art" paper defining the functions
and roles of decentralization and citing current
literature describing experience with it. (150
pages)
Policy Finding No. 1: When governments decentralize
decision making to local organizations in order to
relieve administrative cverload, they should insure
that the decisions to be transferred to local
authorities would otherwise have to be made at
central levels. (p. 11) User: HG with sowe
implications for Proj.
Policy Finding No. 2: When governments decentralize
the functions of allocating services, they should
prepare to deal with new clients and therefore to
encouvter difficulties in consistency of
implementation, ciordination, and control, and thus
in the long run add to the burdens of central
bureaucracy. (pp. 12-15) User: HG.
2. David K. Leonard and Dale Rogers Marshall, eds.,
Institutions of Rural Development for the Poor

(Berkeley: University of California, Institute of
International Studies, 1982).
Chapter 1 (byLeonard), pp. 1-39.
The bulk of the chapter is devoted to analytical
taxonomies to be applied in diagnosing situational
requirements.

Research Utility
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Policy Finding: Programs intended to reach the rural
poor should be designed to reduce their vulnerability
to capture by elites including national agencies with
variable interests. The recommended strategy: to
distribute functions between national and local
(19 pages, 8-27, most of which are
organizations.
devoted to explaining how these analyses should be
carried out by designers, with examples and illustra
tions of suggested procedures.) Users: AID/W;

USAID; HG.

3.

Same,

Chapter 2 (D.R.

Marshall),

pp. 40-72.

Most of this chapter illustrates from the U.S.
poverty programs the categories of linkages defined
in Chapter 1.
Policy Finding: In decentralizing prograns to local
organizations, governments should transfer resources
subject to retention of control, including shared
responsibility, by central agencies. (3 pages,
approximately, passim.) Users: AID/W; USAID; HG.
4. Same, Chapter 3 (Peterson), pp. 73-124.
Like the other chapters in this book, much
descriptive material drawn from different sources
illustrates the operational implications of these
guidelines.
Policy Finding No. 1: States that introduce
cooperative mechanisms as a means of aiding the poor
should structure them so that their internal
administrative leaders are respocwlve to farmer
(Approximately 3 pages, 79-81) Users: HG,
members.

Proj.
Policy Finding No. 2: Marketing cooperatives should
not be used for food products if they are intended to
benefit the small scale rural sector. (2 pages,
84-85) Users: HG, Proj.
Policy Finding No. 3: The issuance of credit through
cooperatives should be structured to encourage
existing informal or market-based sources rather than
as a substitute for them; subsidies that do not have
this effect should be avoided if the purpose is to
target small farmers. (2 pages, 93-94) Users: HG,

Proj.
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Policy Finding No. 4: Producttorn cooperatives should
small (fewer than 100 families at most) and

Fe

subject only to indirect state controls.
99-111, passim.) Users: HG, Proj.

(5 pages,

5. Same, Chapter 4 (Peterson), pp. 125-150.
Policy Finding No. 1: Cooperative organizations
should have a concrete goal, a single task, depend
relatively little on nonfarmer skills, focus on tasks
that cannot be carried out by individuals, produce
goods or services for which a demand exists, stand in
isolation from other groups, and follow informal
organizational procedures. (2 pages, 126-127)
Users: HG, Proj.
Policy Finding No. 2: Governments establishing
cooperatives to benefit the poor should concentrate
their resources on single-purpose organizations where
an uncongenial local political environment exists.
(3 pages, 134-137) Users:
HG, Proj.
Policy Finding No. 3: The effort to provide services
to the rural poor ought to permit redundancy among
organizations so that farmers can choose among them
and induce competition for their support. (2 pages,
141-143) Users: HG, Proj.
Policy Finding No. 4: Government support to
productivity-oriented local organizations should
provide funds at the first stage of developing
effectiveness, personne7, at the second stage of
improving effectiveness, and add management and staff
at the third and fourth staGes of expansion and
termination.
(3 pages, 144-146)
Users: HG, Proj.
6. Same,

Chapter 5 (Steinno),

pp.

151-192.

The chapter contains descriptions of many
different models and approaches to para-medical
operations.
Policy Finding No. 1: Govertments should provide for
sustained linkages to the cof6munities involved in
public health programs. (2 pages, 158-159) User:
HG.

Research Utility
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Policy Finding No. 2:

Governments should use para

professionals drawn from local communities as

peripheral supplements to normal medical care.

pages, 170-171)
7.

User:

(2

HG.

Same, Chapter 6 (Leonard), pp. 193-224.

Policy Finding No. 1: Governments using administra
tive itstrunents to serve the rural poor should also
encourage the development of local organizations with
parallel functions and purposes as a corrective to
pathologies of bureaucratic interventions. (2 pages,
196-198) User: HG.
Policy Finding No. 2:

Governments and donors

providing capital assistance to local organizations
should incorporate plans for generating recurrent
incomes at the design stage in terms of a planned
withdrawal of operating assistance. (2 pages,
Users: AID/W; USAID; HG.
202-20L)
b.

The DAI Reports
1. George W. Honadle, Fishing for Sustainability:
The Role of Capacity Building in Development June,
1981. (96 pages)
Examples of organization experiences making use of
village capacity occupy 33 pages, 55-88.
Policy Finding No. 1: Governments should build the
capacity of existing institutions to serve develop
mental objectives before undertaking to organize new

institutions.

(2 pages, 6-8)

Users:

USAID; HG.

Policy Finding No. 2: Governments engaged in
administrative reform to improve the capacity of
public organizations should design incentives to
induce each important element of the system to accept
the change.

(2 pages, 27-28)

Policy Finding No. 3:

User:

HG.

Administrative reform should

start simple, focus on structural constraints,
progress incrementally, respond to new demands as
they occur-, and make use of projects and learning
laboratories. (1 page, 44) User: HG.
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2. George W. Honadle and John P. Hannah, Management
Performance for Rural Development (April, 1982). (25
pages)

Policy Finding: Governments should use training
resources as instruments for organizational develop
ment wherever possible, involving staff members at
all levels in the development of solutions toward
existing problems on site, as opposed to existing
prepackaged, single-level training programs. (2
pages, with detailed descriptions of an illustration
in Jamaica) Users: USAID; HG.

3. Paul R. Crawford, Implementation Issues in
Integrated Rural Development: A Review of Twenty-One
USAID Projects (Development Alternatives, Inc., May

4, 1981).

(133 pages)

An interim report aimed at identifying organiza
tional problems in IRD projects and alternative
solutions. The analysis is based on 21 AID-supported
projects in Aksia, Africa, and Latin America, with
documentation supplied from AID reports. Each
project is discussed in terms of administrative
difficulties reported in earlier evaluations, with
some attention to possible remedies. A chapter is
devoted to sumimarizing the political, economic, and
environmental constraints of the projects.
Most of the administrative case studies are taken
from evaluation and other reports drawn up for
different purposes than the generation of general
policy uidelines. Consequently the issues tackled
are unique to each project and probably reflect the
idiosyncratic views of the original evaluators. Thus
the information is both project-specific and of some
The report is
what doubtful generalizability.
essentially, therefore, a source book rather than
either operational or policy research. It is a
prelude to research rather than the actual
performance of it.
Policy Finding No. 1: Governments should structure
IRD projects to maximize participation by the
intended beneficiaries; should make use of existing
organizationL where possible; should keep the tasks
assigned to participating organizations simple and
closely related to the interests of the members, and
should design incentives to encourage staff attention
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to benefibiaries' needs and responses. (About 3 or 4
pages, passim, the rest being devoted to descriptions
and summaries of findings) Users: USAID; HG.
Policy Finding No. 2: International donors should
avoid contracting with universities for projects in
IRD because of their lack of experience,
inappropriate incentive structure, low staff
motivation, and structural features of project
management. (3 pages, 100-104, passim) Users:
AID/W, USAID.
Policy Finding No. 3: Training offices should direct
major efforts toward on-the-spot training derived
from identified needs of the trainees, allowing for
revision of training materials and vubjects and the
introduction of materials drawn from actual on-the
job experiences. (1 page, 111) Users: USAID; HG;

Proj.
Policy Finding No. 4: Activities requiring invest
ments or commitments (especially nonfinancial) by
beneficiaries in IRD projects should be introduced

wherever projects are expected to be self-continuing.
(1 page, around 122-123) Users: HG, Proj.
4. Development Alternatives, Inc., Making Rural
Development Self-Sustaining: A Guide for Project
Planners and Managers (November, 1982). (174 pages)
The paper is intended to be a brief topic-by-topic
summ3ry of existing knowledge, drawn mostly from DAI

field studies, about IRD. Its policy recommendations
are intended to be factual and descriptive (e.g.,
"polittcal support is neceisary for a project)
rather than specific and operational. It contains
warnino ("the need for quick, visible results, for
example, may lead to the introduction of expensive
service delivery systems or technologies that cannot
be maintained..."). (Both quotations are from page
8.) It is explanatory and illustrative rather than
normative. Most of' the recommendations are given in
the form of requirments, stated rather abstractly .
("ae first requirement is that the sustainability be
considered throughout project design, implementation,
and evaluation proces3i.") (page 11).
Each subsection (sutainability, information
gathering, adjusting to external constraints,
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adjusting to financial constraints, and developing
organizational capacity) contains a set of guidelines
or key olestions to be considered by designers and
managers. Most of the specific guidelines are of the
"how to" variety: how to use written records for
information, how to conduct the Delphi method of
consensus building, etc. There are many lists of
advantages and disadvantages, questions ard
assumptions, and formal alternatives to be considered
by operating managers.
The clear intent is to provide the fruits of basic
or operational research in handy form rather than to
justify or define specific policy preferences.
o.

The HSU Reports
1. Enyinna Chuta and Carl Liedholm, Non-Farm
Employment: Review of the State of the Art, (1979).
(85 pages)
The first twenty pages of the report describe the
dimensions of the problem; the next twenty pages
describe the linkages between off-farm employment and
other elements of the economy.
The next ten pages
discuss the economic consequences oi increased off
farm employment.
Fourteen pages are devoted to a
description of projects, forms of financial aid,
technical assistance, and managerial services that
could be provided to small scale informal industry by
governments. (14 pages, 64-78)
Policy Finding No. 1: Governments should support
informal industrial and artesan enterprises that are
capable cf absorbing surplis rural labor.
(2 pages,
20-21) Users: USAID; HG.
Policy Finding No. 2: Governments should establish
interest rates, tariffs, foreign exehange, and tax
incentives to equalize the disparity between costs to

large formal and those to small or infcrmal
employers. (6 pages, 54-60) Users: USAID; HG.
Policy Finding No. 3: Governments should supply
rural infrastructure services through the use of
small scale units and maintain appropriate prices in
order to accommodate the needs of the informal rural
sector. (1 page, 60) Users: USAID; HG.

Research Utility
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Policy Finding No. 4: industrial policies, including
licensing, standardization, and employment conditions
should incorporate special provisions favoring the
informal sector where the intention is to encourage
(1
off-fam employment through the informal sector.
page, 61) User: HG.

2o

E.H. Gilbert, D.W. Norman, and F.E. Winch,

Farming Systems Research, A Critical Appraisal,

(1980).

(122 pagos)

The first twenty pages is essentially a
description of farming systems research and a
taxonomy of elements contributing to its subsystems
and operating activities. The next 24 pages describe
national, regional, and international research
illstitutions and their functions.

The following 38

pages describe research methodologies used at
different. stages of this research, the linkages among
the institutions engaged in research, and training
programs., There is a 3-page conclusion (82-84) but
it contains no policy recommendations or obvious

implications for action.

d.

The OSU Reports
1. Dale W. Adams and Douglas H. Graham, Critique of
Traditional Agricultural Credit Projects and
Policies, Occasional Paper, 9621; reprinted in
Journal or Development Economics Vol. 8, (1981). (33
pages)
Most of' the manuscript is a review of the dynamics
of subsidized loans or credit programs aimeed at small
farmers, showing the distortions that arise in rural
finance markets as a result of concessional loans.
Consequences such as capture by larger prosperous
landlordes, inadequate repayment rates, and increased
borrowing costs to small operators, are shown to
result from such policies. Indirect results include
distorted innovations, inadequate savings rates
because of the comparative advantage of relying upon
oredib, and an undesii'able drying up of existing
informal sourcas of credit for small operators.

Policy Finding No. 1: In setting interest rates in
credit programs for small farmers, governments should
meet act'ial transaction costs, thus using market
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responses to measure the effectiveness of. subsidies
versus improved access. (3 pages, 13-16) Users:

USAID; HG.
Policy Finding No. 2: Governments should maintain
flexible interest rates for rural credit programs in
order to accommodate inflationary changes and
approach a stable real cost. (1 page, 18) Users:
USAID; HG.
Nine pages are devoted to explaining why
governments persist in traditional rural credit

programs in spite of repeated failures.

21-29)

Users:

(9 pages,

AID/W; USAID; HG.

2. Dale W. Adams, Policy Issues and Rural Finance and
Development, (June 15, 1977).

(45 pages)

The first ten pages are devoted to a discussion of

the history of western practices in rural credit and
a translation of the assUptions underlying them to

low-income country situations.
The next twenty pages discuss the economics of

credit, followed by a ten-page description of
informal lenders and the efforts of government to
develop new institutions to adjust what appear to be

inequities resulting from traditional operations.
Policy Finding:

Governments shiuld let the market

establish real interest rates even for small
borrowers and encourage the mobilization of voluntary
financial savings and informal credit activities. (2
pages, 40-42) User: HG.

e.

The University of Wisconsin Reports
1. Keshav C. Sen, Project Cycle, Regional Planning
and Area Development Project, a State-of-the-Art
Paper #i (May, 1981).
(44 pages, plus appendices)
There are no policy recommendations or implica
tions in this paper, which is essentially a
description of the "phases" of a "project" defined
out of the author's experience and by citations drawn
from discussions of international development.
Appcndices reproduc2 the conventional definitions and
descriptions of special approaches like basic needs,
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social impact evaluation, appropriate technology,
project appraisal, participation, and social sound
ness analysis.
2. Concepcion Del Castillo and Michael L. Horseman,
Regional PlanninLDoctrine: Assumptions and
Tmglcations for Use in Underdeveloped Areas,
(38 pages)
Occasional Paper F4 (July 1981).
This paper consists of an interpretation of recent
trends in the planning profession as applied to
There are no policy
regional development.
implications defined here, nor is experience with
planning incorporated in the discussion of the
profession as practiced by AID or developing
countries. Lf ke its predecessor, the paper is
neither pure nor applied research. It is a set of
reflections about the profession and responds to the
general description of hhe "state-of-the-art" paper'.
f.

The Cornell Reports
1. Milton J. Esman and Norman T. Uphoff, Local
Organizations: Intermediaries in Rural Development,
Chapters
levlopneaet Committee (May 9, 1983).
Rural
1 and 2 (50 pages)
These two chapters, from a book scheduled for
publication in 1984, discuss the historical
importance of local organizations in the west, the
belated recognition of their importance in the
literature of International development, and the
political context in which government policies toward
local organizations might emerge. But no policy
recommendations such as appear in these chapters.
2. Norman T. Uphoff, John H. Cohen, Arthur A.
Goldsath, Feasibility and Application of Rural
Development Pirticipation: A State-of-the-Art Paper
(285 pages)
{January,i97).
Policy Finding No. 1: In organizing for rural
development, governments should concentrate on
productive activities that will provide economic
benefit to the rural. nc'n:t±oir, alowing the
targets and objectives to emerge from the
collaboration of the farmers. (1 page, 26)
Users: HG, Proj.
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Policy Finding No. 2: Such efforts should be
integrated with other rural development activities
rather than treated as a separate program or sector.
(1 page, 28) User: HG.

Descriptions of organizations that illustrate
these principles occupy ten pages, 38-48.
Policy Finding No. 3:

Governments making use of

cooperative organizations for rural development
should concentrate on marketing, credit, input
purchase, and other auxiliary functions rather than
production except in cases where the factors of

production have been socialized.
Users: USAID; HG.

(3 pages, 52-55)

Summaries of analyses of cooperative experience
slowing preconditions for success appear in two more

pages, 55-57.
Policy Finding No. 4: Governments concerned with
problems of landlessness should undertake programs
beyond productivity credit and access to education to
achieve institutional reform, especially of land
ownership. Where supplies of land are severely
limited, "marginal" distributions of family garden
plots should be undertaken. (About 5 pages, between
112-117) User: HG.
Policy Finding No. 5: Agricultural research intended
to benefit the rural poor should concentrate on
immediate and direct advantages and involve the
individual groups to be affected. They should be
integrated into the community's educational
activities over time. (One page, 165, followed by
three pages of illustrations drawn from project
experience; approximately five pages follow, giving
guideliness for general application.) User: HG.
Policy Finding No. 6: Guidelines for farmer
participation in productive activities should include
coordination of incentives between collective and
private activities and adjust to crops and
organizational variables. Users: HG, Proj.
3. John M. Cohen, Norman T. Uphoff, Rural Development
Participation: Concepts and Measures for Project
Design, Implementation, and Evaluation, Cornell
University, Rural Development Committee, Monograph #2
(January, 1977). (315 pages)
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This essay is not intended to convey policy
directions as such, but rather to explore the concept
of participation in light of the existing discussions
and analyses, working toward the production of
information that would be useful for project design,
implementation, and evaluation.

g.

The NASPAA-DPMC Reports.
1. Coralie Bryant, Louise G. White, Elizabeth
Shields, and Therese Borden, Research in Development
Management: Learning About the Effectiveness of
(31 pages,
Management Interventions, (May, 1983).

plus notes)
The paper presents a taxonomy of indicators of
outputs, impacts, and consequences that might be
applied in evaluating different types of projects.
There are no policy findings or detailed discussions
of government interventions in a specific context.
There are suggestions for managers concerned with
styles of project appraisal.
2. Morris J. Solomon, Flemming Heegaard, and Kenneth
Kornher, An Action-Training Strategy for Project
(20 pages)
Management, (1977).
This paper presents useful guidelines for training
purposes that go beyond pre-fabricated courses and
involve sustained management participation in order
to maximize feedback into operations.
Policy Finding No. 1: Governments should evaluate
training by examining changes in effectiveness of
trainee-alumni in planning and executing projects.
(1 page, 3-4) Users: USAID; HG.
Policy Finding No. 2: Governments should build
sustained training capacity by maintaining in-country
teams with mixed skills to develop specific courses.
(1 page, 5-6) Users: USAID; HG.
Policy Finding No. 3: Training should include
project level courses developed with the
collaboration of management. (1 page, 10-11) User:
HG.
Morris J. Solomon, Merlyn H. Kettering, Pierrette
3.
J. Countryman, and Marcus D. Ingle, Promising
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Approaches to Project Management Improvement (1981).
(7 pagea, plus appendix describing training projects
in Jamaica, Tanzania, and Indonesia).
This report of a workshop seeks to explain the
"success" of training programs designed with the
concurrence of operating management ("action
training"). It offers guidelines for training rather
than policy findings as such.
4. Guidance System Improvement: An Emerging
Approach for Managing Agricultural and 2ural
Development (April, 1983). (12 pages)
This paper describes a strategy by which key
actors come together to define major tasks of project
management in order to improve the group's consensus
and confidence for subsequent administrative
cooperation.
5. Marvin B. Mandell and Barry Bozeman, with Steven
Lovelace, Toward Guidelines for Conducting R&D on 'he
Guidance System Improvement Approach (May, 1983).
(85 pages)
Proposed steps for an appraisal procedure that
could be applied to evaluating the "guidance system
improvement approach" described in item #4. There
are no specific recommendations for policy purposes
nor is a research design incorporated in the
discussion of possibilities and pitfalls.
6. Merlyn Kettering, Improved Financial and Program
Management (1982).
(12 pages)
A description of steps take.n to improve financial
accountability in the Sahel Development Program in
response to serious shortcomings reported by program
audits. The effort includes consultation and
training and includes as well changes in the
organizational procedures and behavior.
7. Marcus G. Ingle, Merlyn Kettering, Pierrette J.
Countryman, Organizational and Conceptual Approach of
Development Project Management Center (1981).
(19
pages)
A description of DTMC's approach to technical
assistance and training and management. There are no
specific policy findings.
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8.

J. Robert Herr, Project Analysis: Toward an
Integrated Methodology (no date). (63 pages, plus
appendix)
Description of theoretical approaches to
integrated project analysis incorporating social as

well as economic variables.
9. David C. Korten and Norman T. Uphoff,
Bureaucratic Reorientation for Participatory Rural
Development, (November, 1981). (24 pages)

Policy Finding: Governments using bureaucratic
instruments to address problems of the poor should
reorient administrators by adopting the "learning
process" approach by which working groups from the
agencies involved collaborate with research
institutions.
There are approximately four pages devoted to

discussion of elements in this learning process,
10. David C. Korten, The '.Working Group as a
Mechanism for Managing Bureaucratic Reorientation:
Experience From the Philippines (Mayr, 1982). (33
pages)
Description of a practical experience cf a working
group in the national irrigation administration of
the Philippines which brought action agency staff
members with consultants under international funding
to study interactions between agency activities and
the beneficiary population. There is no direct
policy finding e cept for the indication that similar
appi-oaches should be undertaken by other agencies,
with international support.
George Carner and David C. Korten, People11.
Centered Planning: The USAID Philippines Experience
(21 pages, plus append4.x)
(March, 1982).
Describes a procedure using the Philippines to
annalyze "survival strategies" taken by groups of
poor households in the Phi.ippines, as a means of
assisting the AID mission in developing innovative
approaches to the poor. (Appendix, 5 pages,
describes survival strategies of landless
agricultural workers.)
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Policy Finding No.: AID missions should undertake
empirical studies of the behavior and needs of target
populations for whom development programs are under
consideration. (1 page, 18-19)
12. David F. Pyle, From Project to Program:
Structural Constraints Associated with Expansion
(June, 1982) (9 pages)
Summary of the administrative changes introduced
by transition from small-scale pilot project to more
substantial interventions, explaining failure of the
project to enter successfully into the expanded
operations it envisaged. No immediate policy
findings.
These findings are summarized in Table 1.

4.

Findings and Recommendations
..

here is no necessary correlation-even a negative one

between good research and policy-relevant research.

Some of the best

soholarship contained: information that would change "or reinforce
policies and behavior,

Some of the most:Plausible recommndations and

apparently operational advice arose out of intuition, experience,
judgment, or even ideology rather than a careful appraisal of well
dooumented facts.
Imlication for action: Sponsors desiring to develop
a resaarch base for policy should incorporate a
decision making framework (including the
identification of decision makers whom the
information is supposed to help) in the research
assignment.

b.

There 1s no strong correlation between the nature of the

research institution and the qualityof the'research or the policy
relevance.

Consulting firms like Development Alternatives, Inc. have

made important :contributions to knowledge.,through their'documentation

TABLE I
Potential Utility of Research Reports from 8 Sources
Research
Product *

Total,
Pages :

a. 1

150

2

Pages of Policy
findings

Pages of Policy..
Relevance

Cont

Potential
Users**

Preliminary state-of-the-art paper,
Guidelines for project designers

3Z

lOZ

III, IV

39

8

85

II, 11

3

32

4.

25

I,

4

51:

23

0

III, IV

Generally accepted doctrine

5

25

40

40

II, IV

Adds to conventional wisdom

6

41

9

20

III

Well established but not generally folhe doctruti

7

31

.13

20

I, II, -II

Not easily -implemented

b. 1
2

96
25

5
8

35
45

I
TI,

3

L33

7

75

-I,IIIlIV Extremely controversial

4

L74

1

c. 1

85

12

2

L22

d. 1

II,

III

IV
,III,'
Iii



Background material from U.S. poverty programs

-*
Examples especially useful
Good advice on training (rarely followed)

15'III
II;

Intended as handbook or manual :of instructions
on assorted management techniques

50

II, 111

Emerging doctrine

0

55

III

Background information

33

12

27

I,

2

45

.5

20

I1

e. 1

44

0

0

II,

2

:38

0

0

HI

II,

*

NOTE:

Letters and numbers refer-to rePorts designated on pp

**

NOTE;

'I'

refers to AID/; 'I'

to USAID; 'II'

III

What governments should do-andwhy they,do
about farm credit
Largely overlap with d.i.

,II

Taxonomic
Reflections about the planning-professionl

to the Host Government;

lIV,,--

to Project Managers.

.t.
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L

Potential Utility of Research Reports from 8 Sources
(Continued)
Research
Product

Total
Pages

f. 1

.50

2

Pages of Policy
Findings

0%'

-285

10

-315,

3

~

g. 1313,

Pages of Policy
Relevance

I,

10.;

III. IV

Now the standard reference on participation,

10

-111

Precursor to g.2

I,II1II,IV

Management indicators

0

2

20

15

10

3

7

0

50

4

12--

0

-50

0

0

6

.

s85

12

0.

50-

7

19

0

0

8

63

'9

24

10

33

11

-21

12

9

.

'

0
0
'0

.5
-0

.

III

Counment

10.

2

5

Potential
Users

11II

Current training doctrine

III

Workshop report.

IIM III

Management technique

IIl

0

Background

Overlaps (g.2)

Procedure for g.4

-III

Management correctives

:I

Prospectus of services and approaches
1,II, Ill

15

II, III

85

_II9 III

Variables in project analysis
Administrative behavioral reform.
Application of h.1

85

II,

III, IV

Consciousness-raising technique

20

IIi

III

Administrative analysis

L

La
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of project experience; universities like- Berkeley have produced useful

andl nonintuitiverguidelines for action by investigating institutional
behavior carefully.
Implication for action: Research for policy purposes
should not be assigned on the basis of an antinipated
preference for action on the part of consulting firms
or for theory on the part of universities. Other
considerations like capacity to retain and deploy
high quality personnel and the clarity of the
assignec; task or the monitoring of performance are
more likely to produce desirable policy outputs.
c.

It is possible to compare the policy relevance of research

conducted by different institutions in different fields by imposing an
overlay of potential decision makers on the published output and
.structuring the findings, or even the raw data, in terms of their
potential utility.

Such an exercise should be conducted independently

of a methodological evaluation, however, since some of the clearest
policy recommendations may be unsound.
Implication for action: If a sponsor wishes to
Improve the policy relevance of research in its
programs, an interim check using some form of
"decision overlay" as both a test and a learning
device can serve as a tool of management for that
purpose. A further implication: sponsors should
always apply such a "decision overlay" with a
parallel "methodological overlay" so that the
researchers are aware that standards of both utility
and soundness are to be applied to their work.
d. The crude measure of utility provided by the "decision
ioverlayn does not capture the full value of research to an operating
agency.

While some of the research results seemed to have no utility

or policy relevance even as background information-the University of
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Wisconsin's rregional, reports4, for examiple-they, may be merely. a warmup
exerciftseintended to position the researchers to perform more useful
functions.
Implication for action: The sponsor should be
patient with institutions embarking on research
assignments whose relevance to operations is unclear,
or in fields that have not yet attained a level of
consensus necessary for accunulative data gathering
and interpretation. But the sponsor's responsibility
goes beyond patience (see preceding paragraph).
e.

The combining of research with consultancy assignments is

probably beneficial to both activities.

Apart from the obvious

advantages of "access" that is so often difficult to achieve in the

social sciences, there are .iportant' cognitive assets to be gained
when researchers participate in an operational situation. This
exercise suggests more about the value to researchers-than it does
about the potential advantages gained by operators when the longer
term and conceptual aspects of their work are being reviewed.
Implication for action: AID should not try to
separate the research from the consulting functions
contractors can provide; it probably should not
always insist upon merging them in the same
institution, if the resources in personnel, library
facilities, and management are not available,
however. AID should prefer achieving a balance
between the two functions within the same contracting
organization if it is receptive to that combination

of efforts, but should not expect good performance in
both of them if the personnel involved are reluctant
or apathetic about either the research or the
consulting services.
f.

Commun-cating the results of research to the users most

likely to benefit from them is a task AID can undertake better than
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The quality of the witing of these

reports varied from publishable professional style to jargaon-ridden
statements, with a certain amount of popular bureaucratese 1,n between,
Thr'-eports themaelves are not standardized or presented with the
specific decision maker in mind, and the policy relevant findinga
sometimes had to be teased out of the descriptions, analyses, and
taxonomies and were not Immediately obvious in some cases.
Implication for action: AID should establish a
separate unit (perhaps in the Bureau of Science and
Technology) to disseminate research findings and
current doctrine about subjects where the best
judgment is ipproaching consensus as to policy
outcomes. Such reports need not be presented
normatively nor as official statements of the U.S.
government, but should be considered i service to
decision makers at all four levels dejcribed in the
overlay developed here. An alternative mechanism for
this purpose would be an independent clearing house
founded by the Agency for purposes of disseminating
the policy implications of sponsored research.
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PROMOTING RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
TOKOWLDGE ABOUT HOUSEHOLDS AND WOMEN
Pauline E. Peters

1. Introduction

A wide range of papers, artioles, and monographs'published
reviewed to. determine the
under nine cooperative agreements were6
consulting contributed to
degree to which research and applied
role of households and women in the
professional understanding of the
report analyzes that contribution
rural development process. This
the way in which more systemtic
and, further, jeeks to demonstrate
gender can contribute to. a fuller
attention to rural households and
itself. To this end, the report
understanding of rural development
more applitd research on the
also suggests guidelines for promoting
rural development.
roles of households and women in
increasingly been taking
Analyses of rural development have
of the central role played by
because
analysis
of
units
as
households
the decisions of rural inhabitants
households in shaping and mediating
of rural areas into wider
in 4eeponse to the further integration
an accelerating process of
economic and social structures, and
Critical to under
livelihood and occupational diversification.
of more refined
standing this central role is the development

of investigating the relations
conceptual and methodological means
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wlthin and between rural households.

Key to this task is a more

sophisticated underst;inding of eender as a principle of
differentiation anC of the ways in which it interacts with other
critical variables.

Rural populations are not homogeneous and it is

necessary for both researnh and policy purposes to develop the most
precise means of distinguishing the significant subgroups or
subcategories in any population being investigated or assisted.
Perhaps more than any other cross-cutting topic, conscious attention
to households and gender issues can enhance the relevance of research
emanating from most cooperative agreements.
At present, the topics of households and women generally
4
receive separate treatment by donor organizations, consultinlfA"
agencies, and individual researchers.

Thus, at AID and elsewhere,

women are ensconced in a specially defined field of "women in develop
ment" whereas households appear as units of analysis and social units
addressed within substantive fields such as rural credit, agricultural
development, off-farm employment, nutrition, and so forth.

One of the

unfortunate consequences of this analytical and institutiona l. separa
tion has been a failure to integrate information on these two topics
sufficiently well either in research or policy recommendations.

This

paper suggests points at which such an analytical and methodological
linkage would be fruitful.

In addition, it points out ways to rethink

"households" and "women" as both analytical categories and as targets
for research and policy.

Central to the perspective proposed here is

that "rural households" and "women," whether as categories of analysis
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or as prospective participants in, rural develovrent

roiJect3Amust be

considered in relation to each other.
The cooperative agreement research output indicates that
research could be improved through:

(1)greater precision in the

selection and use of units of analysis and analytical categories;

(2) greater care in the formation of generalizations; (3) more
attention to the distinction between advocacy and research; (4)the
critical need to gc beyond current stereotypes, in particular to
expand the present focus on women as a disadvantaged category and its
corollary rationale of considering a focus on women to be merely an
equity issue; (5) a more systematic analysis of household processes
that develops more rigorous theories and methods for investigating
both intra-household and inter- or supra-household organization; and
(6)more precise distinction between gender as a key variable in
differentiating a research population or program recipient group and
women as social actors within specific social units or groups.

The

aim in this proposed redirection is to avoid the present ad hoc manner
of considering gender and households and to achieve a more rigorous
integration of these as analytical categories in our understanding of
the critical social and economic processes in rural development.
2. Guiding Assumptions and Major Findings
There are two basic organizing assumptions about women in the
publications reviewed.

First, consideration of women in rural

development, is assumed to be an issue of equity, in that women are
seen as constituting a disadvantaged category of rural poor (Eicher
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and Baker, 1982; Uphoff, 1979; Ksman and Uphoff, 1982:3,29; Cohen and
Uphoff, 1977:222; ICEW publications).

A common theme is the pervasive

structured patterns of differential aocessl"Of women and men to

extension 2dvice and services (Geller, et al., 1980; Staudt, 1979;
Whyte, 1983; Eioher and Baker, 1982; Honadle, et al., 1980), credit
(Qarlick, et al., 1983; ICEW), resource control (Charlick,.et al.,
1983; Staudt, 1979; IC W), and land rights (Cohen and Uphoff, 1977).
Uphoff, et al (1975) go on to state that to prevent or preempt such
bias against women is an issue not only of equity but also of
releasing or not repressing the talents and energies of a large
proportion of a country's population.
The other and related assumption, is that extra-domestic
production aspects of women's activities should take first priority in
research and policy analysis.

The ewphasis on women's productive

activities 'and the assumption that women are a disadvantaged category
of producers are reflected in the major conclusions of the studies:
a.

labor statistics underestimate women's employment
especially in the informal sector and women face
particular structural barriers and hindrances to
their fuller employment;

b.

definitions of gainful employment in national labor
statistics underestimate and undervalue women's work
in both domestic and extra-domestic activities;

a. women's access to new forms of technology and to
credit sources is more restricted than that of men's,
a circumstance based not necessa 1ly in purposive
discrimination as in preexisting structures of
resource control, authority, and information which
either generate or exacerbate women's relative
disadvantage;
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d.

as a result of these, women heads-of-households,
whether "the women left behind" by male labor
migrants, urban migrants themselves, or "independent"
farmers and traders with dependents, fall dispro
portionately into the poorest categories in a range
of countries;

e.

legislation designed to protect women's employment
has frequently been based on misguided stereotypes of
women's roles and hence has served paradoxically to
hinder rather than help women;

"and' Women

f. capital-intensive developments in both agricultural
production and processing off-farm activities havi
often displaced women's labor;
g.

there are benefits and costs to women of their
participation in animation rurale or as
paraprofessionals;

h.

the range, variety, and strengths of women's
organizations may be usefully seen as "analogies"
rather than blueprints for project development;

i.

current understanding of labor migration
underrepresents the degree to which women migrate
independently of spjuse or family.

Within these organizing assumptions the extent of coverage
varies from detailed syntheses of evidence and recommendations on
female-headed households, women's formal employment, and their role in
migration to a few paragraphs on certain aspects of women's disad
vantage relative to men's.
The findings point to, numerous research questions and issues
for policy action and analysis, quite apart from the specific
recommendations that have been made by authors.

Even where there are

certain reservations to be made about particular formulations or
frameworks of interpretation, the sheer raising of the issues and
their discussion help to fill the notable gap in prior rural develop
ment literature on issues of women and gender.
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Insofar as rural households are addressed at all in the
oooprative agreements, it is in an indirect manner rather than as
part of i systematic discussion.

Authors take the household as a Onit

of analysis and/or as a presumed unit of production and consumption
without either (1) defining what comprises the unit, or (2) examining
whether the household is the appropriate unit of analysis for the
particular questions being addressed.

A few authors are even less

precise and use the term householl only as a convenient but
unjustified alternative'for farmer or individual or farm.

For

example, one report on rural credit includes "Farm Household" in its
title, yet the survey results appear to refer in practice to repies
by individual respondents.

Because the use of the term household is

unexamined, the reader does not know precisely which is the referent,
nor whether the patterns of credit use would appearrdifferent if
households as opposed to individuals were sampled.

3.. Issues of Conceptualization
a. Units of Analysis, Analytical Categories, and Conceptual
Clarity
The need to be precise both in the choice of units of analysi,
and in the justification for that choice as well as in the analytical
categories that are used cannot be overemphasized.

Much research time

and resources are lost through lack of precision, since conclusions
remain unconvincing or questionable.

If conclusions are low in

explanatory and predictive value then they also generate poor
guidelines for policy.
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Household Structure and Socioeconomic Change.

Although

the household is frequently taken to be a key unit of analysis, recent
research has demonstrated the need to take account of both intra
household relations and inter-household links as part of the research

strategy.

Unless we understand household dynamics and the wider

networks in which households are embedded, we cannot fully comprehend
the effects on production and welfare of major processes of rural

development.

Labor migration, both within rural areas and between these
and urban centers, is of great significance for many regions.

A

n-uber of the papers reviewed addressed the issue of the effects of
migration on household viability as productive and consumption units.
Problems of conceptualization arise with reference both to the
appropriate units of analysis and of the key terms used as explanatory
concepts.

Thus, conclusions that labor migration by adult members of
households inevitably lends to breakdown of extended families or to
"the weakening of traditional family structure" (ICW, 1979) can be
questioned on both grounds.

First, certain cases suggest that far

from labor migration eroding or, destroyiiig "extended" family groups,
these may be supported or even generated by migratory processes since
labor P1.Uocation and patterns of investment are distributed across
households (Lewis, 1981; Peters, 1983a).

The relative autonomy of

"nuclear" or conjugal units within these larger groupings have then to

be carefully specified.* More precise understanding of the.. variable
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effects of labor migration on different categories of rural households
or on different categories of persons (by age, sex, class, etc.) is
achieved by more precise specification of the units of analysis.
Similarly, conclusions on the weakenine or breakdown of
fumily structures that are derived from data on changes in patterns of

authority between spouses or between generations are questionable.
This is because the definition of the key concepts is far too loose;
they remain evocative rather than specified.

When is a change in

domestic organization or a shift in the behavioral patterns of spouses

a "change" and when a "weakening?"

How "traditional" are family types

that historical evidence often shows to be products of colonial or
post-colonial policies on location or settlement?

"Family" is

particularly slippery as a term and is often taken to refer, without
specification, to a nuclear unit of husband, wife, and children, units
which also include other relatives and non-relatives, extended kin
groups and networks, resource-owning groups, and so on.

Women's Marginality, Women's Autonomy. A similar, loss in'
analytical power from the use of conceptually fuzzy categories is seen
in the use of "marginality" and "autonomy" to describe the efforts of
socio-economic change on women and on households.

These concepts tend

to remain very general and imprecise in use, with more emotive than
analytic force and hence preempt conclusion rather than facilitate
analysir to reach a conclusion based on demonstrated evidence.

For example, an interesting and important discussion of
some of the negative effects on women of development processes remains
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opaque because the major explanatory concept used, "marginalization,"
appears to combine 'three separable 'sets of circumstances (Staudt,

1979).

These are the structural marginality of women in formal labor

markets insofar as numbers employed, wage levels, conditions of entry,
promotion prospects, and so forth are concerned; the devaluing of
domestic work as households are incorporated into cash economies
based increasingly on wage labor; and the contradictory processes of
women beirng. forced on the one hand into the labor market by declining
levelsof agproduction

and on the other being withdrawn

from extra-domestic vork as income and/or rank increase.

Had the

discussion not only distinguished these processes rather than
collapsing them into the one concept of "marginalization," but also
specified more carefully regional and class differences, the points
could have been made more precisely and forcefully.
It is clearly important to, learn whether and in what
manner pprticular processes of change undermine existing strategies of
livelihood or relations of authority, or to what degree the con

straints on the production,9 consumption, and investment activities of
different categories of rural people are tightened or not.

Moreover,

much empirical evidence has demonstrated that certain categories of
women are particularly likely to suffer the more negative character
istics of change.

Nevertheless, the curre't uses of marginality and

autonomy tend to result in circular reasoning or sterile debate and
require much greater precision and refinement.

A topology of rural

households based on an assessment of the relative autonomy of wives
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vis a via husband. (Staudt, 1979), for example, fails'to provide
categories of households that are discrete and hence appropriate units
for analysis or subjects of policy or progran.

Similarly, the

important point that women who migrate do so as wives depends upon
whether the women are identified. as autonomous or dependent (ICRWI
1979).

Greater conceptual precision and thereby greater force to the

conclusions could have been achieved by distingu3shing more carefully
between a migrant's motives and his/her-structural position within a
domestic or family group, and among different dimensions of dependence

on or independence from different categories of persons.
b. Overgeneralized conclusions
A problem that is particularly apparent in the more synthetic
papers, which attempt the Important task of drawing together large
bodies of research reports or government statistics, is to generalize

too quickly from a limited set of data.

The limitation involved may

be that of regional coverage, time span, validity of data deriving
from the manner of collection, the types of inference drawn, and so
on.

For example, the broad statement that:

"migration leads to the

dissolution of patrilocal, patrilineal families and to the emergence
of mixed or nuclear families," is supported by evidence from only one
country (ICWt,1979:123).

Similarly, general statements that a

particular form of social organization (such as a family) has broken
down .are often made with reference to a synchronic data base even
though the statement is essentially claiming a temporal base.
is, perceptions of 'strain' or 'conflict' within households or

That
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families, are taken to be products of the particular changes positea as
the breakdown of, former structures.

Yet without evidence of the

presence and quality of strain and conflict before said changes took
place, one is

hard pressed to prove that the .latter produce the

former.
c.

Advocacy and Research

A final problem of conceptualization is .that at times,

authors insuffioiently distinguish between statments based on
advocacy and those' purporting to be statements of research findings.
This tends to be associated with the use of underspecified concepts
and overgeneral conclusions.

For example, evidence of certain

negative consequences of development processes for particular
categories of women or of households is taken to Justify statements
about general disadvantage,

There is

substantial evidence that

describes the strain on the labor time of women whose husbands and
close male relatives migrate leaving them with a "double.burden" of
work, and the tension between a woman's having to exert managerial
decisions in her husband's absence and maintaining the authority
relation between spouses.

In seeking to place such evidence before

those responsible for policy formation and implementation, the
temptation to overdraw the negative aspects and ignore or underplay
the beneficial or neutral is often strong.

Yet clearly, not all women

nor all "female-headed households" are severely disadvantaged.

Were

the discussion more carefully links general statements with evidence
from particular areas/cases and provides a more nuanced and compre
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hensive treatement, the conclusions and policy recommendations gain in
conviction.

An advocacy stance per se does not entail faulty con

ceptualization or questionable inferences from unspecified data.
Careful formulation and generalization can only aid advocacy in that
the issues are first more rigorously delineated and explained,

and

secondly can lead to more appropriate policy project formation.,
4. Gaps in Knowledge and New Directions
a.

The Household as Unit of Analysis

It was pointed out in Section I that a number of authors in
the cooperative agreements have taken the household to be the basic
production and consumption unit in rural areas, a convention that has
been long established in related fields of peasant studies, social
economic history, and rural miciology.

The focus on the household by

rural development analysts is rot arbitrary but -is a considered

response to an earlier focus in agricultural research and economic
analysis of rural development on the individual farmer.

Investigation

and knowledge of the constraints within which rural people gain their
livelihood have been greatly advanced by studies of decisions and
allocations (see, for example, the review by Eicher and Baker, 1982).
7he particularly critical leap in recent analysis and methodology has
been from considering one activity or ,.-op per household production/
consumption unit to attempting to understand the multiple activities
and strategies of household units.

Farming systems research

approaches are the clearest example, although advances in under
standing and, hopefully, policy implications, are being achieved with
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regard to rural financial markets (Douman, 1981; Ohio State, 1981) and
migratory-patterns.(Doe and Fortmann, r1982)

The next critical leap is to recognize

ha

the household Is

no .a black box nor a totally bounded unit; that the relations within
the household and between households require analysis in order to
undurstand the activities of the household per se.

Just as assuming

that an individual farmer is the primary unit of analysis has proven
in numerous ways to distort or mask the processes to be explained, so
may an unqualified assumption of the farming household or family as
the sole unit of analysis.

The dimensions ofthisqualification are

intr-household and inter- or supra-household relations.,
Intra-Household Analysis.

Insofar as intra-household

relations are concerned, a major problem in studies taking the
household as the primary unit of analysis has been to assume that it
is a joint decision unit, and that, hence, internal transfers are
either irrelevant or assumed to be automatic and frictionless.

One

study of a rural area in Jamaica, for example, alaims to be based on a
,"household" survey.

Examining the methodology section, however, the

reader learns that the data were elicited from "farmers" interviewed
in an "accidental" sample and that-the respondents, who were in )Most
cases heads of households or heads' spouses, knew "the affairs of the
,*tire household" (Goldsmith and Blustain, 1980).
requires substantiating evidence.

Such a statement

Much evidence already available in

the literature suggests that information frow one member of the
household is rarely equivalent to valid information on "the entire
household."
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Re'ent research indicates unat memoies or nousenoJ03
frequently have'different preferenoes or strategies.

The particular

patterns of activities attributed to households are in fact the
outcomes of prior adjustments among these different sets of
There are implications of these findings for both theory

preferences.

As far as data -collection and. analysis are concerned,

and method.

information must be oollected for individuals as well as for "s6cial
aggregates such as households (of. Rosenberg and Rosenberg, 1979).
A major criterion for investigating the critical
differences

among household members' sources of income, expenditure

patterns, labor allocation profiles, and so forth is gender.

Thus,

one report argues that to ignore the strategies of individual women
and men within households is to misconstrue. the reasons for and
effects of migratory moves (ICRW, 1979).
In most of the papers reviewed, however, there is no
explicit awareness of the importance of intra-household relationsto
many, is3ues of rural development.

Even when authors caution against

assuming the household to be a homogeneous, undifferentiated unit or
'the information from the household: head or any single member to be
equivalent t., information from all members (Uphoff, et al., 1979:94,
122)

such coments remain ad hoc and unintegrated into the analytical

framework.

The authors of an important paper on developing farming

systems research, for example, take the farm household as the key unit
of analysis.

They suggest possible complications when they refer

twice to the possible presence of "multiple decision makers" within
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households and once tothe significant links between different
subgroups of households.

Yet in both instanes these important

qualifications to a central assumption are relegated to footnotes and
are not discussed in the text (Gilbert, et al., 1980:6n; 13n; 47n2).
Over the past decade, a large mount of empirical evidence
on. intrahousehold differences in patterns of labor allocation,
souroes of income and preferred expenditures and investments has been
produced.

Some of this is reflected in the cooperative agreements

(especially ICRW; Cornell; Eicher and Baker, 1982).

There have also

been substanti4 advances "'n the theoretical and conceptual frameworks
for understanding domestic organization and its links with wider
social, economict, and political structures.

The development of

bargaining models by economists in response to the work of the "new
household economics" and other social scientific models of bargaining,
decision making, negotiation, and social exchange are examples of
attempts to devise concepts and methods to deal systematically and
rigorously with both intra-household relations and transfers between
domestic units.
It

is to be hoped that the "Intimations" of these issues

in the cooperative agreements reviewed will be followed up with more
systeMati

and focused work that will build on the theoretical

advances"being made.
Supra-household Analysis.

The same care required in

approaching the internal organization of households has to be
exercised in relation to their boundaries, that is, to inter- or
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Roe and Fortmann (1982), for exmple,

provide a very useful discussion of the problems that may face

researchers when they assume that production and consumption, or all
major decisions and transfers, take place within one discrete.domestic
unit or household.

Using evidence from Botswana where these -speCifLo

issues have been most effectively engaged, they explain how, :Ln a
system of agricultural production that is based on seasonal mbility
and on a combination of crop production, husbandry, and off-farm
employment, "the" household may be divided into two, three, or more
units at certain times or for certain functions.

While the particular

seasonal and other movements in Botswana have in a sense forced this
comprehension of the permeability of household boundaries, it; is

to be

hoped that this well-documented example* will help analysts and
researchers in other areas of the third world to look extremely
carefully at the units of analysis that, only too often, either are
taken for granted, or seem "obvious" from a particular perspective..
One paper (Eicher and Baker, 1982) notes some parallel
work being done by Franco-phone researchers on the asstMption that
there is one "exploitation agricole" (approximately equivalent to
r,.al household).

These researchers have been developing a more

sophisticated methodology that seeks to distinguish for any particular

'There is a large body of research data available on these issues
for Botswana (see, for example, Alverson, 1979; Cooper, 1979; Kerven,
1979; Maha.ney, 1977; Peters, 1983a, 1983b), as well as P-r other parts
of southeru Africa (see especially Murray, 1981; Spiegal, 1980).
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rural area the most significant units'of production, of consumption,
and of investment, units whose boundaries do not necessarily coincide.
In sun, then, just as taking the household as the site of

the "Joint" preferences or utilities of household members can be very
misleading,

so can the failure to set any particular domestic unit

within larger networks of interaction.

The HSU literature on farming

systems research stresses the.-importance of placing the farming
household within its social, economic, and political context in order

to grasp the dynamics of any "farming system."

Authors also recognize

the problem inherent in any systems model of setting .boundaries to the
analysis.

By their nature, systems models tend to become octopuses.

Nevertheless, there are certain interconnections or linkages that are

critical to understanding farming systems.
domestic units or farming households.
strated'.
that is,

A key task of FSR is

One set is those between

This may be quickly demon

to establish "recommendation domains,"

those oategories of farming households that share sufficient

characteristics to constitute a relatively discrete subgroup for

.extension advioe,

technological innovation, etc.

Thus the perception

of significant links between s9±roups should not be relegated to a
footnote but incorporated into the analysis.
If the promLse of farming systems research (and its
untitled correlate, rural systems research) is

to be realized, these

appended insights must be rendered an integral part of the conceptual
and methodological apparatus of enquiry.
agricultural system,

For example, in a plough

such as those in parts of Africa, households
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without oxen and those with, say, more than ten oxen constitute two
separable "recommendation domains."

Yet'the links between them, in

terms of exchanges of labor against plough services, or labor against
a share of the harvest, will be critical to understanding how the
system operates, and thus, the significant parameters of-individual
farmers' activities.

Since determinants of labor and other resource

allocation also derive from the composition and organization of'
domastic units, the methods for investigating such a dynamic must
include inquiry into inter-household transfers as well as intra
household allocative decisions.
b.

Going Beyond the Conventional Stereotypes

The policy relevance of household and gender issues would be
enhanced by redirecting research in the following ways:
1) To explore the significance of gender for certain
rural development processes without equating
"women" with disadvantage and poverty;
2) To expand the focus in any enquiry into the
effects of rural development on different
categories of women or households beyond
production per se;
3) To distinguish more precisely between gender as a
key variable in differentiating a research
population or program recipient group and women as

social actors within specific social units or
groups.

i) Beyond Harginalization.

First, attention to gender

issues should be expanded beyond women as disadvantaged and poor.
While much of the research and policy action in rural development have
been concerned with the rural poor, male and female, it

is striking
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how the category "women" in the literature on'development-is taken
ipso facto to mean poor and disadvantaged.

It, has almost become a

litany or, less eloquently, a kn.,, jerk reaction.

This is not to deny

that much useful work has been produced from this perspective; the
ICRW corpus and some of the Cornell publications are examples.
Neverthele3s, the present smphasis on "disadvantaged women" is too
narrowly defined and the obsession with "female-headed households"and'

typologies of households has resulted in diminishing returns' to that
model of inquiry (of. Peters, 1938b),

Moreover, a research or policy

focus on women only as an equity issue encourages a tendency to "add

on" consideration of distinctions based on gender rather than to
incorporate them into thi. analytical framework for understanding
socio-economic change.

In turn, this lack of incorporation or of a

systematic analysis of gender entails a loss in explanatory power and
policy relevance.
To suggest that research now needs to consider other
categories of women than the "needy" is not to say that poor women,
who face more nnerous and less tractable constra.nts than poor men,
should cease to be a focus of research and policy.

It is to sggest,

rather, that to retain such an undifferentiated category of women is
to obscure many of the quQstions that rural development specialists

are asking.

For example, not all wives of migrant laborers in all

countries are "left behind" with only increasing burdens.

Some use

the remittances to improve their crop production, invest in cattle or
tree orol,

or start a small busines3.

These categories of women need
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to be investigated not only for analyzing patterns of income transfer,
investment, or credit exchanges.

In addition, information onthe

better-off categories of women and households is needed to answer
questionsabout the poorer categories.

This is because it is the.

relationships among social categories and social groups that.are the
keys to understanding the dynamics of rural production and social
differentiation.

As stated above, patterns of labor allocation or of

income flows are determined both by household organization and by
relations between households.

The processes of the generation,

maintenance, and transformation of certain categories of needy women
or of certain types of asset-poor households will be discerned not by
a myopic focus on one category of women or one type of household but

by an understanding of the wider system within which these are
encapsulated.
Such a shift in focus would help avoid some of the
overgeneralized statements discussed earlier, such as the proposition
that new technologies in combination with "cultural nonstrainta" have
undermined women's economic autonomy and have left them increasingly
"powerless" (Honadle, et al.:122)

There are certainly examples of

women's labor being displaced by introduced technology and more.
seriously, their rights to land being jeopardized or lost.

And our

understanding of these consequences is far from adequate.

Neverthe

less, the current reality is neither as unremittingly grim 4s
"increasing powerlessness" suggests, nor does it appear to be
following in as unilinear a trajectory.

An excellent paper on women's
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associations (March and Taqqu, 1982) indicates a much greater variety
of experience as well as a-far more nuanced analysis that is, in fact,
more typical of research on women and gender outside the development
literature.

Practitioners and researchers in development'have mode's

from which to learn.
Similarly, to infer from the negative 'effects of
various changes on certain oategories of women that women are going to
miss out en masse in the process of institutionalization (Gellar, et

al., 1980; Staudt, 1979)is overly simple and based on an expectation
of neat, black/white outcomes rather than the more usual shades of
grey.

For example, data by Fortmann (1980) and other data provided by

Gellar, e t al. demonstrate that one should probably expect both gains
and losses, instances of conflict and coopetation from any change,
directed or otherwise.

Bothldimensions need analysis.

Not enough

attention has been given to the uneven, often contradictory effects of

various events (the introduction of a new processing machine or a
credit system) and processes (migration, commercialization of
livestock) on the lives of women and men and on the composition and
organization of domestic and other social units.

ii) Domestic and Extra-Domestic Produation.

Some of

*the problems noted in current interpretations of "women in develop
ment" result from limiting the relevance of differences of sex to the
sexual division of labor and of defining the latter very narrowly.
For example, analytic attention to gender is often justified by
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stating that iwomen play important roles in the production and
marketing of food.

Apart from the fact that this applies only to some

areas of the third world, attention to the sexual division of labor is
required not only because of women's specific responsibilities such as
being food producers,

It is also required in order to comprehend the

dynamics of household allocation of labor and other resources and
hence the cyclical/seasonal changes in the demand and supply of labor,
and in,patterns of income, consumption, and investment.
In general, there is an overemphasis on the production
aspect of women's activities to the detriment of other dimensions of
women's experience in the development process.

This emphasis

represents a needed response to the overconcentration on women as
reproducers of children and as home maintenance workers.

Neverthe

less, .itis important that one not allow a further mbalance to be
created.

Thus, the jural or legal aspects of the particular circum

stances of categories of women require closer attention, often eer*sIe,
often in association with questions about production.

Claims on

property and various resources, rights and obligations of conjugal
arrangements, the disposition of income, inheritance, and succession
rules and practices are examples.

That iloser attention is warranted

to women's astaociations is seen in the paper by March and Taqqu (1982)
and in the questions raised by writers on rural credit systems (Ohio
State) and farming systems research (Miohigan State).
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More work 1s also needed on the relation of
.of
ideological and cultural models to variou;s aspect
proces

as this relates to women and gender.

the dev=.opmnu

For example, a'nuber of

the papers reviewed refer to "ideology" with respect to -authority

'relations within the household, to gender relations in-different ,
societies, to preconceptions of project designers, and so on (e.g.,

Uphoff, et ale, 1979;. Staudt, 1979; ICRW; Whyte,, 1982) but*with 'very
:little

systematic dscussi3on of this: dimension of'ohange and

development. With respect to these .issues, the"develolpment-oriented
research could benefit. enormously from two bodies of literature:

the

cross-disciplinary feminist debate on the 'constitution and ideology of
the household and the anthropological literature on domestic social
organization,%kinshipand gender roles,

These not only address the

issues of the household but are also engaged in a sophisticated
discussion of ideology and systems of meaning.

Two ,particular areas.

in: the analysis of sex roles and women in reference to the development,
process, which demand both careful empirical investigation and nuanced
analysis of ideological and cultural categories, are the system of
national acounts-and the definition and measurements of gainful

employment (Eicher and 'Baker,, 1982; ICEW, 1980; cf. Benerial 19,81) and
a related topoc, the analysis of the "domestio! work and roles of
women ,and the relation between social reproduction and production.

*Both literatures are now so large that it is rather invidious to
mention only a few; nevertheless, examples are Stoloke (1981); Morris

(1981); Ortner and Whitehead (1981); and Guyer (1981).
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Gender as a Critical Variable. A more productive

research focus on women and households with the aim of providing
policy-relevant findings depends on a clearer and more precise dis
tinction between gender as a principle of differentiation and women
holding specific roles in particular social units.

Research and

project reports in the cooperative agreements and alsewhere demon
strate, that the organization of key social units, such as households,
labor groups, credit associations, residential groups, and so on, is

an important component of analysis.

They also demonstrate that as a

category, female farmers, female heads of households, women traders,
and so forth, often face specifiable sets of conditions that differ

significantly from those of male farmers/heads/traders.

It is

necessary, then, that the analytical frameworks to investigate and
guide rural development incorporate gender:

(1)as one of the

critical variables differentiating rural populations, and (2) as one
axis in investigating household organization.
These points may be briefly illustrated with examples
from the cooperative agreements reviewed:
a) Agricultural development:

StIavis (1979) notes that

technology requiring high labor units per land area benefits "maller
farmers."

But clearly, this is only if the farmer can mobilize

sufficient labor, a condition that does not apply to all small
farmers.

In particular, empirical evidence from various parts of the

world suggests that oertain categories of small women farmers face
significantly different labor, profiles than male farmers.

Elsewhere
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in his report Stavis cites Staudt's research finding that-women
farmers frequently receive less extension aid than males do.

Yet

because he cites this ad hoc and does not systematically incorporate
gender as a critical variable, other conclusions, like -that cited
here, remain open to question.
As a second example, papers on farming systems research
illustrate the need to distinguish between "gender" and "women" as
well as the ways in which they are related in research.

The deter

mination of whether single trait or fackages of practices ought to be
employed in agricultural innovation (Gilbert, et al., 1980:53) needs
to take account of gender since often tasks in a crop oycle or in
livestock-are sex-linked, and thus the allocation of labor may be
significantly different for each sex (as well as for different age
groups or different levels of asset ownership).
It

is

particularly important to stress that gender as a

variable that differentiates a research or program population must
always be-seen in relation to the particular social units (households,
family, kin group, residential group, etc.) that mediate women's
access to resources or authority.

Thus, in farming systems,

researchers might discern that women farmers as a category face
particular-sets of opportunities and constraints that differ from
those of men.: These women farmers or subgroups among them might thus
constitute a particular "recommendation domain."

But the significance

of gender as a principle of differentiation must be assessed by
investigating the particular roles played by women within specified
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social units such as the household.

The results would then be

recommendation domains comprising women farmers within households with
a specific set of characteristics (based on nuber of cattle, crop
mix, income level, eto.), or households at different levels of assets
and with different ratios of adult male to female labor.
b)

Rural Credit:

No attention is given in any of the

papers on rural financial markets to the particular signifioance of
RFH to and for rural women.

Yet Bouman's paper, which presents

empirical studies of credit associations, documents the central role
that women play in informal credit systems.

'ile

all the authors

writing on RFM recognize and discuss the ways in which maller or
poorer farmers have faced greatar costs than bigger or richer farmers
with respect to formal credit institutions, no similar attention is
paid to the likelihood of a similar pattern for women.
on credit provides evidence to suggest this is so.

The ICRW paper

The ICRW team also

recommends that special institutions and procedures are needed to
improve women's access to sources of credit and savings, but that this
must be done within the context of promoting viable financial markets.
Thus, while the arguments of the "new direction" in thinking about
rural credit are plausible, the particular ways in which one would
seek (1)

further understanding of RFM, and (2) a shift in emphasis

from specific interventions in the form of credit programs are not
spelled out.

It would seem, however, to require:

(1) greater

attention to inter-household oredit-debt relations and the ways in
which households and inter-household networks are tied into supra
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local systems of exchange;
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(2) investigation, as yet undone, of the

intra-household differences in credit-debt relations, which will
provide information not only on household dynamics in this regard but
also on significant differences between men and women as savers and
borrowers; (3) consideration that some categories of producers such as
women traders or farmers might still require targeted programs,:
5. Conclusion
There are two ma.or modes of analysis in rural development
where women and households are significant categories.
there is

One is where

policy interest in how certain categories of women or of

household are faring in particular projects or policy interventions or
in general processes of economic development.

Second is where the

interest in analyzing specific processes or patterns of relations (as
in credit exchanges, labor allocation, income transfers, expenditure
patterns) necessitates (a) taking gender as a key variable in differ
entiating a population (along with age, marital status, asset level,
etc.) and/or (b) investigating relations both within and between
household units.

In neither of these modes (each of which has an enormous range
of possible applications) can "women" or "households" be taken as
undifferentiated categories or units,

Equally, this formulation

underlines the fact that these two "topics" (women, households) are
better seen as dimensions and that their proper investigation requires
an integrated framework of analysis.

Questions about the flows of

labor or of income, or about information or credit networks, can
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rarely be answered by aggregate figures alone but require inquiry into
the links between key social units including households and key social

categories including women,
Equally, it is prtioularly important not t

onfuse these two

dimensions of an inquiry into the production, consumption, and invest_
ment processes of rural development.

Many of the shortcomings in

research and policy statements about women and houweholds-the
unsubstantiated overgeneralized conclusions, imprecise explanatory
concepts, or undetermined units of analysis--derive from an insuffi
ciently precise distinction made between analytical categories and
social groups or categories, and a persistent slippage from one to the
other.

Particular findings abokit specific groups or categories of

populations are taken to demonstrate something about the general
parameters that distinguish populations.
ments about "women"

Many of the general state

(concerning disadvantage, marginalization,

autonomy, and so forth) are not tenable without qualification
precisely because data on particular categories of women and house
holds are taken to say something about "women" in general.

Often,

discussion moves back and forth between references to particular
categories of women and those to "women" so that it is not olearrwhicl
is the referent and what is the substantiating evidence required-.
Papers in the cooperative agreements reviewed have provided
more "hints" than systematic analysis in'this aim to incorporat.e
gender and household organization into analysis.

Nevertheless, the

points discussed in this report suggest that there are bridges being
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built to some of the literature on 'these issues that exists outside
specifically rural development 'analysis.

In fact, this report

suggests that thereis a new understanding of rural development tha
implies greater concern with more careful speoifiLtir' of and
investigation into household and inter-household proOeses.

understanding may be stated in a brief word:

This

it is systemic.

The

frequent recourse to speaking of systems-farming systems research,
rural credit/financial systems, labor migration systems--is not
arbitrary.

The shifts from basing analysis on the individual farmer

to one on rural households and from single to multiple activities and
strategies that have already been noted, are part of a more general
approach that seeks to understand the activities of farmers within a
total context that includes the domestic organization of farming,
local organization, and national and international policy frames.
Eicher and Baker's excellent summary (1982) of significant work in
rural development is a good example of the attempt to break away from
sterile and doctrinaire-theoretical confrontations and move towards a

fruitful, synthesis of :political economic analysis and micro-economio
analysis of individual behavior.
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RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES

1)

Greater conceptual clarity is required to improve research
methodology and to enable more precise conclusions and actionable
findings to be drawn.

2) Particular care has to be exercised in generalizing from one case
or data from one area, from a single or an undifferentiated
category of population, and from inappropriate data bases.

3)

A more rigorous distinction is needed between reporting research
findings on gender-related issues and making a statement of
advocacy.

Care should be taken that the pressures of advocacy

not lead to highly selective presentation of evidence such that
only the negative effects of change are reported, neglecting the
positive, neutral, or contradictory effects.

4) Imprecise specification of the units of analysis undermines the
force of many conclusions presented.
with "household" because it

Particular care is required

is used as a "lay" as well as a

"technical" term.

5) An aswumption that the household is necessarily a site of joint
preferences or utilities has been seriously questioned in recent
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research; hence, the issue should be carefully treated in future
research.

6)

Farming systems research and other research frameworks for
iniestigating the production, consumption, and investment
activities of rural populations need to integrate information on
multiple decision makers within households and on inter-household
networks into their analytical and methodological techniques.

.7) Particular productive regimes where multiple strategies of
livelihood are the rule have led to insightful discussion of the

permeability of household boundaries.

Now, this type of under

standing needs to be systematized and applied to other cases.

8) While poor or needy women and households must. continue to be foci
of research and action, researchers and practitioners should not
equate womer. with disadvantage.

Different categories of women at

all socio-economic levels need investigating if a fuller analysis
of development is to be achieved.

9) Similarly, the focus of any inquiry into the effects of rural
development on different categories of woman or households mast

be expanded beyond production.
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10)
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Research on rural development will benefit from a more precise
distinction between gender as a key principle of differentiation
and women as social actors within specific social units.

11)

Emphasis is

placed on the incorporation of gender and of intra

and inter-household relations into analysis.

Both the

integration of gender as a significant variable and the more
precise assessment of the key units of production, consumption,
and investment are best seen not as separate "topics" in the
analysis of rural development processes and policy, but as
essential components in an integrated, structural framework of
analysis.
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